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Research has been carried out in the areas of (1) Collisionally-

Aided Radiative Excitation, (2) Model Potential Calculations of Atom-

Field-Collisional Interactions, (3) Coherence Effects in Radiative

Collirions, (4) Two-level Atom and Radiation Pulse, (5) Resonance

Fluorescence in Three-level Systems, (6) Modulation Spectroscopy, and

(7) Effects of Collisions on Atomic Coherences.

1. Collisionally-Aided Radiative Excitation (S. Yeh, P. Berman)

A detailed analysis of Collisionally Aided Radiative Excitation

(CARE) in three-level systemd in the weak field limit has been completed.1

Two off-resonant laser pulses are applied to a three-level atom which

simultaneously undergoes a collision with a perturber. The energy

levels of the active atom are perturbed in such a way that during a

collision, the atom may be instantaneously brought into single-photon

resonance with either of the fields or into two-photon resonance with

both fields (see figure)

Energy levels during a collision

*Asterisks on references indicate reprints or preprints appended to this
report.
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We have determined the level three population as a function of both

field detunings. Of particular interest is the asymptotic behavior

for large detunings which is intermediate between that predicted for

single and two-photon CARE. In addition, we have explained in more

detail the intereference effect that arises from contributions to

the final state population from both the "step-wise" and "two-photon"

excitation channels.

2. Model Potential Calculations of Atom-Field-Collisional Interactions

(E. Robinson)

Many calculations of CARE or Radiatively Assisted In-

elastic Collisiona (RAIC) tend to involve lengthy, costly computational

work (a RAIC is a process in which one or more laser photons provide

the needed energy to permit a collisional interaction that would be

otherwise energetically forbidden). Moreover, qualitative conclusions

are not easily derived from the numerical results. It is, therefore,

useful to have analytically soluable model potential calculations in

which the collisional interaction or radiation pulse envelope is

approximated by a smooth function.

Two such model potential calculations for RAIC have already

been carried out in the weak-field (perturbation theory) limit. 3 *

Both models approximate the collisional coupling by a hyperbolic

secant function; the collisional level-shifting is approximated by

a delta function in one model and a hyperbolic secant squared in the

other. Results were found to be in general agreement with numerical

calculations. Both solutions have been extended to allow for arbitrary

field strengths. The solutions can be expressed in series form,

although the series are not among those tabulated in standard

mathematical texts. Analysis of the results is currently in progress.

The Rozen-Zener problem (two-level atom subjected to a

hyperbolic secant radiation pulse) has been extended to three level

systems in which the field couples one of the states to the other

two, but those two states are not coupled. A preliminary report on

this work was presented at the EGAS conference in September, 1980,

at Pisa, Italy.-
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3. Coherence Effects in Radiative Collisions (P. Berman)

This work is discussed in detail in two preprints which

are appended to this report.5*,6* A traditional RAIC reaction is

of the form

Ai +A,+f Af +A,

where two atoms (A and A') collide in the presence of a field to
undergo reaction taking them from some initial state A A' to a

i i,
final state AfA,,. In all previous theories the initial and final

states were taken to be non-degenerate and the transition rate

as a function of f was calculated. The transition rate profile

pru'-des some information on the interatomic potential.

We have extended the theory to include degeneracy in the initial

and final states. Such a study leads to qualitatively new predictions

in the RAIC profiles. The quantity which is calculation is the polari-
zation of fluorescence or quantum beats originating from the final

state manifold of one of the atoms. The polarization of fluorescence

or quantum beats directly reflects the final state coherence properties

of the atom being detected. The final state coherence, in turn, can

serve as a signature of the collisional interaction taking part in

RAIC. The final state coherence is produced by the combined action
of the laser field (which tends to produce coherence) and the collision

(which tends to destroy it). A physical model in which the collision

is viewed as unpolarized "fields" has been developed.

The advantage over conventional RAIC detection can be enormous.

In conventional RAIC the collisional interaction is inferred from

the profile wings, where signal is weak. In contrast, polarization

measurements at line center can often (but not always) provide the

same collisional information. Thus, such measurements can provide

a valuable means for analyzing RAIC. To date, the theory has been

limited to the weak field (perturbation theory) limit and is valid

-3-



only in the impact core of the RAIC profile. An experiment

to test the predictions may be carried out at Laboratoire

Aime Cotton, Orsay, France.

Two-level Atom & Radiation Pulse. (P. Berman)

One of the most fundamental problems in the interaction

of radiation with matter is to calculate the excitation of a

two-level atom produced by a nearly resonant (detuning A)

radiation pulse. Ironically, the only smooth pulse envelope

for which an analytic solution has been found is the hyperbolic

secant. In collaboration with Dr. A. Bambini (Institute for

Quantum Electronics, Florence, Italy), analytic solutions to

this problem have been found for an entire class of positive

envelope functions. This class of functions includes the

hyperbolic secant as a special case. Except for the hyperbolic

secant, however, all pulse shapes are not symmetric. A paper

on this work is currently in preparation. Of particular interest

is the fact that the excitation probability does not vanish for

any field strengths not equal to zero, in contrast to the results

for symmetric pulses. One can also see which pulse shapes pro-

vide maximum excitation for a given pulse area.

Work has continued in the asymptotic dependence of ex-

citation probability. Progress has been made on evaluating

the time consuming integrals appearing in adiabatic theories

of this effect. 7 It also appears that the asymptotic dependence

is intimately linked to the pole structure of the envelope

functions, but attempts to find rigorous mathematical proofs

of our results have not been successful.

5. Resonance Fluorescence in Three-Level Systems. (S. Yeh)

A calculation of the resonance fluorescence of a three-

level system has been carried out. An incident field couples

the ground state to either of two nearly degenerate excited

- -' - --n -



states, which, themselves, are not coupled by the fields.

Using a dressed atom picture, one can predict that the

fluorescence spectrum consists of seven components. If

the field is tuned midway between the excited states and

if the coupling constant is the same for both excided states,

the spectrum collapses to five components. A paper on this

subject is in preparation.

6. Modulation Spectroscopy. (P. Berman)

Although contained implicitly in, the laser theory of8
Lamb, the use of modUlation spectroscopy to probe collisional

effects is just beginning to surface. In this technique one

modulates an applied field frequency in a saturated absorption

experiment at some frequency 6. To second order in the field,

there will be a component of the atomic state populations

which oscillates at a frequency 26. This population component

can be thought to have an effective lifetime of (26) - 1 when

6 >> (natural lifetime). If collisions are occurring within

the system, one can increase delta so that, at most, one

collision occurs during the effective lifetime of the levels

under investigation. In this way, one can isolate the role

of a single velocity-changing collision, which, in turn, re-

flects the properties of the collision kernel giving rise to

the scattering.

Although experiments of this type are under way,9-11 no

results have yet been published. A collaborative attempt to

analyze a saturated absorption experiment in Ne, yielded

qualitatively consistent results, but experimentally re-

producible data was not obtained.

T. Effect of Collisions on Atomic Coherences. (P. Berman)

In collaboration with J. LeGout, (Laboratoire Aime

Cotton, Orsay, France), a study of the basic equations that
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appear in quantum-mechanical transport equations was in-

itiated. We are seeking some physical insight into the

way in which collisions alter any coherences that may have

been created in a nearly degenerate manifold of levels. As

a specific example, we consider the effects of collsions

on Zeeman coherences (coherences created between magnetic

sublevels of a level of a given J - i.e. alignment,

orientation).

The major conceptual problem is that the collision

trajectories are different for the different magnetic substates.

Since the collision can couple the various magnetic substates,

at any time during a collision, the possibility of determining

all density matrix elements following the collision seems in-

tractable. We have been able to show, however, that a type

of semi-classical picture is valid under very general con-

ditions. In this picture, the collision can be broken down

into two overlapping zones. In the region'of large inter-

nuclear separations, the difference in substate trajectories

can be ignored. The region of small internuclear separations

can be treated by an adiabatic method. This work represents

the first progress in the evaluation of certain terms in the

quantum-mechanical transport equation. Implications with

regard to laser spectroscopy will be explored. A paper on

this subject is in preparation.

8. Previous Work

Reprints representing either earlier work13*-1 6* or

review articles17T,18* that appeared during this report

period are appended to this report.
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Photon echoes in standing-wave fields: Time separation of spatial harmonics

J.-L. Le Gouct
Laboratoire Aime Cotton. Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique I. Bdtiment 505, 91405-Orsav, France

P. R. Berman
Physics Department New York University 4 Washington Place. New York. New York 10003

(Received 12 February 1979)

A calculation is presented to describe the response of an atomic system subjected to tso strong standing-
wave field pulses separated in time. One finds a sequence of output pulses following input pulses which is
reminiscent of classical photon echoes. A physical picture of the processes involved in echo formatton is
presented, and connection is made with the classical picture of photon echoes. The application of these
techniques to collision studies is emphasized. It is shown that studies of echoes produced by standing-wave
fields can prove advantageous for exploring the effects of small-angle scattering on both level populations and
atomic coherences.

I. INTRODUCTION (T)-'] may be much better than that in saturation
spectroscopy (limited by transit-time broaden-

There has been recent interest in using time re- ing).
solved methods in laser spectroscopy. These in- In the last papers of the group of Novosibirskt",3
clude time-resolved saturation spectroscopy,1  a new feature was noted, which is the occurence of
free-induction decay, 2 photon echo,3' 4 quantum coherent radiations, not only at time T; but also
beats, coherent Raman beats, 6 superradiance,' at 2T, 3T after the second pulse. The aim of this
and excitation in separated fields. 8'" 3 In most of paper is to qualitatively and quantitatively discuss
these experiments one observes the transient the origin of the successive coherent radiation in
response of atoms to the application or removal separated fields (CRSF). The buildup of echoes
of laser fields. In addition to providing a means at successive times is directly connected with the
for carrying out high-precision spectroscopy, cancellation of the Doppler phase of various spa-
these methods are useful, to varying degrees, for tial harmonics of both the atomic coherences and
studying relaxation processes, level populations. We show that the spatial com-

In this paper we consider the response of an ponent of order n between the two pulses, is the
atomic system to excitation by separated fields, source of an echo at time ?,T after the second
sometimes referred to as optical Ramsey fringes, pulse. The characteristics of the phenomenon in
To observe optical Ramsey fringes, one applies a the frequency domain are investigated and the dif-
laser-generated standing wave to atoms during a ference with the usual photon echo is elucidated.
short time T, at two instants separated by a de- Moreover a calculation of the CRSF intensity is
lay T. Experimentally, this process has been carried out using a simple model.
studied using gas cellsiO ' 3 as well as atomic In Sec. H the CRSF intensity is calculated, as-
beams'" for both two-photon0 't 2 and one-pho- suming that the field seen by the atoms is pro-
ton5 ' , t ' , t 3 excitation. In the case of two-photon vided by the external fields only (i.e., polariza-
transitions, which are free from the Doppler ef- tion fields are neglected). The details of this
fect, the evolution of the atoms after the second calculation are given in Appendix A. Discussions
pulse is probed by the fluorescence decay from of the origin of the various echoes and the detun-
the upper level. For one-photon transitions, the ing dependence of the fields is given in Secs. III
field-induced coherence among the atomic dipoles and IV, respectively. Finally, the possibilities
is rapidly destroyed for different velocity sub- of using CRSF for collisional studies is explored
classes of atoms owing to the Doppler effect, ex- in Sec. V.
cept at a time T after the second pulse. At this
instant a coherent radiation is emitted by the gas, II. CRSF INTENSITY
which is reminiscent of the classical photon echo.
In either case the signals exhibit a detuning-de- Consider a gas cell (Fig. 1) illuminated by two
pendent structure of width I'T, which does not successive standing wave laser pulses. The
exist in the usual photon echo. The ultimate reso- pulses are applied at times t and t, having dura-
lution of separated-field spectroscopy [with width lions r o and r, respectively. The laser field of

20 111 c, 1979 The American Phsical Societv
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Wog. A d w intense than the external ones. In ihest I . , its qs.
Sanding wav .) are solved in AppendLx A.

Loser I gos cell All spatial harnonics ire contained in the atonic
polarization P= g. p. 1 ) which is of the form

FIG. 1. Two st:inditni-wa\e pulses of duir tion r - ohd
T, separated by time T are ineido.,t on :in atoimic sstent Pt i, z, ) = Pc( c', 2,1) COSwl/

Ps(cz, z,fl sinwi :2

where P. and P. are slowly varying functions of
frequency ,, is taken to be of the form time, compared with cos.,t. However, it follows

E(z, 17= iElzI) from this form of the polarization and Maxwell's
equations that only the component of P(r,, z, t)

SiE,,coswet sinkz JK/0 )+ Kt )J , proportional to sinkz gives rise to a significant

where electric field (i.e., the absence of polarization
frequencies 3w, 5w, . . . implies that polarization

1 0- (I -I) <T, components varying as sin3kz, sin5kz .... are neg-

@ t) 0 otherwise, ligible). It then follows' from Maxwell's equations
that the echo field amplitude exiting the sample is

and I is a unit vector in the direction of polariza- given by

tion.
In the rotating-wave approximation, the equa- s () = 7T2(kl[ r, )2+ P5 (1,, 1)2] 1/2d1, , (3)

tions of motion for density-matrix elements

p(z, vu, t) (only motion in the direction of the field-
propagation vector need be considered) are where

15j, t)= P ,(v,z', 1) sinkz'dz' (4)
PU._I v, ap I = ix(p,,e-

I  - plae
i t )  k

at 8

sinkz [(1,)) + 0 V1L) and I is the length of the sample. The echo aaipli-

tude is calculated in Appendix A (using the simpli-

aP2 8 pe xp2e- e" fying, but not critical, assumption that -Y1 , 1

Tf az a

x s inkz [10 "do) +t)j -+ 2 2 0, 2 , 8() =47kl f dv, N, (.)

a P12  
p 2 

= x(p2 2 - pi,)ei
t  

x (Ae"l 2T cosA T + Be
- 

IT) (5)

where

x s in k z [O(t ,) + ( t) I - i2 2  - w oP 2 , N o( ,) = P2 2( ', 1o) - P 11 0', Z 1 ) (6)

is the population difference density inside the cell
before the first pulse, and

where ,, is the 1-2 transition frequency, X= E,,'

2, p is the dipole moment associated with the
transition 1-2, and y, is the natural decay rate of A=Z)P,,. [rE. R) sill-Y/

It is assumed that the applied pulses are well
separated (t, -I1,- T.), and that the detuning B= ..[, /kc~ro\]

- ,,and the decay rates yie satisfy M L)] , t
-yj,< 1, respectively, as is common experimen-
tally. Moreover, to ensure that the Doppler de- x expI-) 1 2it -/I)

phasing between pulses is complete, one assumes x cosikv,(nT-1, - 11)) (7)
that kuT--- 1, where u is the width of the thermal-
velocity distribution. Finally, the effect of the The physical content of this equation will be dis-

polarization fields on the atoms is neglected, which cussed in Sees. Ill and IV. We may not(, here
is valid provided that the echo fields are much less some general features of the solution. The echo
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amplitude is a maximum for t -t = nT (n is an tion leads to a negligible echo amplitude. The

integer). For other times, the velocity integra- maximum amplitude of the nth echo is given by
I

Sm.(fi + nT) = (-)"4irkl doz No(' 0 Jn+1  sin

4X "12 ei'2T cosAT, n odd,
[7 esYT  n even.

For odd n the maximum amplitude oscillates as choice of parameters, consider the simple situa-
a function of detuning A, with the fringes having a tion where all the velocity classes are equally ex-
width -1/T. For even n, the signals do not exhibit cited by the pulses, i.e., kUr <<1. In this limit the
this detuning dependence. From Eqs. (5) and (7), arguments of the Bessel functions reduce to 2X%
one can see that the duration of a given echo in and 2xr1 , respectively. Taking a Maxwellian dis-

time is (kAv)', where Av, is the range of signi- tribution for No,

ficant v. entering the integration in Eq. (5); the No(v,)=(N,/uf7)exp(-v,/u') (9)
range Av, is a function of x, ku, To, T1 . The gen-
eral qualitative features of the results are illus- one obtains the echo:

trated schematically in Fig. 2.
One can determine the most suitable values of 6(t)= 4k1N0 exp{-4 k 2 u [nT-(t-t1))

parameters Tog T,,) in order to maximize the in- x [A'e'vi2Tcos(AT)+ B'e'J , (10)
tensity of a given echo. As a first attempt at this

where

Input int'ensityA'
o dd (_)nJ0 (2XrT)J,(2Xo)

(el) B'= X xexp [-yt(t - t )].1

t The duration of each of these echoes (at half-max-

0 T imum) is 3.4/ku, and to maximize &(I), r o and T,
Output intensity must be chosen so that the Bessel functions of the

eobserved echo have their first maximum for ZXT o

(b) 
and 2XT, (Ref. 14):

xr o= 0.9 and Ti = 1.72r 0 for n = 1,

XTo=l.55 and I=l. 35r0 for n= 2 .

Az-s - t In the limit kur -< 1 under consideration, this op-

o 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T timization procedure requires field strengths X
>> ku.

,Output intensity The ratio R, of the optimized intensity of the

first echo to that of the others is shown as fol-

1 2 3 4 5

1 1.82 2.7 3.57 5

-If k> 1, Eq. (5) must be evaluated by a numeri-0 1T]2T 1T/T 53TI']2T cal integration. Figures 3 and 4 show 8,.. for the

two first echoes, as a function of knrT for several
input pulses, b) I ou tput I as a function of time, (c) out- values of X. In this calculation the ratio between

put as a function of detuning for fixed t located at one of T, and rT is fixed at the optimum value which has
the echoes occuving at I =1 14nT with n odd. been determined previously for the limiting case
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A (W
/t~u=,? 0.8 n=1

curve 1: X/ru=2

2 ku Z1 =0.75
2: X/u=0.5

ok 
L Zu7 . = 3 .2

3: X/fu=0.2

to &Uzi =7.8

0 t L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 11 

\

Sn :1
'o 0*5

FIG. 3. Maximum value of the first echo amplitude as L._

a function of kuTj for various ratios X/eu The value of ".
To was taken equal to 0.58T1 . <

ku- << 1. It turns out that the intensity maxima

shown by Figs. 3 and 4 are approximately located
at the same values of XTo and XT, as in the ku1 4tu(t-t-nT)
<1 case. The echo amplitude maximum is de- FIG. 5. First echo amplitude (n =1) as a function of
creased by a factor of 2 (first echo) or a factor of time for various field strengths X/ku. The values of kU T

2.8 (second echo) when the Rabi frequency is used to maximize the amplitude are indicated.
changed from 2ku to 0.2ku.

Figures 5 and 6 represent the time evolution of
the echoes around the instant t, + n T. For each (z, to), the phase of the ?n -order spatial harmonic
value of x, To, and T1 are chosen to give the max- of the induced polarization is mkz (mn odd). From
imum intensity. The duration of the echoes (at time to to with the field off, the atoms keep the
half-maximum) is increased from about 3.5/ku same po to Owing o the aton, theto 8ku firs eco) ad 35/kuto 2/ku(seondsame phase mkz. Owing to their motion, the

to 8/ku (first echo) and 3.5/ku to 12/ku (second atoms at (z, t) are the ones which were at (z.
echo) when X varies from 2ku to 0.2ku. The physi- -

cal implications of the above results are dis- =z -vz(t-f 0 ), to). Consequently, the spatial phase
cussed in Secs. I and IV.

I1. PHYSICS OF ECHO FORMATION 
W

To investigate the physical origin of the echoes,
we first consider the limiting case kut <1 (all curve 1: X/ku =2
velocity subclasses excited by the pulses). For AU Z, = 1

2: X/&.u=0.5

It(t,.2T) 1 3: X/ku=0.2

n=2 
& C 'u TS1 = 1

,o0.8

L..
n=

o 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 o 1 2 3 4 5

u , 0. (t -t I 4n T6 7

FIG. 4. Maximum value of the second echo amplitude

as a function of kuT, for various ratios X/ku. The value FIG. 6. Second echo amplitude (n-2) as a function of
of To was taken equal to 0.74T. time for various field strengths X/ku.
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of atoms with velocity v, at z is AP?-I (.Z,z,t)

0.(v,, z, t)= mkzo= rakz - mkv,(t - to). m= -1t= +8

In a standing wave field, populations as well as z=

off-diagonal density matrix elements acquire

phases. Thus the phase of an arbitrary density &vztlto
matrix element harmonic at t= t, is nkz
-nkv,(t 1 - to), where n can be even (population) or to i, t1 .InIT t

odd (polarization). The second pulse causes each
nth harmonic, present at time t, to drive the ruth
harmonic of the polarization. The phase of the
mth harmonic after the pulse is obtained by adding
On - n)kz to the phase of the nth harmonic before -8604t-li L
the pulse. This leads to

0,(c 2 , z, t,) = Pnkz - nkv(t, - to) I FIG. 7. Evolution of the spatial phase of the (-1) har-
monic as a function of time. showing only the contribu-

This total phase differs from the value of 0. be- tion from the 8th harmonic following the second pulse.
fore the pulse by a phase jump (i -- n)kv,(t t -to). This contribution leads to an echo at t=t,+ST. Contri-
Note that the phase of the ruth harmonic after the butions from other harmonics (not shown) lead to echoes
pulse actually reflects the time development of the at t=tl+In IT.
nith harmonic, and not that of the ruth harmonic,
between /,, and t. In the same way that the phase
at time t after the first pulse was obtained, one a reversal of the Doppler phase4 : -kv(t - to)
can calculate the spatial phase at time t > f1 , as -ktt, - to). This result is a limiting case of the

0 ,(v,, z, 1) = mkz - kvt(t - Id) + PT), more general result in CRSF where the second
h pulse induces a change of (1 -n)kv(t, -o) in the

where T= to -t,. All the velocity classes of the Doppler phase (for classical) photon echo n= -1).
polarization combine their contributions to pro- Thus the presence of the various echoes may be
duce coherent radiation of the gas after the second explained by the simple "phase-jump" picture.
pulse. The spatial average gives rise to negligible The time duration of CRSF may also be explained
contributions from the various harmonics (pro- using a simple picture. The atomic dipoles lose
vided the dimpnsion of the sample is much larger their relative phase coherence in a time equal to
than the radiatLon wave length) except for the corn- the inverse of the frequency bandwidth excited by
ponents having spatial phase ±kz. Thus, the sig- the laser fields. If kural 1, all velocity sub-
nal originates from components such that m = ±1, classes are equally excited by the field, giving an
with a phase excitation bandwidth of ku and consequently, an

echo duration of -(ku)"
'. For larger values of kuTr

such that kur 1  1, the excitation bandwidth ap-
In the integration over v,, the atomic polariza- proaches T;r, leading to an echo duration -(r 0 + r).

tion is small, owing to the Doppler phase This effect is clearly seen in Figs. 5 and 6 as the
kvnT *(n t - t,)), except at times t= t, + In IT when echo duration increases with kur
this Doppler phase is zero. Thus an echo occurs Excitation bandwidth is also an important factor
at time In T after the second pulse and reflects in explaining the decrease in echo amplitude with
the buildup of either polarization (n odd) or popu- decreasing field strength shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
lation (n even) harmonics in the to- t, region. For large field strengths leading to optimization
Figure 7 represents this result for the case n pulse widths such that ku'< i, all velocity sub-
= +8, in = -1, z = 0. The result is analogous to that classes are equally excited and the parameters X,
in classical photon echoes-independent of velocity, T,, T, can be chosen to maximize each echo inten-
all dipoles are in phase at a specific time where sity independently of velocity [see Eq. (8) in which
an echo is observed. Since the nth harmonic is the Bessel-function arguments are velocity inde-
either a population or a polarization component pendent for kUT i << 1 . As the field strength de-
depending on whether n is even or odd, coherent creases, the optimal pulse widths are such that
radiation in separated fields is an extension of ku11 z 1. The condition kuT> I corresponds to
photon echo in traveling-wave fields, where only atoms moving through at least one wavelength of
the lowest polarization components may be ex- the standing wave field pattern during the pulses.
cited. The usual interpretation of photon echo in Each atom starting at (z,, to) then experiences an
gases considers the effect of the second pulse as average field (see Appendix B)

___________________________m
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(j(Zo, t- 0), related to the spatial phases acquired by atoms as
=(2X/kVT ) sin(kzo,+ 124,T)sin(2kvT ) . a result of their motion following application of

the field. An echo corresponds to the rephasing of

which is velocity dependent if kuT Z 1. Thus a set the signal at some particular instant I= 1, + nT when
of parameters which is optimal for one velocity the atoms of velocity v, are at distance nvuT from
subclass is not optimal for another [see Eq. (8) their position at the time of the second pulse (see
in which the Bessel function arguments depend on Fig. 7). Collisions during the time of flight,
v, if kur 1]. One is effectively using fewer which prevent the atoms of a given v, from being
atoms to provide the echo signal (atoms having at the right position at the right time, result in a
kvT I <1 are most efficient) as kUT increases, decrease of the echo intensity. This phenomenon
leading to a decrease in echo amplitude, of "collisional Doppler dephasing" was already ob-

served in photon-echo experiments. 4 In that case
IV. DETUNING DEPENDENCE the signal reflects only the evolution of the first

spatial harmonic of the atomic coherence. In
Following the first pulse, the induced atomic spatial harmonic of t herpopulaIn

polaizaionoscilats feel at reqenc w.CRSF, the spatial harmonics of the population dif-
polrizelevelpopulation sexhibitno oscillatesn y ference, as well as coherences, contribute to the
while the level populations exhibit no oscillatory echo formation. Thus the CRSF method extends

behavior [see Eqs. (1) for P. 2 and p,,, respective- eossibiliof obserg "co Doer

ly ]. When the second pulse acts on the system the possibility of observing a "collisional Doppler

(assuming that both pulses arise from the same dephasing effect" to the population difference.

cw laser) the atomic dipoles have acquired a tern- Moreover, the spatial structure may be probed

poral phase difference AT with the field. For systematically since every spatial harmonic
CRSF echoes driven by polarization harmonics produces a CRSF echo. However, the relative con-CRSFeches dive by olaizaton armoicstribution of an harmonic decreases with increas-
(odd n), the echo amplitudes are maximal if this ign in h deec ease a phaseas-
phase difference is an integral multiple of 2ir and ing n since the detected atoms have a phase as-

phas difernceis a inegrl mltipe o 2iand sociated with the nth harmonic during the time be-
they oscillate as a function of A with period T giv- te th t e nl ani d e imaller

ing iseto "rines" f wdth 1T.For RSFtween the two pulses only and this delay is smallering rise to "fringes" of width 1/T. For CRSF adsalri oprsnwt h oa ieo

echoes driven by population harmonics even n), and smaller in comparison with the tota s time of
the phase difference plays no role and no fringes flight (n+ )T as n increases. Therefore most of

appear. the interest of the method seems to be concen-
The structure is typical of Ramsey fringes in trated in the first few echoes.It is true that the observed microscopic colli-

which one creates a polarization phase difference s proess-am the velocichani
by sampling a field at two separate times. This
effect is also present in traveling-wave photon process-is the same one that can be investigated
echoes, but in a less useful way. For traveling- in steady-state saturation spectroscopy (SSSS)."
wave fields, the detuning always enters as a -]Z.; However in SSSS the contribution of the coherenceso that, in order to achieve the Doppler-phase and of the level population are mixed in the same

cancellation necessary for echo formation, the signal. This may present difficulties of interpre-
detuning dependence as well as the Doppler phase, tation when coherence and level populations are
vanishes at t= 2T. The traveling-wave echo ex- both sensitive to the velocity changing effect. In
hibits a detuning dependence of cosA(t - 2T) contrast in CRSF the occurence of distinct echoes
which, for t - 2T ± (time duration of the echo), enables one to separate the coherence and the lev-

gives a fringe pattern of width ~1/(echo duration) el population signals.

- T-1. Thus CRSF is much better suited for high-. In order to illustrate the physics involved in
precision spectroscopy than traveling-wave pho- collisional Doppler dephasing, we adopt a simpleton echoesp model with the following features: (i) binary

foreign-gas collisions in the impact approxima-of detuning IATter 1, after which it disappears tion, (ii) equal natural decay and inelastic colli-
This result is in contrast to typical Ramsey fringe sional rates for levels 1 and 2 (Ref. 16), (iii) in-
patterns where only the central fringe may be seen elastic collisions that can be accounted for by one

pattrnswhee oly te cntrl fingemaybe een rate constant r, for all density matrix elements,
(the other fringes are lost owing to phase destruc- and (iv) short-pulse times roT << 1 such that all
tion arising from different values of T for different ando(iv) shor-puses ua « sch thvelocity groups). velocity subclasses are equally excited. 7 With

these assumptions we need consider only elastic
V. COLLISIONS collisions and do so using three collision models.'"

(a) In the first model, collisions are assumed to
CRSF offers some interesting possibilities for produce only instantaneous phase changes on atom-

collisional studies. Echo formation is intimately ic coherences. This model is valid generally for
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electronic and vibrational transitions.'" For where r, is the state i elastic collision rate, Au is

echoes driven by coherences, the effect of colli- the rnis change in velocity per collision and a is a

sions is to replace y,, by a collision broadened constant of order unity which depends on the spe-

r.2 and A by a collisionally shifted A' giving a cific collision kernel describing the collisions."'

maximum echo amplitude Thus, one can probe elastic velocity-changing col-
lisions with this method by studying the maximum

L+ nT) echo amplitude of even harmonics as a function of

f pulse separation T. Note the possibility of a dif-

= (-)"4ikl J d, No(") ferent functional dependence on T for even and odd

x J,(2XT0 )J,(2x-l) harmonics.
(b) In the second collision model, valid generally

x e-rL(Ln)r e-'r2(iR)TcosA'T. (12) for rotational and some vibrational transitions,
collisions are assumed to be velocity changing in

For echoes driven by populations, the Doppler their effect on coherences.' " In this model, thephase factor exp froinkvzdt developed between t0  elastic scattering amplitudes are identical for 1ev-

and t, by the nth harmonic (n even), must be av- elss1ianda2;eaistatelindeedentclfor ne-
els I and 2; a state independent collision mter-

eraged over velocity-changing collisions. Fol- action can lead only to velocity changes (no in-

lowing Ref. 4, one can obtain stantaneous phase changes) associated with level

r coherences. Collisions affect populations and co-
&r .(t1 +nT)=(-)n4 rkl ide o(u,)J,l(2Xro) herences in the same manner in this model, re-

suiting in a maximum echo amplitude depending on

x J.(2Xl-)eri(i.)r eVyre r,"T an average of

, T r I)T

x [ ep[_aI't(nkAu)
2TS], nkAuT «, exp in kvzdt -i kv, dt

exp(- ri T), nkAuT > , 1 over collisions, and given by'"
(13)

S + (ti+nT) =(-)4iTkl f dv,No(v,)J.,( 2XT 0)J,(2XT)eri(I'e-i2nT e ( 2 cosA Te i :e )

{ exp[-ar(nkau) 2T ( + n) j, nkAuT < l,

x exp[-r(1+n)T] , nkAuT>>1, (14)

where n is even or odd. has been said previously, coherences only may be

(c) A modified collision model, valid for colli- probed using classical photon echoes, while CRSF

sion interactions that are nearly state independent allows a study of collisional effects on level popu-

allows for both a velocity change and small phase lations as well. The same possibility of studying

shift to occur in level coherences as a result of small velocity changes is also present in time re-

a collision. This model, which may be valid for solved saturation spectroscopy' 4 but the signal is

some vibrational transitions, can be described by then an intricate mixture of contributions from

replacing Y. 2 and A appearing in Eq. (14) by colli- both coherences and level populations. An alter-

sionally modified values r,, and A'. It should be native method for studying the effects of velocity-

noted that even small collisional shifts may be im- changing collisions on level populations using

portant in high precision spectroscopy. stimulated photon echoes has recently been re-

An examination of Eqs. (13) and (14) reveals the ported.20

special functional dependence on T in the factor
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS with v= n -iA'kv, and C= 2X kv., which transforms
OF MOTION Eq. (A6) into

The first step is to solve the nonstationary C. + C.. = (2v I )C,. (A8)
equations of motion in the presence of a perma- The general solution of this system is

nent standing-wave field. We seek a solution to
describe the evolution of the system within a short C(t) = AJ(C). BJ+ (), (A9)
time r after the field has been switched on assum-ing the following conditions where the Jv's are Bessel functions. In terms of

the initial variables we obtainJIT-.<1, -ej-l.
Starting with Eqs. (1), and using the new vari- X.=(-" [A.X,xkvt)j.. ,

ables

T, 2=p12e"' t , D=T 2 - ,, + B(A, X, kvu,t)J.,,.,/v

S= 2 +52, N=p 2 -p 1 1 , (Al)
Since there is no damping in the initial equations,

we obtain the set of equations: we retain only the purely imaginary eigenvalues

1 in (A6). An even more-restrictive condition on the
N+8vN= 2xDsnkz, (A2a) eigenvalues is placed by requiring x.-0 as n-

for convergence of series (A4). Since JW(z) di-

D+ v,1 D= 2iXNsinkz, (A2b) verges when n - -- and v is not an integer, we
&Z keep X such that itx/k, is an integer. Thus the

1 S0general solution for y,(t) given as a linear combi-

Si z =0. (A2c) nation of the xt) is

The spatial derivative is eliminated by substi-
tution using Fourier-series developments for the V(t)= (-i) 0 a,0L, 'v,)

variables N, D, S:
k;.+,,ikvN.=X(D._,-_D"1, WAa) xi. ( 2)L eok .'oo. (A10)

D.+ ink,D. =X(N.- -N,_,), (A3b) )

+ inkvS,=0, (A3c) In order to express y,,t) in terms of initial condi-
tions, Eq. (A10) is inverted at I= t,, using the

where the Fourier components are defined by closure relation of Bessel functions 22

A=Z A.e " -', A D,S,N, (A4) 3 J.(r)J.(r)= 6,. (All)

at t= t, D= 0, and N, 0 . It then follows from to obtain
Eqs. (A3), that N. is nonzero for even n only and

D. is nonzero for odd n only. Consequently, Eqs. a1 (X, kv,)= dA12)
(Aa) and (A3b) may be written in the form

y.+inkvY= x(y,,- - y.,,1 ), (A5) Substituting Eq. (A12) into (A10) and using the

where y.= NW for even n and yW= D. for odd n. The summation formula for Bessel functions
22

y. may be regarded as the components of a vector (WV,2-*I 2V.(q ;. )
Y which can be expanded on a basis of eigenvec- e"z$J 2s
tors of Eq. (A5). The components x. of an eigen-
vector X associated with the eigenvalue A satisfy =.1 =:J,( r)d...( r)e"8* (A13)

XW =XWS.-

and we obtain the system of linear equations we finally obtain
(h + kv)%,= X(x,. - x, ,t). (AM) 46 .1e-0flkV 2(9t)

Equation (A6) may be solved by a method analogous
to that used by Feldman and Feld.' One sets .4X snkv(t_-o)\(14

(A?) xJW \kv, sin "2 (A4)

- .-- r-------
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This solution is equivalent to that obtained in Ap- The field is switched on from 1, to tj + rT, and
pendix B by directly integrating Eqs. (A2). One V,,(t, + r) can be determined from Eq. (A14) using
notes that the nth harmonic is driven by all nith initial conditions (A16). Following this pulse the
harmonics present at to. system evolves freely until time I according to

This result enables us to calculate the polariza- Eqs. (A15).
tion of the gas sample after a sequence of two At time 1, one must calculate
square pulses. At to, the only nonzero spatial /A
component is N,,= yo. The external field is on until P(v,, ) 2- P(V, Z

to+ To. At this time the atomic spatial components 1 0

are x sinkz'dz', (A17)

y to +To) = No(to)e-' ' o' /' J. ( x sin kv°T., where
kv, 2,

O. P(v, z, t) = p(p 2 + P.)

Following the pulse, the atoms evolve freely, and - (S cost - iD sin,0). (A18)

obey the equations: Substituting (A8) into (A17) and using the Fourier
expansions of D and S, one finds

N,,+ inkrN. + YN.= O, 5(v ,) ,cosw/

D.+ inkrD, + y, 2 D.=ji(,.0 -,)o)S,, (A15) +Ps(v,,t)sinwt, (A19)

S,+ inkyv, S, + -Y, 2S, = i(w - wo)D, where
P, (( ., ) i A(S, S.')

where, for sake of simplicity, we have assumed and
that If,=v'2 = v. At time t, the solutions are

P0 (,,, t) = i. (D, -D.,).
N4t,)=N,(to+ ro)exp[-(t -t,) -inkv(t, -t,)] The quantities S., D., calculated by the procedure

above are
D,(t1 ) = D, ,(t0 + T0 ) cos( ,, - wo)(t, - to) (A 16) D~t = Nocos [A(t - t 1 ) j,-.~ c osA Te" I2Tr+ B~e"'T ),

x exp[-inkv,(t, - to - T) -'Y(tI to)]I, (A 20)

St 1 ) = iD to + ro) sin(w - o)(t, - to) S. = iNo sin[A(t - t,)J(A0 cosTe "12T+ BeV-T),

x exp[-inkv,(t, -to - To) -v t)(] - ) I where 2 1

/.- E Oc~dM 4-sin-,i X -s in -V"
\ w, 2 / k., 2/

X exp[ :kv,(nT*(t-4,) -!(T,- 1 ) *!L)-yx2 (t - t')J (A21)

Using the symmetry properties of the Bessel functions one finds the echo amplitude

8( t) = 2kt f dvjP ,(v, t)2 . P.(v,, t)2 I/' = 4,kl f dv ,N 0 (v)[A cos(A T)evLt
r +Be-T (A22)

where

.... tI /4x kvT 1 4X kvTp( " kv, 2/ IvIv, 2 /

01~ X o k o-T g+ZL 
pY ( ' A3
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APPENDIX B y(zo+ vat - t1), t)

In Appendix A we solved the equations in a

manner that exhibits the successive echoes which y(zo, t,) exp(2ix f sink(zo+ vWl'-to))dt'.

are associated with the Fourier components of to

the solution. The equations may also be solved di-

rectly to exhibit the inotion of a group of atoms As an atom experiences the field x(z 0 , t' - to)

starting at (v, Zo, to) . Adding Eqs. (A2a) and (A2b) =X sink(zo+ v,(t' - to)) at time ', the integral in

term to term, we obtain (BS) can be understood as an average over the

+ vy=2iXysinkz, (Bi) field amplitude along the atomic path during the

z = ypulse.

where 
Thus we get

Y=N+ D. (B2) (t - to)(X(zo, t' - t)),.o t = X sink(z + v,(I' - o))dt'

Changing variables (z, t) to (x= z -vzt, t) one to

gets and

2y = 2iXy sinx + vt). (B3)
at Nzo+ v(t - to), to)

The integration leads to =z, t o) cos12(t -o)(X(zo, I ,))
y(N, ') = y(x, to)

x exp (2ix ftsink(x+ v,t') dt'), (B4) -D(zo, to)sm[2(t - to)(xCzo, t'- to))],

0 D(z 0+ tvt - to), to)

where
x = z - vt = zo - vto. = D(zo, to) cos 12(1 - to) (X(z,, ' - to))

With a boundary value condition at (zo, t), one ob- + N(zo, to) sin[2(t - to)(X(zo, t'- to)))
tams
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Theory of Collisionally Aided Radiative Excitation in Three-Level Systems:

A New Interference Effect
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Collisionally aided radiative excitation in a three-level atomic system is investigated
with use of a stationary-phase method for the case of large atom-field detunings and weak
incident fields. It is found that collision-induced coherent phase-interference effects can
give rise to oscillatory structure in the total absorption cross section as a function of
relative speed (energy). An example is given for a specific interatomic potential, indi-
cating that experimental observation of such an effect is feasible.

The theory of saturation spectroscopy has led level spacings. 7 Consequently, the nature and

to an understanding of the physical processes positions of the crossings may be altered in
that occur when two nearly resonant radiation CARE (by varying the detunings) but not in charge-
fields are incident on a three-level atomic sys- exchange inelastic collisions. This feature of
tern. Collisional effects have been incorporated,' CARE allows us to gain information on the di-
but such calculations have generally been limited atomic systems which would be otherwise diffi-
to the impact region (Ifield detunings I <<inverse cult to obtain. 8

collision time). Although calculations not re- The system consists of a three-level active
stricted to the impact approximation have been atom (levels labeled 1, 2, and 3) undergoing
carried out for two-level systems,2 there is, to transitions from state 1 to state 3, simultaneous-
our knowledge, only one calculations of collision- ly subjected to the collision of a structureless
ally aided radiative excitation (CARE, often perturber and to two external fields of amplitudes
referred to as "optical collision") in the non- E and E', frequencies w and w'. Fields E and E'
impact limit for three-level systems.3 This cal- drive only 1-2 (frequency w2) and 2-3 (frequency
culation was done using an effective two-level W32) transitions, respectively, their interaction
method and had serious restrictive conditions being characterized by the detunings A= w- w2 0

on the detunings. A'= w'- w,, and the coupling strengths X= pE/ 2h
In this Letter we report on a new type of quan- and X'= 4 'E'/2h, where u and A' are the 1-2 and

turn interference effect that occurs in three-level 2-3 dipole matrix elements. The collision is as-
atomic systems subject to both collisions and off
resonant (I field detunings I >> inverse collision
time) radiation fields. This effect results from
an interference between contributions to the tran-
sition amplitudes from the various collision-in-
duced crossings of the dressed atomic states4

(see Fig. 1). When the crossings are well sepa-
rated, the effect manifests itself as an oscilla-
tion in the total cross section as a function of
active-atom-perturber relative speed (energy). W
An analogous oscillatory feature was discussed I'
by Rosenthal and Foley for charge-exchange in- ' iAl

I U

elastic collisions5'6 in a He-He* system which is W
characterized by atom-ion interatomic-potential I I
curves similar to those in Fig. 1. However, 0 Rc R 4 8 12
there Is an important difference between the two.
In charge-exchange inelastic collisions, the R ( A )
Icllio-ndu e cinsic (olackions the) aFIG. 1. Collisionally modified dressed-state energiescollision -induced crossings (or lack thereof) are W , W 1 n ilo h e -e e ci e ao n pW1 , W11, and W1 l1 of a three-level active atom and ap-
completely determined by the atom-ion inter- plied fields as a function of internuclear separation R,

atomic potentials. In CARE, on the other hand, in the weak-field limit. The energies Ali and AlA' set
the crossings are additionally dependent on the the energy scale; A =- 8x l0 sec " and A'--- 3x 1013
field detunings since they affect the dressed-atom ec " "

8 &ode( Contract No. NOOO4-77-C-53.
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sumed to only shift the energies of the atomic III evolve adiabatically with phases given by

levels without coupling them. exp[- iI, W11(R(t))dt and exp[-if .r,,Wm(R(t)dtJ,

Figure 1 shows the system in a dressed-atom where Wf, and Wm are the collisionally modified

diabatic representation for some particular inter- energies shown in Fig. I. At T,' transitions be-

atomic potentials and atom-field detunings; the tween states I and Ill are possible, and for times

atom-field dressed states are labeled 1, 11, and Ill. greater than 7,' the amplitude of state III again
The existence of crossings and their relative evolves adiabatically.
positions depend on the interatomic potential as Thus, there are four paths for excitation to

well as the detunings.9 Various crossing situa- state III, two from direct excitation 1- Ill at ±7.,
tions may occur, leading to different features in the other two from stepwise excitation I -I -III

the absorption cross section. We chose to focus at (+i'%, rc '), with each contributing to the prob-
our attention on the case when the detunings are ability amplitude. The cross term in the state-
large (I A 1, 1 a' I >inverse collision time), when I excitation probability contains six oscillatory
the field strengths are weak (x< I A, x'-<IA'I), terms varyingas sin(Aqp), i=, .... 6. Only one

and when there are three well-separated cross- of these phases, AV, - f 'WS(IAt))d1 - fc.WmnfJt))

ings, since an interesting interference phenome- xdt, is a slowly varying function of the impact

non emerges under these conditions, parameter b for the system under consideration.
To better understand this interference effect, On integrating over b to obtain the excitation

we use a time-dependent classical-trajectory cross section, this term is the only one to sur-
description of the collision event. For large de- vive. Since &, is essentially proportional to the

tunings, states II and III can be excited directly time separation AT -(R,' - R )/v (v is the relative

from initial state I only at the crossing positions atomic speed) between the inner and outer cross-
labeled by R, and Re ", respectively, in Fig. 1. ings, the total cross section oscillates as a func-

In the time domain, the R, and Rcf crossings tion c 1/v. These ideas are made more quantita-

occur at corresponding times * ir and * T," pro- tive by the calculation given below.
vided that the impact parameter is such that the The calculation is most conveniently carried

distance of closest approach in the collision is out in the "bare"-state picture. In the rotating-
less than the smaller of R. and Re". Between wave approximation and weak-field limit, the

their creation at times ± Tc, * Tc ", and the cross- time-dependent Schr6dinger equation is solved by

ing at time T.' (corresponding to internuclear perturbation theory to yield the following expres-
distance R,'), the amplitudes of states 11 and sion for the state-3 amplitude a,(-), using as ini-

I tial conditions a,(- ) = 1, a,(- ) a3(-) = 0,

a,(-) = - xX' J exp-i[A't - fA'y'()dTJ If'exp{- [Ati-J7'/T)dr] 1t dt, (1)

where V and V' are defined by V() = V2(t) - V,(t) and V'(t) = Vs(t) - V(t), with V,(t) (i= 1, 2, 3) the colli-
sion-induced shift in energy of level i 1y1 2.(R)= W1.1.m(R)+C.2.s, where Ci's are constants]. Because

of the condition that I field detunings I >>inverse collision time, we have neglected any Doppler phase
shifts or level decays in Eq. (1).

Assuming that transitions occur only near the crossings, we use a stationary-phase method to evalu-

ate Eq. (1). For R.< R'< Rc', the result is

Ja2(_) 12 =As+A,+A' (2)

with

A s= (XX'2N)(1 +s sin29)/2aa', (3)

At,= (X,)')(f 2 +g2 )[ 1 + s"sin2(9 ,"- s8)]/a", (4)

A (2(f+g2) )/2 sin[W+ 9'- i,"+ (s +s'- s"iv/4+sOJ+sinJl, + (p'+ V"+(s +s'+s)v/4 -so

+sint W'+ W- /+(s' s -s)a/4-sOJ

+snI'- w"-W+(s'-s'-s)n/4+soJ), (5)
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where a, a', and a" are one-half of the absolute values of the time derivatives of V(t), V'(t), and

V(t) = V(t) + V'(t), respectively, evaluated at r>, T,', and T, ", respectively, with the signs of these

derivatives given by s, s', and s", respectively, f and g are the auxiliary functions of Fresnel inte-

grals 10 with argument given by I(2a/r)/2(rc / - r)I, and 6 = tan-'(g/f).

The phases (p, V', and V" can be written in a time-independent form; 0=(I/v) c{V(R) - A]/(R
- b)i/2}RdR, where b is the impact parameter. Expressions for Vt' and qp" are of the same form with

Re, V(R), and A replaced by Re', V'(R), A' and by R,", V"(R), and Al, respectively. The only phase
appearing in Eqs. (2)-(5) which is a slowly varying function of b is the one associated with the first

term in A' since y0+ V'- (p" leads to integrals with limits independent of b (0 is slowly varying in b).

On integrating Eqs. (2)-(5) over b to get the total cross section, the sine function in this term survives

and oscillates as a function of 1/v.

Equations (2)-(5) are poor approximations near the impact parameter at which incoming and out-

going crossings coalesce, i.e., b z R,. To obtain an accurate cross section, one must integrate the

time-dependent Schr6dinger equation numerically near such impact parameters. However, a first ap-

proximation is achieved by assuming that all the sine terms in Eqs. (3)-(5) average to zero on inte-

grating over b except the one varying as sin[q + V1'- ("+(s +s'-s")7/4+soj. In this term the phase

is evaluated at b = 0 and the cross section is than approximated as a -21rf'c Ja3(o)1 2bdb, yielding

ac (xx'1) 2R. 4R ln R,'+ R + 2R"(f 2 +g 2) I-v 2 1 (d V/dR) , I ii(dV,/IdR)Rc-i Rc' -R, I(d Va/dR) c. - In Rc" -t

-2' 2R.' R (f 2 + 2) "/ I Rc'+R " + 2Rc (A/i + wd (6)

Ln(dVdR) R,,(dV,dR)!d] R+ + Rc -2R )

where A is the area enclosed by the three cross-

ing points and qpo = (s + s' - s l)7/4 + so is a con- nearly b independent, and the second and the

stant phase. A comparison of this cross section third conditions determine the frequency and

with the corresponding one obtained from com- amplitude of the oscillatory term.

puter solutions indicates that Eq. (6) is accurate

to within 15%.

The calculation of cross section using Eq. (6) 10
is remarkably simple. For given potential curves

and detunings, one can graphically obtain the
slopes at the crossing point and the area A en-

closed by the crossing points. Substitution of 0.
these values into Eq. (6) yields a. The CARE WI

cross section for the interatomic potential shown 0 5
in Fig. 1 as a function of 1/v is shown in Fig. 2.

The range of speed varies from 10 5 cm sec'- to b

4 x10 5 cm seci-. By varying the detunings, one
can change A as well as the slopes at crossing

points, and hence the frequency and amplitude
of the oscillation in the total cross section. Al-

though the example above is for a specific poten- 0 1

tial, we emphasize that the oscillatory feature 2 6 10

occurs regardless of the form of the potential as l/V I0 - 6 s sc cm'- )

long as three conditions are satisfied: first,

there must be three crossings as in Fig, 1; sec- FIG. 2. Total excitation cross section as a function

ond, the area enclosed by the crossings must be of inverse relative speed v for a potential shown in
large enough to produce a phase change of the Fig. I with X1O =20" sec "1 , A=-8x101 sec "1, and

A'=-3x10 3 sec "1 . The curv, rises a, ,-2. As the

order a when the speed is varied in a convenient speed varies from 105 cm se. , to 4 x IW cm sec- 1.

range; and third, the stepwise and the direct ex- equally spaced peaks are clearly seen. In the inset,

citation contributions must be comparable. The the product of the total cross section and v 2 is shown
first condition allows for a phase factor that is as a function of 1/v.
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For the potential and detunings shown in Fig. 1, garding radiative collision and optical collision for all

the excitation cross sections are of the order of limits including impact and nonimpact regions can be

10"111' cm', with I and I' the power density found in a recent review. See S. I. Yakovlenko, Sov. J.
nin W/CM2 . Thus the effect should be ob Quantum Electron. 8, 151 (1978).

given n 3M. H. Nayfeh, unpublished.
servable with moderate laser power. The experi- 4Dressed states are the elgenstates of the active-atom-
ment must be performed with use of crossed external-field system. See C. Cohen-Tannoudji, Car-

atomic beams or a beam interacting with a gas g~se Lecture in Physics (Gordon and Breach, New York,

sample. The beam-gas sample method works 1968), Vol. 2, p. 347.

only if the active-atom-perturber relative veloc- 5H. Rosenthal and H. M. Foley, Phys. Rev. Lett. 23,
ity is approximately equal to the beam velocity. 1480 (1969); H. Rosenthal, Phys. Rev. A 4, 1030 (1971).

6S. H. Dworetsky and R. Novick, Phys. Rev. Lett. 23,
This work was supported by the U. S. Office of 18 16)

1484 (1969).
Naval Research through Contract No. N00014-77- TThe dressed states and their spacings depend also on

C-0553. Conversations with Professor E. J. the field strengths. In this Letter, the discussion is
Robinson are acknowledged. confined to the weak-field limit.

8Similar ideas have been suggested in J. 1. Gersten
and M. H. Mittleman, J. Phys. B 9, 383 (1976).

9For large field intensities, crossings will disappear.
'P. R. Berman, in Advances in Atomic and Molecular See, for example, S. Yeh and P. R. Berman, Phys. Rev.

Physics, edited by D. R. Bates and B. Bederson, (Aca- A 19, 1106 (1979).
demic, New York, Vol. 13, 1977, pp. 57-112 and refer- '°Equations (7.3.9) and 7.3.10) in M. Abramowitz and
ences therein. I. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical Functions (Do-

2An extensive list of papers, books, and reviews re- ver, New York, 1972), p. 301.
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CoItisioiiaI Effects in thie Saturation Spectroscopy of
*liee-IUvel Systems: 1Teory and Expeient

P.R. Berman1

Physics Department. New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA

and
P.F. Liao and J.E. Bjorkholm

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Holmdel, NY 07733, USA

We report on a theoretical and experimental study of the influence of colli-
sions on the saturation spectroscopy line shapes associated with three-level
gas vapor systems. The study is carried out with the goal of gaining new

Information concernirg (a) the collisional processes that occur in atomic
vapors, (b) the nature of the interatomic potential between a ground state
and an excited-stte atom a~nd (c) the possibility of collision-induced en-
bancement, of the absorption of radiation by an atonlic system. In each of

* these areas, new results are obtained.

Theory Using a maodel in which collisions are assumed to be phase-inter-

effect on population densities, ve calculate the absorption profiles ass~oci-

ated with three-level atoms that are rubjected to two incident radiation
fields while undergoing collisions with structureless perturber atosas. One

of the fields (pump) is of arbitrary strength and acts on a given transition

while the other field (probe) is veaK and acts on a transition sharing a
common level s'ith the first. In the absence of collisions, the probe absorp-

tion profile can exhibit many well-knovin features 11, including narow
Doppler-free re-onances and strong-pusp field induced ac Stark splittings.
Collisions distort these profiles end can actually leadA to enhanced probe

* . absorption in cases of either large pump detunings or strong pump fieldN.

Moreover the collisional modifications of the profiles may be used to ex-

tract information on both total and differential scattering cross sections.

Theoretical profiles illustrating these features have been derived.

ExermetThe theory Is applied to explain the 3.31/-3P] 4
1

J) ex-
12-/2 3/2

citation spectra that we have obtained for Na at-oms undergoinG collis;ions

with foreign gas perturbers. A pnrp~ laser is detuned eithter Lj.0 GHz or 1.6

G~z below the 33 -'- 3p l transition frequezicy and a probe lastr beam,

count er-propegati3.ng v ith the first. completes tranisition.s to the 1I)3/ state.

The population of the 14D tate Is zonitorcd (via fluorescence) as a fune-
tion of probe f requenc'y ior pump deturiings of -. -0 Gflz and -1 . G hlz, us Ing

various pressures of lie, Ile, and K~r perturbers. With a puinp detuwiag of
-4.0 Ohsz, which is greater than the Doppler width _11.6 Clil, we are able

to systematically study collisional redistribution (2] (resulting froms

1Supported by the U.S. Office of Paval Research.
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py of colisonlly-induced excitation of the 3P state) and to obtain a fit to
theory containing essentially no free parameters. For a detuning of -1.6

GHz, the pump laser excites a given longitudinal velocity class of atoms.

Velocity-changing collisions cause this velocity group to relax back towards
equilibrium, and the probe absorption monitors the progress of this relax-

ation. Attempts to fit the data were made using both the Keilson-Storer

10003. USA and classical hard sphere collision kernels to describe the velocity-changing

collisions. Tne theory includes the effects of 3P1/2 " 3P3/2 state-changing

collisions, which significantly modify the excitation line shapes.
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Study of collisional redistribution using two-photon absorption
with a nearly-resonant intermediate state

P. F. Liao and J. E. Bjorkholm
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

P. R. Berman
Physics Department. New York University New York. New York 10003

(Received It April 1979)

The authors report studies of collision-induced features of the 3S1,2-3P, 2-4D 3, 2 two-photon absorption in
atomic-sodium vapor undergoing collisions with several rare-gas perturbers. The results yield the collisional
redistribution function which describes the nonresonant excitation of the 3P112 intermediate state. Good
agreement with theory is obtained only if effects of 3P,,2 -3P 3, 2 state-changing collisions are included in the

calculations. Results are used to obtain a value for a pressure-broadening coefficient in the Na-Kr system.

The spectrum of light scattered by an atomic ments which probe velocity-changing collisions.8 '9

vapor illuminated by nearly resonant radiation has The theory of spectral redistribution of scat-
attracted considerable interest.' 56 Experiments tered light in the impact approximation is well
have been reported in which narrow-band laser developed." 2"0 In this approximation the detuning
radiation is scattered by an atomic or molecular of the incident light from the resonance must be
vapor." For a two-level system, low laser in- much less than 217/T, where T, is the duration of
tensities, and radiation tuned outside the Doppler a collision. Recent experiments have investi-
width of the transition, the scattered-light spec- gated various aspects of collisional redistribution.
trum is found to contain two components. One The first experimental evidence appears to have
component is centered at the incident laser fre- been obtained by Rousseau et al.,' although they
quency and is due to Rayleigh scattering. The were not able to completely resolve the various
second component is found to be centered at the components. More recently the resonance scat-
frequency of the atomic resonance line and has tering from sodium in high-pressure helium was
a pressure-dependent intensity which vanishes in found to exhibit complete collisional redistri-
the absence of collisions. The appearance of this bution. 6 Carlsten el al.' 4 have made investigations
component at the frequency of the resonance tran- in the regime where the laser detuning is large
sition is known as collisional redistribution. In and the impact approximation is not valid. In our
this paper we report measurements of the col- work we use two-photon spectroscopy to examine
lisional-redistribution function which are made in detail the redistribution function in the impact
in absorption rather than in emission. Two-photon regime for sodium atoms undergoing collisions
absorption spectra are obtained with two cw dye with rare-gas perturbers. To our knowledge this
lasers operating at different frequencies. The work represents the only study which measures
absorption is measured as the frequency of one both the shape and amplitude of the collisional
laser is scanned. The resulting line shape con- redistribution; furthermore, it demonstrates the
tains two components which are similar in nature importance of state-changing collisions on the

to the two components found in emission experi- redistribution. The theory of the effect of col-
ments. One component is a collision-induced lisions on two-photon line shapes has been dis-
signal corresponding to the collisional redistri- cussed (see Ref. 10, and references therein) and
bution; it results from the collisionally aided our results are found to be in good agreement with
excitation of the nonresonant intermediate state these theories if the theory is extended to include
followed by the subsequent absorption of a photon the effects of fine-structure state-changing col-
which causes a transition to the final state. The lisions. An experiment which demonstrated the
second component is due to direct two-photon tran- different time dependences of the two components
sitions from the ground state to the excited state we have observed in two-photon absorption has
and is analogous to the Rayleigh scattering ob- been reported by Grischkowsky.11
served in emission. The redistribution process Our experimental apparatus 2 consists of two
which we observe is important to problems of cw single-mode frequency-stabilized dye lasers
radiative energy transport. 7 It must also be in- (Coherent 599) whose unfocused output beams
cluded to correctly analyze line-shape experi- were passed in opposing directions through a 1-

20 l1t89 (C) 1979 The American Physical Society
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cm-long cell at 200 °C containing sodium vapor. the same frequency.' 2 The broad line is the col-
Both laser beams were linearly polarized in the lision-induced signal. As shown in Fig. 1, it
same direction and had intensities of about I W/ vanishes in the absence of buffer gas; this col-
cm 2 . The sodium-vapor density was maintained lisional-redistribution signal increases as the
at approximately 10" cm-3 . The pressure of rare buffer-gas pressure increases.
gas introduced into the cell was measured with a The source of the redistribution signal is col-
capacitance manometer. One dye laser was held lisionally induced population of the 31'1,2 state.
at a fixed frequency 11 nearly resonant with, but Collisions can supply the energy to compensate
outside the Doppler width of, the 3S,/ 2 - 3P,/2 tran- for the mismatch between hS2 and the energy of the
sition (- 5896A)while the other frequency 2' resonant transition. The excitation of the inter-
(- 5682 A) was scanned to complete transitions to mediate state is essentially velocity independent
the 4D3/2 state. Transitions to 4D,/ 2 are extremely and hence the redistribution component is broad
weak and can be neglected in comparison to those with a width which is dominated by the Doppler
to 4D3,N since the nearly resonant 3P1,2 inter- width of the 3P 1, 2-4D,/, transition. For a more
mediate state enhances only transitions to 4D3/,. detailed discussion of the origin of the redistri-
The population of the 4D3 / 2 state is monitored by bution component, see, for example, Ref. 10 or
observing the - 330-nm fluorescence which occurs 13.
when the 4D3/, state decays via the 4P state back Collision-induced transfer of population between
to the ground state, various sublevels within the 3P, 2 state does not

Figure 1 illustrates spectra obtained in our affect our signals because with linearly polarized
experiment for various pressures of neon gas. light the total excitation transition rate from each
Similar data was obtained with helium and krypton. sublevel to the 4D,/2 level is the same. The field
The fixed-frequency laser is set 4.0 GHz below at 12 can create coherence between the F=2,
the 3S,/2 (F=2)- 3P,/2 transition frequency. Three Mf=±l and F=1, .

11
F=±I levels of the 3P,, 2 state

distinct lines are readily identified. The two but these coherences contribute negligibly to our
narrow lines correspond to direct two-photon signal. Thus it is only the total population of the
transitions from the two hyperfine states of the 3P,/2 state that enters in calculating the redis-
ground state to the 4D3/, final state. These lines tribution signal.
are nearly Doppler free because the excitation is For a three-level system the line shapes and
made with oppositely propagating waves with nearly relative amplitudes of the redistribution and two-

photon resonances can be approximated by the
following expressions. 0 The narrow two-photon

No+NEON resonance is proportional to

and the redistribution term is proportional to

0orp 3 -.t k1 )( P i(*,u (2)
C 2ef f, '

where k1,3 =y 13 +i(A+A'), 23 =23+ia' and A= Q
- , S'=7- w'. The angular frequencies w and
w' are the transition frequencies of the ground-
to-intermediate and intermediate-to-final state,
respectively. The wave vectors are k' =IV/c

and k = /c, the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to
20torr the ground, intermediate, and final states, re-

spectively, and u is the most probable speed. The

2w decay rates , are the phenomenological decay
constants of the density matrix elements pu and

FIG. 1. Two-photon excitation spectra of the sodium include the effects of phase-changing collisions.
3S]/ 2-4D/ 2 transition at various pressures of neon per- The quantity Z,(G) is the imaginary part of the
turber gas. The detuning of the fixed frequency laser plasma-dispersion function defined in Appendix A,
from Intermediate-state resonance is 4/27r=-4.0 GHz. and C is a constant of proportionality. 14 One may
The broad resonance is centered near the 3P 2 12 -4D 31/2  deduce the following useful information from these
transition frequency. All spectra taken with the same
detection sensitivity. Solid line, experimental curve; formulas: (i) the two-photon resonances are
points, theory, narrow, (it) the redistribution peak (centered at
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a' = 0) is Doppler broadened, (iii) the ratio of the TABLE 1. Broadening coefficients (MHz/Torr) at
amplitudes of the broad to narrow resonances is 200 '.
independent of A and depends on pressure only,
and (iv) the amplitude of the redistribution term Perturber 7 d dP / (2  1 "P

vanishes in the limit of zero pressure where 21 dPI 2r dP IT dP CrdPI

2v 12  2eff" He 6 .2 a 2 1 c 2 3 d 6.00
The effect of fine-structure state-changing col- Ne 3.7 a lic 13 d 2.40

lisions is quite important as it modifies the am- Kr 12 b  27c 29 d  2.7'
plitude of the collisional-redistribution signals y2/27= 10 MHz; "/3/2r= 3.2 MHz; ",1/27= 0.0 MHz
by a significant amount. The 3P,/2 -3P/ 2 state- "Y M
changing collisions must be included since they i..= L.UP
give rise to appreciable relaxation for atoms in

the 3P,12 state. By solving the rate equations for aD. G. McCartan and J. M. Farr, J. Phys. B 9, 985
the steady-state we find these collisions produce (1976).
an effective decay rate for the intermediate state tThis work.
(see Appendix B) of cj. F. Kielkopf and R. B. Knollenberg, Phys. Rev. A

12, 559 (1975).

_ff=Y2 y 2 + 1.5y, (3) dF. Biraben, B. Cagnac, E. Giacobino, and G. Gryn-
-2 +0.5yt berg, J. Phys. B 10, 2369 (1977).

where v 2 is the natural decay rate of the 3P 1 /2  *Reference 15.

state equal to 6.3 X 107 sec- ' and Yt is the rate of
transfer for 3P,/2 - 3P 3 /2. This rate is proportional greater than about 1 Torr, gives rise to a sub-
to pressure and is calculated from measured cross stantial modification to the theory.
sections.1 "" 6 The effect of state-changing col- The results with other rare gases such as he-
lisions on collisional redistribution in emission lium and krypton were similar to those obtained
has recently been theoretically treated by Copper with neon, Figure 3 shows some typical line
and Ballagh.1 7  shapes obtained with helium and krypton. The

Equations (1) and (2) are valid in the impact agreement for collisions with helium is excellent
limit with AlI >> ku. To achieve greater accuracy with all relaxation rates calculated from published
in our calculations we have used more general values. To our knowledge no published values for
expressions given in the Appendix A. This Ap- the pressure dependence of v, 2 exists for the so-
pendix also contains a method for including the dium-krypton system so the theoretical points for
contributions of both hyperfine ground-state levels, krypton in Fig. 3 represent a fit to our experi-

The points in Fig. 1 show our theoretically cal- mental data. The pressure broadening coefficient

culated values for the line shape. The relative obtained by this fit is
amplitudes of the two narrow two-photon transi- I MHz
tions were adjusted to exactly match the experi- 2r (VP = 12.0 ± 2 Torr
mental data. This adjustment was required be-
cause of optical pumping effects which cause the The dependence of the amplitude of the redis-
population of the ground hyperfine states to vary
slightly with pressure and laser intensity. Ex-
cept for this adjustment no other free parameters
are taken in the calculation. The values used for No+l1Q8torr NEON
the collisional rate coefficients are given in Table A
I and are taken from the literature. The theory 27

accurately predicts the amplitudes and widths of
lines in the observed spectra at all pressures. THEORY WITH Yt=O
To illustrate the importance of accounting for the
fine-structure state-changing collisions, we in- I
dicate in Fig. 2 the theoretical result at 10.8 Torr •

of neon that would be obtained if these state
changes were neglected. The effect of the state-
changing collisions is to distribute the energy L --
among all the fine-structure states with the result
that the redistribution peak is lowered by a factor FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental excitation spectra
of 2.5. The correction varies up to a factor of 3 with theoretical line shape that neglects fine-structure

depending on the pressure, and for all pressures state-changing collisitns in the 3P mtateb.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. I except with helium and krypton 5-
perturbers. Detection sensitivity differs for these 4-
curves.

3

tributed component on laser detuning is shown 2 I I I I I

in Fig. 4. The solid line is theoretical and assumed 2 3 4 5 io 20

contributions from both ground hyperfine levels but - A
does not account for optical pumping, The agree-

ment is excellent. The ratio of the redistribution FIG. 4. Amplitude of collisional redistribution signal
amplitude to the amplitudes of the narrow two- vs detuning, 6. Points, experimental data; solid line,
photon resonances was found to be essentially in- theory. Data taken with 10 Torr of neon buffer gas.
dependent of detuning in accordance with theory.

We have experimentally verified the predictions
of the theory of collisional redistribution and two-
photon absorption in the impact regime. Coin- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
parisons of the experimental line shapes reveal The research of one author (P.R.B.) was par-
good agreement with a theory having essentially tially supported by the Office of Naval Research.
no adjustable parameters. The importance of
state-changing collisions on the redistribution has
been demonstrated for the first time. We have
used our measurements to obtain the broadening APPENDIX A: THREE-LEVEL SYSTEM LINE SHAPE
coefficient of the sodium resonance line for col-
lisions with krypton. It should be noted that es- For the pump-field strength (x/ku) = 0.018 (x
sentially all the relaxation parameters of an atomic being the Rabi frequency at zero detuning) and
system could have been obtained by these experi- detuning I a Iku = 4.0 used in this experiment,
ments. The widths of the two-photon resonances the line shape is adequately described by the per-
yield iK3, the width of the redistribution con- turbation theory of Ref. 10. The result, derived
ponent yields 2, and its amplitude is dependent for a three-level system, Is

on v1 2 and Yr The good agreement between the
amplitudes and widths of the resonances in our
experiment with the theory may be taken as con- =IrQ+Isw, (Al)

firmation of the broadening coefficients used in
our calculation. where

Q C k k I- W0(X)dX (A2)
' ' F 'W- I) f ('l 2 /kU+X)(iilk'u -X)(i,,/(k' -k)u -X)

and

i 2c 2C k. ( f ,,,W (X)G,(X -X')dXdX' (A3)
k' fI ilku + X I ' I iff23 k'u - X'_I
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represent the "two-quantum and "stepwise" con- >> 1, Eq. (A2) can be evaluated numerically for
tributions to the line shape. The variables ap- all values of A'. However, in the regions about
pearing in Eqs. (AI) and (A2) are defined as fol- the narrow resonance A'- - A and the broad one
lows: C is a constant proportional to the pump A' - 0, it suffices to use approximate forms. Near
field intensity, A' = - A, one finds, to order (ku/A)2 ,

(A4a) Ck j~2 /

i= =='23+ i, (A4b) Ik' - k A- \k ) Ik'-kl u

a9, (A4c) x [I+(-(±-)2 -( ]k ' klu)] for A' =A,

with tildes indicating collisionally broadened and (A8)
shifted values of the widths and detunings; the where
function

W 0(X) =-/
2 
e
-
X (A5) a x)=ax- {xz,(x)-1

is the thermal velocity distribution in dimensionless 'a (I -2/X2) for X- I (AP)
units; and Gu(X-X') is a propagator"0 accounting 31r-"2X for X - 1.
for velocity-changing collisions in level 2. Equations Experimentally, i, 3 /k' -k)u varies from 1.7 to
(A2) and (A3) can be evaluated in terms of plasma- 5.
dispersion functions,' 0 but asymptotic forms in the 5.
large-detuning limit are more easily obtained from
the integral expressions. = -C Z

One sees immediately from Eq. (A3) that the SW ' Z A '\u
contribution depends on velocity-changing col-
lisions through the propagator G 22 (X - X'). How- x +U] for A= 0. (A10)

ever, for large detunings, JA I/ku> 1, the de-

nominator i 12/ku +X can be approximated by Since i'2 /ku z 1 and I ku/Al = 0.25 for our experi-
iA/ku over the range of X that contributes to the ment, the second term in square brackets rep-
integral and the integral over X in Eq. (A3) is resents a negligible correction and may be dropped.
easily evaluated using the relation 0  Combining Eqs. (A8) and (A7) the line shape

near A' - A is given by
fG 2(X-X')W0 (X)dX= WOW)', (M) Ic({ j k z d( 7713I=C-

where Y2.,, is the effective lifetime of level 2.

Equation (A6) expresses the fact that collisions x[ + ku 2a

do not change an equilibrium distribution. Hence, \ (k'- k)u]
one obtains a SW contribution

1k~~~~~~ \(~i ~/1 2 O-L V ' 2 2 iy ' (All)
*k A ZA I ' y 2 1  ffku)

V" yCtf Wu where we have used
where ZI (A) is the imaginary part of the plasma- Z (i6 23/k'u) ' 23 k'u/A 2

dispersion function

in this region. Equation (All) gives values gen-
z(fex(X)-dX, erally a few percent less than computer evaluation

of Eqs. (A2) and (A).
with Im(W> 0. In the region A' 0, one combines (A10) and

Corrections to Eq. (A) are of order (ku/A)-2  (A7) to obtain the redistribution resonance
- 0.06, and depend on the specific collision model /k\k \ 2  ._

adopted. In order to avoid specific models, we 1=C (--)I-- -- ' -1) Z ( '121 " (A12)
neglect all such corrections in this term. Con- k \ I

sequently, the amplitude of the redi tribution may In the actual experimental situation, there are
be in error by an amount of the order of 6%. two hyperfine levels in the ground state separated

lComputer calculations using a fairly general col- by 1.77 GHz. The total line shape depends on con-
lision model indicate that (A7) underestimates tributions from both of these levels. The detuning
Is by 2% to 8%.] for transitions originating from the F=2 state is

For the TQ contribution in the limit Al6,/ ku while that from the F = I state is A,, where
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A,/21r = A/21r - 1.77 GHz. The net modification S = 2X
2 

12 A-2u-1 W 0(/u)N 0  (Blc)

of the line shape is the replacement of the factors

(ku/A)
2 

appearing in curly brackets in Eqs. (All)
an {1) y(kU)2(A

2 + U, a 2) , where w accounts represents the pump field excitation of the PI,,,2
and (A12) by (k)( 2 A),weewacnt state, and r and r' are the 2 and 12-1 col-
for relative statistical weights and optical pumping sio n r rspete Equans ( c tof tanstios oigintin frm F= I erss tose lision rates, respectively. Equations (BI) reflect
of transitions originating from F = versus those the fact that only the P 2 state is significantlyoriginating from F = 2. In fitting the data, u, is the pu ed b th fi l . A l f ec s o v l c tyonly adjustable parameter. pumped by the field. All effects of velocity-

changing collisions are neglected in the large-

detuning limit, since the intermediate-state ve-
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF 7V2erf locity distribution is Maxwellian. Solving Eq.

The influence of the 3 state collisionally (Blb) for n3 / 2 and substituting it into Eq. (Bla)
one obtains the steady-state euation for nt/

coupled to the 3PI, intermediate state can be y n,2

included without much difficulty. In the pertur- 0 =-° 2 .nI/2 +S, (B2)

bation limit and the large-pump-detuning limit, where

I A/ku I> 1, the steady-state equations for the

PL/2 and P3/, population densities n. 12 (v) and =- (t". '+ rB

n 3, 2 (v) for a ground-state density N 0 are Y2 ti 2 \ + r , _ (JW)

0=- =n,/2-r",/2+r'n1/2+S, (Bla) Thus, the net effect of the P,/ 2 state can be in-

0 = -y=n,2- r, n,/2+ rn,,2, (Blb) cluded by replacing the decay rate Y2 of the P,, 2
level by the Y2.ff of Eq. (B3). For the P 12 - P 3/2

where levels, r=2r'=-,.
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A theory of saturation spectroscopy in three-level gas-vapor systems, including collisional effects, is
presented. Using a model of collisions in which they are phase interrupting in their effect on level
coherences and velocity changing in their effect on level population densities, the authors calculate the
absorption profile of a weak probe field on a given transition when an arbitrarily strong pump field acts on
a coupled transition. Line shapes are derived for an arbitrary collision kernel describing the velocity-
changing collisions, and these line shapes are evaluated for the collision kernel proposed by Keilson and
Storver. Various limiting forms for the line shapes are derived and representative line shapes are displayed.
Several new features of the line shapes, including collisionally induced increased probe absorption are
discussed. The line shapes are seen to reflect the various collisional processes that may occur in atomic or
molecular systems.

I. INTRODUCTION velocities of the active atoms not selected by the
pump laser.

The theory of saturation spectroscopy of gas To explore fully the potential of saturation spec-
vapors has received considerable attention' - 8 over troscopy for collisional studies, it is useful to
the past several years, following the increased ex- have a theory of the saturation spectroscopy line
perimental activity in this field. In a typical ex- shape including collisional effects. Several theo-
perimental situation one uses a pump laser field ries exist,' 9 -1 6 but they have tended to be limited
to excite a given transition in an atom or molecule in one way or another. Some calculations are re-
and then monitors the absorption of a copropaga- stricted to the weak-pump-field limit, some to the
ting or counterpropagating weak probe field on the limit of decay widths and atom-field detunings
same or a coupled transition. In general, only much less than the Doppler width, some to the
atoms having a limited range of longitudinal veloc- neglect of velocity-changing collisions, and some
ities can effectively interact with both the pump to extreme models for velocity-changing colli-
and the probe fields, leading to a saturation spec- sions. In this paper, we present a calculation of
troscopy line shape that is essentially free of any the saturation spectroscopy line shape in a three-
Doppler width. The Doppler-free linewidths are level atomic system including collisional effects.
of the order of the natural widths associated with A pump field of arbitrary strength drives a given
atomic resonances, transition and the absorption spectrum of a weak

Saturation spectroscopy has also proven useful probe field on a coupled transition is derived. The
for collisional studies, although this area of re- calculation is based on a simple but often applic-
search is only beginning to experience significant able collision model in which collisions are phase-
growth. Pressure broadening and shift coefficients interrupting in their effect on level coherences
can be precisely determined in saturation spec- (off-diagonal density matrix elements) and velocity
troscopy experiments and these parameters are changing in their effect on level populations. The
related to the total collision cross sections for only restrictions on level widths, collision rates,
the states involved in the transitions. Moreover, and detunings are those implied by the impact ap-
information on differential scattering cross sec- prodmation."
tions may be obtained in saturation spectroscopy In Secs. II and III, general equations are derived
using a pump laser to selectively excite atoms for the probe field absorption, and a specific cal-
having a specific longitudinal velocity and a second culation is carried out using the Keilson-Storer
laser to probe this velocity distribution. Since collision kernel in a large-angle-scattering limit.
collisions modify the velocity distribution, the Limiting forms of the line shape for weak-pump
probe absorption serves to monitor velocity-chan- fields, for large pump-field detunings, and for de-
ging collision effects. In this manner, one obtains cay rates and detunings less than the Doppler
the differential scattering cross section averaged width (Doppler limit) are given in Sec. V, and
over perturber velocities and those transverse some representative line shapes are displayed in
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See. VI. An appendix generalizes the results to to produce equilibrium distributions in the ab-
allow for an inelastic decay channel for the inter- sence of any fields. i.e., collisions do not atlter the
mediate state. Xd(v). J~evels 1 and 3 are assumed to have tile

The line shapes illustrated in Sec. VI contain same parity, which is ojpiositc to that of level 2.
some features that are either new or have not been The 1-2 and 2-3 transition frequencies are de-
emphasized in the past. Among these are (i) a noted by w and w', respectivelv. Note that it is

relatively large dispersionlike contribution to the possible to allow for any of thie lowest-lyint! levuk.
line shape tha t appears for pump-field detunings to be a ground state by takinr the limit A 1 - 0.

greater than thle Doppler width. in) ac Stark split- -. 0, At (-V), - .V,,() (finite) for that level.
tings of the profiles in strong-pump fiolds for To include some effectz; of branching thUt occuLit
befll copropagating and counterprop~w-ating fields, in real physical sy stems, spontaneous enlissitjo
and (iii) modifications of the strong-pompl-field from level 2 to level I at some rate -,'. is includt-1

line profiles produced by velocity-chani~ng colli- in the model lof (course, 0 for the V' confivura-
sions. An additional1 feature of the strong-pump- tion of Fig. Ic)J. Extensions of the theory to .11-

field line shapes discussed in Sec. VI is a colli- low for additional spontaneous-ernission branching
uion-induced increase in both the ma.'mum and channels between the levels is straightforward.

integrated probe-field absorption. This result has The three-level systems are subjected to an ir-
implications for increasing yields in certain iso- bitrarily strong monochromatic pump field

tope-separation schemes utilizing- lasers. S(A, 0)t cos(kz - sit) (I a)
By necessity, this paper contains a large num-

ber of equations. The reader not interested in the and a weak monochromatic probe field

details of the calculation can obtain the physical 1)(f=1I4S'cos~ck'Z - I), (Ib)
ideas by making reference to Secs. 11 A and ifIB
and proceeding directly to Sec. Vi. The theory has the fields having frequencies fl, 0' and propagation
recently been used to explain the 3S,,-P .2-403-2 vectors
excitation line shapes of Na in the presence of

foeinga prur 1r~
7  E=Zfl/c, k' =if1c, (2)

foregn-gs peturbrs .respectively. Our discussion is limited to the
H. PHYSICAL SYSTEM -EQUATIONS OF MOTION case of copropagating (F z I) or coonterpripazating

A. Pysial ystm ngletin colisons(1 1-) laser fields. it is assumed that fields
A. Pysicl sstemnegectig cllisonsand 3' are nearly resonant with the 1-2 and 2-3

The three-level atomic systems to be considered transitions, respectivelv. Furthermore, it is as-
are shown in Fig. 1. The quantities .3 =± 1, .3'=.t I sumed that the difference wo - w') is large enouah
label each of the level configurations so that they to insure that field S drives only the 1-2 transi-
may all be treated by a single formalism. For the tion and F' only thle 2-3 transition,
upward cascade [Fig. 1(a)!, t3= 3' =1; for the in- The calculation is most conveniently' performed

verted V [Fig. 1(b)], ;3=1, 0'=-1; and for the V using equations for densitv matrix elements. Ini
eonfiguration fFig. l(c)), 3=-l, X=''. Each of the the absence of collisions, the mra.-Aer equation ior
levels i is incoherently pumped with a rate density density matrix elements p,, (R, t;, t) associated
XR) and each level decays at some rate -y,, owing with an atomic wave packet centered at R moving
to spontaneous emission. The A,(0) are assumed with average velocity at time t is"

ikk32 (a(h(tOAI +Ca6 1 2 (t, , tA~f~ ( 3) 0

-d=IV + k) (4)
Matrix element, of Hamsiltonian H are given by

(a) (0,

FIG. 1. Three-level'.systems considered In this work: where E, is the energy of level iand 61', is the
(a) upward cascade, (b) inverted v. (c) V. Note that the component of the dipole matrix element between
tota decay rate from level 2 is -2. states iand j.
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B. Collision model parameters common to theories of pressure
The three-level active atoms undergo collisions broadening. ''6 The phase-interruption model isThithgree-levetatie tomrs unero llig as- valid for either (a) a low perturber-to-active-

with ground-state perturbers. The following as-

sumptions, pertaining to the nature of the colli- atom mass ratio or (b) strongly state-dependent

sions and the duration r, of a collision, are in- collisional interactions.'
-'

corporated into the model: (i) The active-atom In Sec. II D, a final assumption, limiting the cal-
culation to large-angle scattering. is made. Theand perturber densities are such that one can
reader not interested :n the details of the line-

neglect all but binary active-atom-perturber col- shape cutin c n poee o e withu

lisions. (i) Resonant excitation-exchange colli- shape calculation cai, proceed to Sec. III withoutloss of continuity.
sions between active atoms and perturbers are
excluded. (iii) Collisions are adiabatic in the sense C. Stmidy-state equations
that they cannot, in the absence of applied fields,
induce transitions between levels 1. 2. and 3, Adding Eq. (6) or (8) to (3), introducing the
shown in Fig. I (i.e., h ;,' <<all level spacings), field-interaction representations
(lv) Collisions may be treated in the impact ap-
proximation, in which collisions can be thought to V (9a)

occur instantaneously with respect to various time p2 (t, ,t) =23(v,t)exp(-i3'(Ek'Z - f'/) 1, (9b)
scales in the problem (valid if - >>atom-field de-
tunings, Rabi frequencies, collision, and decay P ' ) -D1 3(v, t) exp{-f(3k '
rates). - ( )3 'l')t U, (9c)

With these approximations, the net effect of col-lisions is the addition of a term !oP,,(A . , t) 11 , , t) = ,N t * (9d)

to the right-hand side of Eq. (3)." In general. p,, ) , (9e)
collisions affect off-diagonal and diagonal density
matrix elements differently. For diaonal ele-making the rotating-wave approximation, and set-

ments, collisions result solely in velocity changes. ady-state equations:
and the collisional evolution of the populatioii den-
sities is governed by the usual transport equation:

CD0 ~+ i[(, V) -A I, (_) I,ba

where W,(R' - f) is the kernel and ry(f) 5( f dv' W (-'- ) 2 (t")

r, M = j dv W, f -i,) (7) ARI

to the rate for collisions in level t. One can use (I Ob)

either classical or quantum-mecharucal expres- r
sions" for the kernels and rates. The kernel is r(V)A ( ) fJ d ' w(',-
simply the differential scattering cross section in
the center-of-mass system, averaged over the + 0 (f) - V5 ) , (1Oc)
perturber velocity distribution consistent with en- (' 5 (V-) = x 1 5,(0 -j)L,( )-v) ' (v) , (lOd)
ergy and momentum conservation.

Collisional effects on off-diagonal density ma- .t.,( v) , (IOe)
trix elements are more complex. We adopt a mod-
el in which collisions are -phase interrupting" in A"M'D"M = - 103,M) (101)
their effect on off-diagonal densitv matrix ele-
ments, leading to a time rate of change 1)) (lOg)

apf(, 0, t) where

t 41,() I J" rro) ) I .1)a(re -brad) .n san h (i b)

- r,()-isi,,m) ip,,(A, 0, 1), sj *I -8 ~ )I r~(m)I oi ,i(.a, - t cv4 ) - s; (o 1,
where rr() and .SI'M~ are broadening and shift (I b)
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1hR fin - 11113) Icedure, we obtain the following equations for

+ i[(#a af') - (j3k 11, ) v,+ Sf)j s9) and p;),, (i,)

r: (-) r (v (12)

X=G'i 4 S'2A,~i~, (13)

with the detuntings _% and .1' defined as x N, R) T)If

The normalization is such that p %, repre- dvf ' WCv-' - )o(-v') , (21a)
sents the total ensemble population ini level t.

Typically one measures the probe-field absorp- rtr ~ V~
tion, which is equivalent to determining the value -v n RV) -V ''IV f , W)(

of 1G.,.)- (-v~~)~.)i~J (21b)

Using Eqs. (10), f12), and (7), this equation can be ( kR'(0- )f( i(-
rewritten (n) '" () = ;( 3 0 ,(21d)

1(6, ii') -
2( Ot -y)Im fJ dv (0) . (16) where

It is sufficient to calculate (r)to determine the 1( l(i ) ( 22)

line shape. R,(v-)' (-v k? - L £ 1(~ 23)
The solution of Eqs. 110) for 5,, ,:) to first order (V- (-)( g(V p24)

in X' (weak probe field) and aritrarv order inX
(weak or strong pump field) :sl V 21,' [F 1 1 25)

017) 1 , i

w here the are solutions to Eqs. (10) with F,'(v)J It ')().2)

It is convenient to rearranve the equations for 1 )-N().2)
in order to isolate sonie Af the strong-field Moreover, Eq. (17) may be written

effects. First, we write each j~'(has a sum o1
its value *V,(-v) in the absence of fields plus a re- 1'3

mainder Pi,(O). Explicitly, we have 1(M()~~~)-n~ -. 28)

A,, R)(18) The line shape, as determined by FE-qs. l16) ind

whiere (2l)-(28), contains sonic features that may be
noted at this point:

'VM~ A,( M Yv, ZyA(f) "Y (I) Velocitv-changing; collic -s in level 3 do not
affect the line shape, a result which may be ex-

N,(P £A(~)r2 ,(19) plained by the following reasoninz. The probe

NIM A10) 1field is weak, so that one need consider iril a
N1 () ~3 (~l ~single probe-field-absorpti'in process. If velocjtv-

Second, we substitute Eqs. (19) into Eqs. (10), set changing collisions in level 3 occur Fo'ropi' the
X-0,use the fact that probe-field absorption, they do not alter the equi-

librium distribution N,(-vL if they occur art,',P the
f s, (-v'- ),~) mr, (;)s, M) proI -heid abaotioii. they redi stribute thft e e-

locities in level 3, hut do not chancse the intec'r:.ted
(since the V,() are assumne I to be equilibrium dis- population on which the line shapti!
tributionsi. And perform sonme algebraiic manipulka- dependent.
tlons; on the resulting equations. Using this pro- 40i In the absence of collisions 19 -. 4, I
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-)o, r[,(-v) - o 01,(v-) - o, rl(v) - Y, 1, Eq s. (2 1) In this limit, a single collision is sufficient to re-
reduce to well-known equations of saturation spec- move atoms from the velocity holes or bumps
troscopy.ia8 The strong-field modification of the created by the fields. The re is no velocity diffu-
1-2 absorption is contained in Eqs. (23)-(25). in sion within a hole or bump. The :T terms in Eqs.
which the homogeneous width '), is replaced by (21a)-(21c) represent the modifications of the
a power-broadened ~.The factor bumps or holes owing to velocity-changing coli-

X2T,(v).,(v~R,(v~-'appearing in Eqs. (21) rep- sions; consequently, they should vanish in this
resents holes or bumps created in the velocity model. An estimate of the value of S1( ) relative
distribution by the pump field, to N, (-v) at = (a/ k)! is

NOii One can understand the collision-induced T/m - V,2 ,~~ (30)
modification of the 1-2 strong-field absorption on
the basis of simply physical arguments. Phase- which will be small provided y5.. 'kwiK< 1. Cal-
changing collisions are dir ectlv incorporated with culations using a more-general collision model"
the substitution -1 12'' _S I) repre- indicate that the LAS kernel provides a good ap-
senting the traditional pressure broadening and prommation ais long as -1B kl'u < 1.

shifting of spectral profiles. Velocity-changing Thus, in the LAS model, the equations determin-

collisions in levels I and 2 lead to flow into and out ing Pz.,O) and P1?(v needed in Eq. (28) are
of the velocity holes created in these popitlation
densities by the punip field. New velocity eqwi- r (v) I_2 (-) - f d"', (tv-' - i) n,(v')
librium distributioins are established, as given by
the solutions of Eqs. 21Ia) and (21b). The outward 2X (2 2 5 , (-v) , (31a)
flow is contained in the fio()terms in Eqs. kRB( /
(21a) and (21b); it is also imlicitly contained in= )(3b
the saturation parameter Sv) throwih the pre- ,v X1(3b
sence of [s:(). The inward flow is given byv the

f Wv 14',T - ~) ~ternis and the Y(T) termis in These equations differ from those of the weak-field
Eqs. (21a)-(21c). case only by the presence of rather than ,J()

in the term for RBR).

D One final separation is useful regardless of the
0 La~e-ngt ~atefflwkernel. A solution for ,v) can always be written

Equations (21) are independent of the specific in the form

nature of the scattering Ivelocitv-changing colli- n 2" RV() . 6 n, (v) ,(32a)

sions) in levels I a~nd 2 and could, in principle, where
be solved numericall% for an Arbitrary kernel.
However, it is customarv to seeK apprummate so- -2X'5 (-).\' , (32b
lutions to the equations. For weak velocitv-chan-R, -) '(
ging collisions, k. .a - u rms velocity change and 6n _) representing the velocity redistribu-
per collision), one can approlumate the collision

kernls s fnctons f V- .0(1obtan slutons tion of the holes fir bumps created by the pump

by Fourier-transforni tecbniques. I : xact so ied-stsfe
I ltions are also obtainable in the so-called r ()61(V rv .v' )n,-'
.'strong -c ollision model" in which a single colli - ))i 2 )-jd W'-v)n)

Sion, on average, thermalizvs the velocity distri-
bution. = f dv' W.,(-v - ~)2(~*(320

For typical interatomic $iotnttals. the collision
kernels can he separated into A small -Angle- scat -
teflng part accountini! for the lon-ranize part of III SAUURATION SI1CI4(ISEOPY I tNl SHAPE
the poteial pilus a Larce-ani'le-siatterini- ILAS) Wti h ofnso h olso i~e dp
part accounting fir scatteritig froni deep attratc- tin he c. noe II the c bolision lnre aop-e
tive potential wells and or A repulsive core. As ted givn byc Eq.A, p8o) absoptio line. pr8).an

ar pcfi thekerel. Ae illciniek coIsina t ef-A (21) In saturation spvctroscopV. one can arrange
par oftheke ol can othewie lsiorpo e- to detect only thai part of the priI field absorp-

fects are negligible r notewsbemrp- tion iniluenc ed by the presence of the laser- pumip
rate int th lin-01aie ormuas.field[ More precisely. one measures the probe-

The kernel is defined to be at LAS one, provided field absorption Ppitms the probe-field absorption

k~A"~ (29) in the absence of the laser pump (i.e.. 0). De-
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noting this quantity by Is(. %'), we find from Eqs. %3 , f2 3 + '4 21  J38b)
(16) and (18) that %3=Pil+ '4 13 (3 8c)

To arrive at our final line-shape formula, three A"= OlI+ S10 (39b)
additional assumptions are made. First, the vet- (39c+)S
ocity or speed dependence of r,( ), . () and r, A A h(9

(~is neglected. Generally, this approximation is * 4 = 1 + r~ (0a
not drastic since these quantities are slowly vary- Y2'+12(4b
ing functions of that may be evaluated at some ~ ( 812 4b
appropriate fixed value of without introducing 2 2 i 1/ y\
much error. Second. it/is assoned thrat ret ocitv- S8~f~ +-l ~~( (40c)
chatiging coitisian., in terel 2 are ehrarlceyied
by thec lar ge -angle-scatIcriwm,, lhie iscussed i rY+ r,(40d)
Sec. liD. Consequently, i~ and pfl1 (; ) are de- 61,~S,212; (41)
termined from Eqs. 031 rather than 2(2 1). Fi nalIly,X(4a
the N,(; are taken to be Maxwellian: k12_0km 1 2 k. L1243 4

Na-v) =Njrr f/2exp(_cu) (34) k 2 3 =.E'k =_0,k1 t 3 'E 6 (42b)

The saturation- spectroscopy line shape is de- k, =A3+ F'k' 013 k",
termined from Eqs. (33). (16). (28), (11), (27), k 1k 1 , k ; (420)
(18), (31), (32). and (34). The integrals can be
evaluated' in terms of plasma-dispersion functions/
and the result is conveniently separated into fourA 1 =r- 1) J ,-r).(3)
terms as follows:

whe4're 12 OTC vC 23 (35 (43b)

IMVA\P1; l (43c)
-T.1 Im A7vY), (36a) sbetty~kukluk ''u supitt

4(x)2 N 23I ~D2 (36b) 1 B=.(4

I Re fd; (Y T (36c) NP,(5
3 iU93 ) where PD is the population difference between

j1TQ= 2(,X )2N3 2  8 (r (3d levels iand j in the absence of external fields;

Z (rmm , 46r, To C(3 7a) Z(){(-~ r) in r -O0

Y T -C,(37b) where Z(r) is the plasmia-dispersion function

r3=-zi7glk1 2u)' (37c)
(3d)6~=-juee (47)

r, :ifl'2 (k12u), (37e) def ined for fm(r) >0.
The terms appearing in Eq. (35) are designated

- j%,1 /(ki 3 14,. (371) as follows: (i) ITfQ is a two-quantumi contribution

,z: - 01,/(k2 3 u) , (3 7g) to the line shape proportional to the inversion N'L
(the label "twr..qu-aiii" i6 used toi speri fy that

C'.1.1v-v* Vr2 4X2 ) 31h) such contributions vanish unless pump and probe
2ktsuku ; )T fields are simultaneously present). (ui) t.w is a

contribution resulting from the "stepwise" absorp-
fh A 2 u, (3Ba) tion of pump and probe photons by atomns that have

- ~----------------
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not undergone velocity-chancing collisions in from level 2 by atoms having velocity u;. To

level 2; (iii) I' is the corresponding contribution evaluate Eq. (50). one must solve Eq. (49) for
from atoms that have undergone velocity- changing 6G2,v' - ). Although a formal quantum-mechani-

collisions in level 2 (this term reflects the way in cal expression for WI(V'- ) is available, its
which the velocity holes or bumps in level 2 crea- evaluation presents many problems. For this rea-

ted by the pump field are redistributed by col- son one often attempts to approximate the true
lisions); (iv) ITO is a two-quantum contribution to kernel by an analytically tractable phenomenologi-

the line shape proportional to N,,. The labeling cal one.
and interpretation of each of these terms have

been given elsewhere.ii IV. KEILSON-STORER KERNEL KSKI

Equations (36a), (36b), and (36d) are easily evalu- In this paper, we explicitly evaluate Eq. (50) for
ated using an efficient program for the plasma- the collision kernel proposed by Keilson and Storer

22

dispersion function.
21 

However, one must speci-

fy a collision kernel, W 2( '- ;) before Eq. (36c) W 2 ('- ) ri
2

)-
3 12

exp(- -

can be calculated. (51a)

Independent of kernel. Eq. (36c) can be put in a 12=1 - a 2)1/2U (51b)
more transparent form. It follows from Eqs. (32)

that a propagator 6G2 ('- ), defined by where r 2 is the collision rate and a and F are con-
slants. For atoms having velocity ', the average

8 "2 (T)= d (48) velocity following a collision is or , (this condi-
S d -tion restricts a to values between 0 and 1) and the

one-dimensional rms spread in velocities follow-
satisfies the equation ing a collision is i =v2 ,u. For our LAS model,

Eq. (29) further restricts a to values such that

r' - ) - fd' 1412 (T" - ;)6G,( '- " (1 - a2)
1

2? vfiku (52)

The Keilson-Storer kernel (KSK) adequately

= W,( '-.). (49) describes small-angle scattering. -2 2 
Provided

Using Eqs. (36c), (11). (48). (32b), (23), and vt<u, it also describes LAS reasonably well, but
is in error for both LAS and ,' it. The kernel
has the additional advantage that it obeys detailed

l ( 2 1balance, and allows analytical solutions to be ob-
isw _4(!X)V26?Iz Otained.

.C v,(kii)
2

'UI' If the KSK is inserted in Eq. (49) for the propa-

x lmf fdd (x, - r,)6G,(uu.. )Ni) gator, one can obtain the solution
j jxy(x. - r,)(.x - - r3 )(y, - r,) '

(50G) 6G2V
where one can readily identify (a) the originalr ,

velocity distribution NMu) b resonance denom- X exp, V_ CrV 1 2], (53a)
inators with width Imr, = y' representing the 1-2 [ I J'

absorption by atoms having velocity u0, (c) the 2

propagator 65G(u - txi) representing the colltis- o' = (I - a
2

")
1

. (53b)
ional redistribution of velocities from u to a.. Substituting Eq. (53a) into Eq. (50). one obtains

and (d) terms representing the probe absorption the SWvc contribution
I

{ [ dX exp(- V2) i7 k e + aBr) 
(54a

YC 4 (X-X 2 (r B '
2 

l 
-

' 2a 

(

i k. 1 ( or exp(-x 2 ) - r -av
Bj dyx , i ,1:, (54b)

whe re

Z,(x)=lm[Z~; Ze(X)--Be[Z~)]. (55) for which a,< 1, and the sum from n=N to ex-plicitly evaluated. In this manner the sum from 1

In practice the sum may be terminated at some N to may be written
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V. LIMIT ING FORMS FOR THE LINE SHAPE
. . It is possible to obtain limiting forms for the

line shape in several cases of practical interest.
In this section, we give tne-shape expressions

+ Im 2 BR (r,)Z, 1-, (56a) valid for (a) weak-pump field. (b) large pump de-
ku. A tuning, (c) arbitrarily strong pump f:eld in the

Doppler limit, and (d) weak pump field in the Drp-
where pier limit. The results are discussed in Sec. VI,

_r r(56b) where representative line shapes are dispa.yed.
Some of these results are not new, but are includ-
ed for completeness.an<< I,(56c)

A. Weak pump field
with the surn from n= 1 to (N- t) evaluated by nu- The weak-pump-field limit (X--< all 's) has been
merical integration. Thus, the LAS line shape treated previously, " and may also be obtanaed
for the KSK is given by Eqs. (36a), (36b), (36d) and from Eqs. (35), (36). (50), and (54) by straight-
(54), and for an arbitrary kernel tiv Eqs. (36a), forward algebra. To order X,, the line shape is
(36b), (36d), (50), and (49). given by

t" , TQ+ s +S ISW + TQ

I,(a, 1 "C , (57a)

vlkuk~ n"n (ind ' k "u' 171" i t2e,3, i323 9a (57b)

s w ~ 2 ( X )'N -' 3 i 7?71 2 ) 1 "71 1 .1 t ) O l d "

r= (k)Zk'u J J(X(Yf nku)4(z-~ oi2.A, 'kt)- ](v 23_ k'u)-2 +(x z - 9, 3A.3 k'u)j" (arbitrai" kernel),
(57d)

15~~~ ~ ~ Wu 2 (XX 1)2N) 'o72147 7L

-4(x'Sv , (r\" "x - \ k'u )"+(x - O"3 2 'uz 2"

yrl ,,,_. Re I -- 612,I 2 or (KSK) (57d')

i23 1 / T, I ____

y 3 (k~~~(abtrr kernel),,'u' ''i ~i3

where the functions 4, 4, and 13 are defined by simplified. The population density n01) is prop-

)1 (p1 , # t)= -M(pt. , () Z( ) - Z(p2 )], (58a) portional to X\'zt) since each velocity suhgroupis excited with equal ('albeit small probability by

J,(jP't, P 3 ,, ,(') =A('x, j#i, () the off-resonant p)ump field. Collisions do not

×[ 1# Cs() - lt£ # , /C)], (58b) alter N,3R); consequcintl the ,ine shape in this
' limit is independent o" velocity -changing collisions130.11, p 2 ,'() =-I

p
, j 2, () in level 2. The Line shape is found to possess

reoane 13jf - ,,7 3n (7

x{we (h , i,, 1)+2[1+t1Z(p1 ), (8) smpl in the regions , O n

with the region of these resonances, one findso

alter X.!) osqet tetn hp nti

M(4 1,, ,)= (P = - (Al) (5d) I,(, A')-. h(Xei')n shp i (fon , (oses
wih k,) u2(XI) '\i' /I (,0 (59a),

M(AlfA21 C = (A - -E41y' 58d)Y 3k~:i(AJ2 )
2  i

and G (G2  V ) in Eq. (57d) is to be determined .- 2(xX') ' N / 2 "-mY2i_
from Eq. (49). yk'u(At2 ) Ni I' ,,

+2NU a1 A 2 ~ '~
B. Large pump detuning k'u Ik' lU, - k'k, 1\k /

In the limit of large pump detuning ((An '

all v's, 1Aj >.ku), the SW contribution is greatly 32 3 3\l , ] .. k'u "

- ----... ---- --- ~- =----
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As has been discussed elsewhere,"- 17- 3 the line pump fields including collisions," but general
shape includes collisionally aided radiative cxci- expressions including effects of velocity -changing
tation of level 2. It contains a Doppler-broadened collisions and arbitrarily strong pump fields have
resonance at A' =0, in addition to the "direct" not been previously obtained. The Doppler limit
two-quantum resonance (which may be broad or is achieved if hot/h the homogeneous widths are
narrow) centered near A' =-~A In addition, smaller than the Doppler widths, i.e., 7, - ku;
9.Q~ contributes a dispersionlike term near A' zO. Y23 <k'u, and the detunings are within the Doppler
Note that the limits on 1,1 imply that the large- profiles, i.e., IAI1<kit; 1,'1 ',kVu. In the Doppler
pumnp-detuning- case also satisfies the weak-pump- limit, cnly atoms having r,=A/1k,v, m E A',k' con-
field criteria, tribute appreciably to the line shape, and slowly

varying functions of v<, or v,, such as the atomic-

C. Arbitrarily strong pump field in the Doppler limit velocity distribution, can be evaluated at these
values of v' and r,, respectively. The Doppler-

The "Doppler limit" refers to the limit in which limit expressions are most convenicntly calculated
velocity -selected atoms provide the major contri- from Eqs. (33), (16), (28), and (32) for fT,, P w

bution to the line shape. This limiting form for and IT23, and from Eqs. (50) and (54) for I ' One
the line shzae has been examined for arbitrarily obtains the line shape in the Doppler limit for
strong pump fields and no collisions- 7 or for weak arbitrarily strong pump fields as

12,~)J4 ~ 4 Jw 4 T 23 1 (60a)
4

j.1
4

Ia' -[4 (XX)2 V2, 12 2 /.y3r(kku 1 [(A 2 k) 21RZJD, Qc
__ __ __ __ _ 2A 232J e 9J e

,C r,(Ekrk' ,2 exp_/3 Hkn)

It dxd.% l6G2fity - ivx)(x ') (arbitrary) (60d)ff (x -r,)(v - r,)(y - 3 )(Y- YI) ' kernel/

Z[(Y - a ,)/, (KSJK)(60d')
*, i., J\r;)a, (y ,/ku)' +(- 1 29, 2 /kit)2

'

1i*Q 1('W2 013 "/ 2 . exp _ _)2 ] Re( EOB. 2 ) (60e)

where

6G.,(v - v.) = ff f f- dv6 dr;d,dr, (T')-' exp( U~7 ~2 1)G' ),()

0,=sgn(Im(r,)1, (62a)

snv -,x<O (62b)

Owing to Eqs. (44), it appears that ITQ and Isw, can vanish if all the 0, are equal. However, it follows
from Eqs. (62), (37c), and (37d) that 0, 01~; consequently I T and I s are both nonzero in the strong-
pump-field Doppler limit for arbilrary level schemes (i.e., arbitrary 0. 3', -. The fact tht T. does ntot
vanish in the Doppler limit for level schemes corresponding to 8 = I3 is unique to the strong field
case; as is well known,","~ it vanishes in the weak-field Dopp ler limit under such conditions. On the
other hand, for strong pump fields (but not so strong that the Doppler limit is violated), ITQ is small if

*I a = -23,as is the case in the weak-field Doppler limit.
A further reduction of Eqs. (60d) and (60d') is possible if the kernel is also a slowly varying function

of velocity compared with the hole width ?,, k; i.e., if k(Au) - y8 [note, our LAS model already requires
k(Att)>7 9 )J. In that limit, the ImV" terms in Eqs. (60d) and (60d') become
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v u ),(- ,_r, , (arbitrary kernel), (60f)

tn l k u an 201° \ = r - a a : 2/ 4.,, ( K.. .V

Moreover, if the kernel width Au is also large compared with i, 2 /k' and 7,,/kM , this contribution further
reduces to

U (2 V/216G2 (A1 2012 _-u Re(r,) (arbitrary kernel), (60g)
Inl{... =IM{1r312-i F, Bje k1)

Ya 'J(-)1 ~ exp - ( "e (r,) - £ai 26qz/ku) , (KSK), (60g')

D. Weak pump field in the Doppler limit

If both the limits discussed in Secs. VA and VC are applicable, Eqs. (57) take the familiar form' ' -
1(A, ,) = T +I . sw . Q (63a)

-R12 " V 23 P(633

60 02 1/2 2 2 (63b)
S- rY3 kuk'uk'u exp6 - ku P J 1 2 )0' (63c)

Yrkkuexp k. _2] IC.?.Y, (630)

._ 4(××')N. [(_2]
VC ,r~u~lt exp -ku

d &dy 2 2 ( U/ux)' v (arbitrary kernel),

(63d)

,.t . j /;' fdy ( ),2/ku + (V o"6/) (KSK), (63d')
Fft (2 -/ku)2 

+kuy -4/X)2N ,,,112

23 xx= N" " [(A)-] (x)- (ji)
2 6 (63e)

v3 (k'u)zk"u "p- kul 2] 1L G ,32.'

where

i..= cRe k.,.,,%..6.,: m% .,b.C, (64a)

=,l2 3 /k'u+ ,2 /ku, 1'= A 3/k'u - sgn(Ot 2O23)A, 2/ku, (64b)

i =?r, 3/ku + T123/k'u, (64c)

'Co = !qt/k'u + 17t2/ku." (64d)

If k(Au)>y,, the {"- terms in Eqs. (63d) and (63d') become

y 6G,1, 2 ,/k - ix)
G(x el k _~ .k') (arbitrary kernel), (63!)

Y12
.1 z PG, 2 6023a,2k'/k

KS (63f')
". \r; L k'u , (KS.. .

and if, in addition, k'Au > '2 3, they reduce to

3 r'/
2

uG 2 ,(A, 2 0, 2 /k -A 2 3 2 3 /k'), (arbitrary kernel), 
(63g)

m i12 k,
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VI. REPRESENTATIVE LINE SHAPES 6.-1 Poo

In this section, a few representative probe-ab- %20 , /X2
sorption-line profiles are displayed and discussed. FE D
Results are always given with either N, =0 (giving 1.5 - X.04

(givng T rIjWitXSj',T"Q-+'s +IY, the probe absorption proportional
to N.) or N2 , 1, the probe absorption
proportional to ., with the linear probe absorp-
tion subtracted out). One must add the N,, = 0 and so

N21 = 0 contributions, properly weighted, to char- X'.O1

acterize the most general experimental situation., .,-

in which N 3 t 0, N,1  0. In all cases, we take y, 0[ __
=0,y-=y2, ,3=3'=l to simulate an upward cascade A r k
in which level 1 is the ground state. 5 Unless noted -. 0 -0.4 0 0.4 1.0 A
otherwise the following parameters are used: FIG. 2. Line shape I,(A,A')/X2 in arbitrary units for

N2 =-I, N3=0, or A'42=0, N 32=-1, the caseN 32 = 0 , A= -1, P= 0. e= I (broken line) or
f =- 1 (solid line), and several X. All frequencies are in

Vi =0, Y2= 0
.

0 2
, y'=0.02, y 3 =0.01, units of ku and P is iR Torr. For values of other param-

eters, see the text. Note that, in all displayed line
f12 =0.01 + 0.007P, shapes, 0 = 3' = 1 (upward cascade).
5 2 3 

= 0.015 + 0.015P,

13 =0.005+0.016P, than that of the e =-I case (there is-some Doppler-
= =0, phase cancellation for counterpropagating fields).

For sufficiently large y, the E = I line shape also

k'/k=0.4, exhibits ac Stark splitting. This splitting effect,
which was also noted in Ref. 4, is dependent on

rl,=0.oo4P, r 2 =0.006P. the fact that y,=y 3 ; it vanishes if branching to lev-

ALU frequencies are given in units of ki and P is el 1 is negligible (y<< y2).

the pressure in Torr. These parameters are typi- The N.1 =0 Doppler-limit line shape is shown in

cal of atom-atom collisions when levels 1, 2, and Fig. 3 as a function of X for P=0, A=-1, and E

3 are different electronic states. By restricting =-1. The line shapes shown with X = 1.0 x 10 - and

the discussion to k'/k < 1, we are omitting some X = 0 . 0 1 are typical for the case X << ki which has

interesting effect's4 - 7 (vanishing of ITQ for weak been discussed by previous authors. -2 The X

fields, modification of line splitting in strong = 0.2 line shape indicates a new feature character-

fields). The ratio k'/k= 0.4 is chosen to enhance istic of the case X> ku. In this strong-field limit,
the visibility of ac Stark splittings .

Velocity-changing collisions are described by A4 P-o

a KSK with NZI -0 IS/ 'f j

a=0.4 , 11=0.93u, X 0.2

which corresponds roughly to hard-sphere large-
angle scattering by atoms of equal mass. The

only remaining parameters to specify are A, e, P -1.
and X. The line shape 1,(A, A'), normalized to x,
is then displayed in the same arbitrary units. X 0.01

In Fig. 2, the Doppler-limit line shapes with
N=0 are shown as a function of X for copropa-
gating (c = 1, broken line) and counterpropagating -?5
(e =-1, solid line) fields, A=-1 and P=0. For
counterpropagating fields, at low field strengths, o

the line is a narrow Lorentzian centered at '.

=,(k'/k)A=0.4 with a half-width at half-maximum 0 A'

(HWHM) of i; as the field strength X is increased - I

such that X>vyj, the line splits owing to the ac 0 0.4

Stark effect. -s For copropagating fields and X FIG. 3. Line shape for N21 = 0, A= - 1, P = 0, C-' -1,
4cV's, the line is a Lorentzian centered at A' and several ). Units are as In Fig. 2. The same arbi-
-C(k1/k)A = -0.4 with a HWIIM of %R that is greater trary units for I/X1 are used in all the figures.

----------------- r-,,-I
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ITO (i.e., component of I,(&, a')cc N,, may be 1. / X2
thought to consist of two parts. First there is an , -
ac Stark-split profile, similar to l~. of the N3. X.O.O P-O 2O 2
=0 case giving the total probe absorption. Then 200
there is the linear-absorption component that X10
must be subtracted off to give the saturation-spec- 0
troscopy profile. The linear absorption appears 1 I 9 I1 A'

as the negative part of the line shape between the
two peaks. As is easily derived, J1lQ(A, A') dA' FIG. 5. Line shape for N21 0, A - 10. - - 1.

0. X=0.01, and several P. The line shape chanzes oniv
The case of large detuning, A=-10, is depicted slightly in the pressure range P " 0 to 2.

in Figs. 4 and 5 for counterpropagating waves [see
Eqs. (59)1. In Fig. 4, N 32 =0 and results are plotted
as a function of P for X = 0.01. There is always a shape remains constant.
"direct" two-quantum resonance centered at A' Figure 7 illustrates two interesting features of
=-A= 10. This component is Doppler broadened, collision effects in strong-pump-field saturation
since ku = (k-k')u = 0.6. In addition, there is the spectroscopy. First, the integrated probe ab-
broad-collisional-redistribution term centered at sorption, which is proportional to -7 , s, grows
A'=0 which increases with increasing P and van- with increasing perturber pressure; it would sat-
ishes for P =0 (the vanishing at P =0 is a conse- urate at 5 (,2' X(Y8=',). Second, the peak probe
quence of taking y, =0). We have recently under- absorption also begins to increase for sufficientlv
taken a systematic experimental study of this ef- high perturber pressure. Probe absorption from
fect and found good agreement with theory.' 7  the excited-state velocity distribution becomes

In Fig. 5, N2 , =0, and one sees the dispersionlike more efficient since collisions (a) increase the
contribution of IJ, centered near A' = 0, predicted pump absorption and (b) redistribute atoms into a
by Eq. (59). With increasing pressure this con- velocity range where they can interact ,nore ef-
tribution broadens somewhat. Note that, for A fectively with the probe. Although not displayed.
=-10, the amplitude of the dispersion term is 30 the corresponding integrated and peak probe ab-
times that from the "direct" transition, sorption for X = 0.2, A = - 1, E 1 also increase

The effect of velocity-changing collisions is with increasing perturber pressure. (The splitting
seen in Figs. 6 and 7 for weak and strong pump
fields, respectively, with A =-1, E = -1. With in-
creasing pressure, the population density n(-v) ap- AC - -i X • to X 10-
proaches an equilibrium distribution, and the cor-
responding probe absorption approaches a Voigt N32 a 0 IiX 2

profile centered at A' = 0. By monitoring the line
shape as a function of pressure, one can obtain in- 2.7
formation on the collision kernel giving rise to the
velocity-changing collisions.

Figure 6 is applicable to the weak-pump-field
limit."t Velocity-changing collisions remove
atoms from the velocity bump created by the pump 7.3 P

field, leading to absorption over an increased
range of probe frequencies. The integrated line

NUNO ,Is/x 2 A,-jO 4-1 20 P-2
X- .01

-P, 0.5 P-' 0.5 2  P0

-1 0 1 9 11 ,

FIG. 4. Line shape forV 3 2 0.A -10, C -1, -2 -1 0 .4 1 2 A'
X= 0.01, and several P. The resonances centered about FIG. 6. Line shape for N3,- 0, A -1, c - X1 = 1.0
A'= 10 vary only slightly in the pressure range studied. x10"4 , and several pressures P.
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A .- 4 •. -4 X • 02 and Dr. S. D. Yeh and Dr. E. J. Robinson for help-

0O I01X' ful discussions concerning this problem.

o~s APPEN131X
P. 20 Here, the theory is extended to include a situa-

tion often encountered experimentally, an inelastic
collisional decay channel for Level 2. That is,
we assume that level 2 is collisionalLy coupled to
a new level (denoted by "4"). Level 4 may spon-

05 taneously decay to the ground state with some rate

v . However, it is assumed that level 4 is suffi-
ciently separated in energy from level 2 that one

0. .can neglect field-induced transitions between
levels I and 4 and levels 4 and 3 for the external-

field frequencies under consideration which are in
near-resonance with the 1-2 and 2-3 transition

0.6 P. frequencies, respectively. There will be probe
absorption near W 34 but this is a separate effect
Jhat is well separated from probe absorption near

-2 -1 0 1 2 6' W32"

The 2-4 collisional coupling may be incorporated
FIG. 7. Line shape for -3'2 0. a - - 1, 4 - 1, into the problem by the addition of the following

X= 0.2, and several pressures P. term to the right-hand side of Eq. (10a),

0.4 4(f) ; (Ala)
seen in Fig. 2 disappears at low perturber pres- and the following terms to the right-hand side of
sures.) Thus, to maximize probe absorption, as Eq. (Ob),
is desirable in schemes using lasers for isotope
separation, one should use perturber pressures -r 4 (f)b 2() + f di1 1V 42 (0' - V)$2(7'); (Alb)
that give X (provided that any quenching chan-
nels are not enhanced by collisional effects), where W,,(i'-V) is the inelastic kernel for i-j

collisional coupling and fl,( ) is the rate for i-j
collisions. One must also add the following equa-

VII. SUMMARY tion for the population density of level 4,

We have presented a theory of saturation spec- di W ( '
troscopy in three-level systems, including colli- R) f
atonal effects. Using a model of collisions in
which they are phase interrupting in their effect + d ' W24 ()p, 21')+ X 4(v). (A2)

on level coherences and velocity changing in
their effect on level population densities, we have It is assumed that collisions cannot create any

calculated the probe-absorption Line shape in the coherence between level 4 and any of the other

presence of a strong pump field acting on a coupled levels-i.e., P4 1 
= 0 for j * 4.

transition. Line shapes for such systems enable The line shape is still given by Eqs. (33), (16),

one to extract data concerning the collision ker- (28) with n,( ) and p, '(7) determined from the

nels and rates giving rise to the scattering effects, following equations:

Specific results were obtained for a Keilson- ()n,() f
Storer kernel in the large-angle-scattering limit. dv'W 1fe'-.)n,(V')
An analysis of foreign-gas broadening of the
saturation-spectroscopy line shape of Na 3S,,, + i451101)-0 ) -

-3P I /2 -4D, /,, based on the above theory, is +n 2,(-) +y n.(7), (A3a)
presented in other papers."

r()()=f d7' W, (f' 7)n, '
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( f -v 4' )fl ') - Ns((r)n,(v) (-() = x( )/Yv. (A4d)

Equations (A3) must, in general, be solved
+ d7' W.(;'- f)n 2(V'), (A3c) numerically once the kernels are specified.

There is, however, a limiting case of some
- (A3d) practical interest for which analytic solutions of

P()= -- "( ,(A3e) Eqs. (A3) may be found. If the energy separation

of levels 2 and 4 is<O.l x (thermal energy), then
N,,( )-N 1 ( ) -N,( ), (A3f) collisions can transfer population between levels

where the Nd(;) are the equilibrium population 2 and 4 without resulting in a significant velocity

densities in the absence of external fields. The change. We consider such a case, for which

Nv) are defined as solutions to

+' 2N,(v-) + YN , (7) +A,(v), (A4a) W24( ' - i').

r;(;)N2 (7) = f d;' W2(' - N2(6') - f 2 4 N2 ( ) Furthermore, we neglect the velocity dependence

of all v's, adopt the same Keilson-Storer kernel
+ fd' W 42 (;')N 4 (;') +X2 ( ), (A4b) [Eq. (51)] for velocity-changing collisions in levels

2 and 4, assume that the Nj( ) are Maxweilians

= f d;' W4 (;7' - V) 4(7') - F.2(F)N4 (.) with most probable speeds u, and take 7 ,
4, . In this limit, Eq. (A3) for n2 (), n4 ( ), and

f 1)d' W,(.'- WN( ')+ X( ), (A4c) p '(V) reduce to

(A6a)

-f dw' , _ - ___ r C)n (),
2 n(A~c)

vIoI(2\'_ [iXA . (;[)/R (V) N = .') + j ) -(A6d)

where
N i(;) = IV (Vul)' /2 exp(-vVul), (A7 )L

= .,(u 2)
"3 /

2 exp(-v 2 /u 2 ), (A8)

,N =) + )(r;y)+ x)/' 1  (A9a)

N2 = [CA2 + A4)(r 4,/v 2 ) + A2l/(72 + r 4 2 + r. 4 ) (Agb)

N3 = 3/Y3 ; (A9c)

= + (4- 
2  (AlOa)

S8= (2x2/ ,12)[1/r2' + (1/r)(1 - yr) I (AlOc)

r. = 2rr,/(r, + r42), (All)

r, , + r 4, + r.,4, (A12)

f d;w- , ( n (;7,)_+ r +
r r 2 +" r4,l 1

Uh fd;' W, 07' - vN, i) (A 13)

7_ _
:-kI
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The only difference between Eqs. (21) and Eqs.
(M6) is that R. is replaced by Rg, S by , and rrOG2

8(7' - 7) -3 div W(' -;7)6G 2 M(V'-V

M2(;;) is determined from the coupled Eqs. (A6b)
and (A6c) rathcr than from Eq. (21a). Defining W2 ';7 (A21a)

n(f) =n2 (;) + nl(;'),I (AM4)

and dropping the 3, term (LAS limit), one can re- I't6G'v - i) -f di" W,(7" -~6'~

write Eqs. (A6b, c) in the form= ,; -F.(2b

r 71',t) fd7' 7),(-)=A()+1,P~) We can now take over all of the equations of the
f text in Secs. 1ll, IV, and V [Eqs. (35), If Iif the

(A1~a) following substitutions are miade:

I~n (;7) -f d;P W2,(7i - 7)n (7') = ,i) (AlI5b) 778 V7,=YN+ ?AL2 ,

where

and r7 is defined by Eq. (A12). To arrive at re- 2n(~

suits analogous to those of Secs. 1ll, LV, and V, rt rf' (A22)
we set

,t 2v)- 2, ~) ~n 1 (v, n~) ~()(~ + n,(), except in factors Y21r, (Frlr ;

(A17) G('-)- -

n2Z~ 2A()[~ E~)~ ,~/5, (B (r,/r~y' - (r2/r.yf~
where 6n2j, and dni, satisfy the following equations: where

r~'n,.(;;) -f d,-' IV,('-) 6 ('), 1, f( K-+E f' 1

_N(r)N r2 (r~r~ "r
F.Y2 + 42 " 24  V2 2

+rnx ,(Alga) With the above substitutions, the equations of
the text are generalized to allow for coupling bet-

2 d7 IV 'f)6n,(;71) ween states 2 and 4 produced by inelastic colli-
sions. Velocity- changing collisions occur in both,

-( d' W(' ~)n~~') (A~b) levels 2 and 4 (characterized by the same colli-
J vl,;';)B(lb sion kernel), but the collisionally induced trans-

As i Eq (4), e cn itrouceproagaorsfers 2 - 4 or cur without significant change of velo-

defined by city. Such a model has been recently used to ex-
plain the saturation spectroscopy of Na- rare-gas

( 6 6" ,(A0 systems for the 3S,,- 3P, , -4D,,, upward cas-
23 ;;(A0 cade.Ll In that system, leve'l "4" is the 3P,/, state

a I~q 6G '(7' - ;)n ') which is collisionally coupled to 3P ,. A dis-
cussion of the importance of accounting for the

which satisfy Pila'P1I2 coupling is given in Refs. 17 and 26.
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Effects of velocity-changing collisions on two-photon and stepwise-absorption spectroscopic line
shapes

P F Lao and J E. Bjorkholm
flell Iuarutwrio Holmd'l. New Jersey 0t7733

P R. Berman
Phvu,% Iepartm'nt Neu )'ork I Unieriti. Vet York. New York 1003

iReceised S September 1474)

We report the result, of an experimental stud of the effects of selocity-changing collisions on two-photon
and ,tepaise-abhorption line shapes Fxctiatorr spectra for the 3S. . -3Pi , .4D; , transitions of sodium

atom% undergoing :ollisions with foreign gas perturhlrs are obtained These spectra are obtained with two
, dye lasers One laser, the pump laser, is tuned I ( GHz be;o% the 3S, , -3P, : transition frequency and
ex'ites a iomthermal longitudinal ,el.ocit distribution of excited 3P , atoms in the vapor. Absorption of the
second (probh) laser is used to monitor the stead)-state excited-state distribution which is a result of
collisions with rare gas atoms The spectra are obtained for various pressures of He. Ne, and Kr gases and
are fit to a theoretical model which utilizes either the phenomenological Keilson-Storer or the classical hard-
sphere collision kernel The theoretical model includes the effects of collisionally aided excitation of the
3P, state as well as effects due to fine-structure state-changing collisions. Although both kernels are found
to predict line shapes which are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results, the hard-sphere
kernel is found superior as it gives a better description of the effects of large-angle scattering for heavy
perturbers Neither kernel provides a fully adequate description over the entire line profile. The
experimental data is used to extract effective hard-sphere collision cross sections for collisions between
sodium 3P, 2 atoms and helium, neon, and krypton penurbers.

1. INTRODUCTION periment, one monitors the steady-state velocity
distribution of atomic levels subjected to non-

Using tunable narrow-band lasers, one can se- thermal excitation by a narrow-band laser. The
lectively excite a narrow nonthermal longitudinal degree of velocity thermalization achieved in
velocity distribution in an atomic or molecular these states as a result of collisions is determined
vapor. Collisions between these atoms or mole- by the number of collisions occurring within the
cules and other atoms in the gas cause this dis- lifetime of the states and the strength of the colli-
tribution to thermalize. A study of the manner in sions. Most previous experiments have been
which the collisions modify the distribution leads analyzed under the assumptions that the colli-
to an increased understanding of the collisions. sions are either of a "weak" or "strong" nature.
In this paper we report the results of a systema- In the case of "weak" collisions, the collisions
tic study of the effects of collisions on line shapes which occur during an atom's lifetime have only
obtained in sodium using two-photon spectroscopy a small effect on the atomic velocity, 3 whereas,
with a resonant intermediate state. These mea- in the "strong" collision limit, those atoms which
surements, which are made with two cw dye la- have experienced collisions are assumed to have
sers, yield values for the equivalent hard-sphere a thermal distribution. Recently the problem of
elastic-scattering cross sections for collisions collisions intermediate to the two limits has re-
between sodium atoms in the 3P 1 2 state and rare ceived increased attention. 2 In this case, atoms
gas perturbers. Comparisons of the experimen- which experience collisions reach a thermal velo-
tal line shapes are made with a theory which city distribution only if they have several colli-
utilizes either a classical hard-sphere collision sions within their lifetime. Because of the short
kernel or the Kellson-Sthrer collision kernel. The lifetime of the excited atoms in our experiment
theory accounts for the presence of fine-struc- (16 nsec), the excited sodium atoms never reach a
ture state-changing collisions as well as velocity- thermal distribution so that the measured steady-
changing collisions. The validity of these colli- state velocity distribution shows a "persistence of
sion models is discussed in light of the experi- velocity."
mental data. The manner in which the atoms change veloci-

Measurements of the effects of velocity-chang- ties as a result of collisions is directly depen-
Ing collisions on laser spectroscopic line shapes dent on the strength and form of the interaction
have been made for some time. t' 2 In a typical ex- between the active atom and the perturber atom.
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atoms. ]'his ch,,ice of perturber atnis altk s Itet. exrecd thet sAtu ttl i t, 11 'itv sli I. t1 . i -

us to bserve the effect f different active atm to ti, tAnd rtdequ t Iia ,le At( aifaitt thte. t L . 1-

perturber atom nass ratios. pleteiv (test ri e it. A til ied t.s ussi t ,t thil

Our measurements are made by selectively tn- re complete theo rv is given ulsevhti rt. Iii

exciting a particular veltcity distribution oI s, - what loll ,ws. Ae give ,nly at tutlime I the hasi,

dium atoms to the 311, , excited state. This exci- principles of the experiment and presentt tit

tation is accomplished by tuning a cw dye laser major theoretical results.
to the wing of the Doppler-broadened 3s 2- 31',i2 Our experimental data are obtained using the
transition. A second laser is then scanned to experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. We use t

produce 3P1 ,2-4D 3 /2 transitions. The resulting cw single-mode dye lasers. one (the pump) is set

line shape directly reflects the longitudinal velo- at a fixed angular frequency it which is tuned t,

city distribution of the 3 P z state, the wing (f the Doppler-broadened 3.S, -31'1 -

In the absence of velocity-changing collisions, transition, and the other (the probe), of frequency
one might expect only those atoms which have il', is scanned to complete transitions to the 4,
longitudinal velocities such that they are Doppler state. Transitions to 4D5, are weak in conipari-

shifted into resonance with the laser frequency son with those to 41 3 ,2 , because of diple selec-
would be excited. However, the presence of tion rules which forbid 31',,7 - 4D , transitions.
phase-interrupting collisions results in an excita- and are neglected. The unfocused beams fr(,m
tion of all the velocity groups. In this nonreson- the two lasers propagate in opposite directions
ant ex,-itation, the energy defect or excess between through a cell at 200 *C containing sodium vapor.
the atomic transition energy and the laser photon Typical laser intensities are 0.5 W 'cm?, and each

energy is provided or removed by a collision.d s  beam is linearly polarized in the same direction.

This nonresonant collisionally assisted excitation The sodium vapor density is held between I0O -

results in population of velocity groups other than 10 11 cm "3 so that resonant reabsorption tf atinic

those desired and must be accounted for properly fluorescence was not significant and sodium-

in the final analysis of the line shape, sodium collisions could be neglected. We moni-

State-changing collisions such as those which tor the population of the 41)1, , state by measuring
produce transitions between the 3P,, and 3P 3 , 2  the intensity of fluorescence at -330 tim which
line-structure states are also found to play an occurs when the 491,, state decays via the 41'
important role. Our analysis is therefore made state back to the ground state. Our results give
to account for the effects of such collisions.

In the following section we briefly discuss our

experimental setup and the underlying principles VACUUM
involved in obtaining a description of the collision-

induced modification of spectroscopic line shapes.
In Sec. 1II we compare two kernels (Keilson-
Stifrer and classical hard sphere) that can be GAS

used to describe velocity-changing collisions. 16ARAt

Our experimental results and a comparison with
theory using these collision kernels are then dis-
cussed in Sec. rV.

11. BASIC PRINCIPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FILTER

PM~ 1
The effect of collisions on the line shapes asso-

ciated with three-level systems has been treated
recently

7 and the following discussion will be

based largely on those results. Our experimen- I1G. 1. Schtntatit di:tg':tnn Il the u.'c 'rmi),.nt;al s,.tup

tal situation is, in fact, somewhat more cotmpli- Although not shown. the light from I:io*'r i wt lqpemd

cated than the simple three-level case due to the and the output l I it. photmtil lit II l11M i) s pIt.

presence of additional levels. While these addi- ,.,. (I wAith a lock in tiltilitv
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T'ht Ilrl" maked A-wldhe re- each increase relative to ac as the perturber pres-

,entv~e Intheabset-k cIhsims nd s cin- sure is increased. The ratio of b to r amplitudes

p-e ,t 1A-quAntumc Acnd stepAise tranisitions d depends 'in 12. Component hi decreases rapidly
tse, at cos ahich have ccl, underigoine %elit - Ahen l,' is adjusted away from the atomic resoni-

haici~irg Cv -lliSIi in, the 31P intermediate aitee because the number of atoms which have the

state. We shall refer ti, this cominpicent as the'tire vltt oa t eDplrsitdit
t hi'-phcit' ii line. Pre , haracteristics Ai this cesiccaicce decreases exponentially. Hence at de-

!LnehA v IeenexprimntaIN aid tet~etialltunings much greater than the Doppler width,

studied inc 4reAt detail. The line is essentlill, Compolsnent ,will dominate, while at small de-

Is 'pple c free- wIA- the velc ci tv so lectii ity of tunings c cr11,imnent 6 will dominate. We have re-

the e-xcitatci'n And the use d1 -pp,,sitelv pricpagta- k ettlv made a detailed study of the collisional re-
tingIw~is.Thec~mponnt abeed arsesdistribution by phase-changing collisions fcor the

froin thise atois Aich, nc-c excited inic. the case where Q2 is tuned far- fromt the resonance so

31' state, experience %elcicity-chaniging colli- that c' .njscnent hc is negligible.
st~n. Th v Ihsins odil th iniialnarrA ce level scfience which is appropriate for ojut,

vel,'cit% distribcutiion Awhich As excited bN the- experimecnts is shown in Fig. 3. We generally

lase Atfreuen itant c~se he kistibuionfollow the notation of Refs. I and 8 so that state I

ti, fir ,Adei and shift ti 'ward equilibcrium,. this it, the 3.S,, grouind state, state 3 is the 41,'
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ccc seoc. I he fI1 icl c' rids icient, labe'led , is due thta12iasuidiccf mnyteI-2
I, li-i'tal aided ,'xcitaticc J the 3)' ex- t ransitioin.

Itedstae. htsext.itaionI,%vssetlal" on-A complete theo ry fccr the excitatioin line shape

it -selctjv An thref.it-is cmpltekis given in Ref. 8 assuming the probe field to be
i pelc tv - e ct i e a i the r of. 'Si- ~ is c t p ote i w eak . W e shall atte nm pt tcc fit 'ur d ata using th is

thi Stte as IVA k he haie -1 te euilt~rum theucrV and hard-sphere coillision mocdels. For
thi sae s.'a It dte Infijs the eulifiriuri such models. collisicins procduce relatively large

.igk colrio -'fil et.e. A It wou r r. t tetldC Vie~ pent veliccity changes focr the active atoi is i.e., velci-

cig en li i in th al tknce if et. " a it - i ni ngld i t pr s n ctv changes Anc such that SI(Au .- ) all hin igen-

sins. e.g.. if the perturfier atomrs were much eous wi h 1 nti ii h iesaei

less niAssi vi-, than thc S dI urn at"1cccs . It tMAN N, given by

VIeweif AS .itiSItg fr-ti, pifae-c'hAn9icII '-IisIcis~ot ALI1 IT
1

-t ,,U (Q '.'
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where theory allows for power broadening of the 1- 2
2 ('X2 4 transition. The population distribution n,(r) of

l3ml) 2 .4(r), (2) the intermediate state appearing in Eq. (3) is de-
lm k, "u termined by the atom-pump field interaction and

IS,(" ') ___ f n,(cx) . the effects of velocity-changing collisions. Equa-
sw ) mJ (x - r )  tion (3) is an approximation valid for the case

I( =-I z/ e" as in our experiment.

2(") J (Yr - xY'dx The effect of fine-structure state-changing colli-

sions introduces additional complexities. First,

[2 (r) is the plasma dispersion function Z(r) for it modifies the power broadening of the 1 - 2
Im(r) -0 and is -Z(r) for Im(r) --01, where k(x') transition. Second, it may modify the velocity-

is the Rabi frequency of the transition 1 - 2 changing process. Finally, it decreases the ef-
(2- 3), u is the most probable sodium velocity, fective excitation of state 2 since atoms are trans-

k=0/c, k'= 2'/c, and k "= V- I. The other ferred from the 3P1, 2 to the 3P 3 /2 state. To
quantities are defined as minimize the complexities we make the simplify-

=t=a +c ~ing assumption that the velocity-changing cross
section is the same for the two fine-structure

r2 = b - c, states, and that no velocity change occurs in the

r3 = inJ/Iu, fine-structure state-changing processes. We
have verified that the latter assumption is nearly

r 4 = -i?7s/ku, correct by tuning Q' to the wing of the 3S / 2 - 3P3 /2

r, = i1i7/ku, transition and thereby exciting a particular velo-
city class of atoms into the 3P 3 / 2 state. Colli-

where sions cause some of these atoms to transfer to the

_ - ___ 3P,1 2 state. The velocity distribution of the
- - 's b-"123 atoms in the 3P,/ 2 state is then recorded by scan-

ning f0' across the region of the 3Px, 2 -4D3 2 2

c = l {b - a - [(b - a)2 
+ 4x2!k'4"u 2 1 / ' ,  transition. The resulting excitation spectrum is

and shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the

spectrum and hence the velocity distribution is

A=(-r)/ (r- concentrated in a small region which corresponds
A l),.4;ii to the initial velocity of the atoms. The small

112 = ?12 + iA, splitting in the line is due to the hyperfine struc-
ture of the 3P,/2 state. The fine-structure state

1713 = ; 1 3 + i(A + a'), change appears to happen with little or no change
17 = + A, in velocity, justifying our assumption.

To calculate the signal amplitude we must de-

= + ( s) =52+ 2_Y,2X/rs,1 termine n2(r), the velocity distribution of the 3P, 2state. The equations describing this distribution

2 + r v) + 0.5-t' and the longitudinal velocity distribution n4(r) of

s 2= + ,r,(t) 2 + r2(,) + I.5-,y

F,( , + r,()

The detunings are defined as 1 U - e, .N=i2t'
- t', where the angular frequencies v, and w' are --- l10GHzF--

the transition frequencies of the ground-to-inter-
mediate and intermediate-to-final states, res-
pectively. The decay rates are the phenomeno-
logical decay constants of the density matrix ele- -" _ _

ments n, and include the effects of phase-chang- 2w

ing collisions. The rate )z is the total natural FIG. 4. Probe laser excitation spectrum of the 5P,,
decay rate out of the intermediate state, is the -4 D1, transition with the pump laser tuned to the :IS1 ,

-r 3p,/, transition. This signal is the result of fine-
natural decay rate from level 2 to 1, 1'r) is the structure state-changing collisions produced by 0. 5 Torr

rate of velocity-changing collisions for atoms in of won perturber gas. The narrow line, width demon-
level ,, and :,' is the 3P,/2 to 31'/ fine-structure strates that fine-struethre state changes occur %% ithi nez-

state-chanking collision rate. Note that the ligihle velocity change.
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the 3P, state are 1  and

() -[-)2 + r,(?) + ' n. 1?1(') + ,(v)) =f l( ',r)n (')dr'/ + 17,(v) + 1.5).'j. (10)
S + . . . .....+

+ f() (4) In this paper we consider two collision kernels
SW ,,')d)h T ,() for insertion into Eq. (10), the Keilson-St6rer and

the classical hard-sphere kernels. Owing to the
- [ + F,,(?) + -1, 1'2 1(') + ) A,2(0) simple mathematical form of the Keilson-Strer

kernel an analytic expression for Pi,(v) can be ob-
SfW( tained. However, for the hard-sphere kernel it is

+ r ', necessary to calculate no() numerically. These
collision kernels will be discussed in the follow-

where T(o) is the velocity distribution of atoms ing section. The distribution Pi,(r), given by Eqs.excited to the 3P1 1 2 state by the pump laser. The (8)-(10), is inserted into Eq. (3) and the total line

collision kernel W(o,"') is defined such that the

W(r,,')do'dt is the probability that a collision will shape is then given by Eqs. (1)-(3).

cause an atom in level 2 moving with a longitu-
dinal velocity between v and v + dv to change to
be between v' and v' + dv during a time interval III. COLLISION KERNELS
dr. The rate F2(v) is given by All the properties of the velocity-changing

collision process are contained in the collision
r,(?') f M r', 'dv kernel. The most commonly used kernel is the

phenomenological kernel of Keilson and Starer 6

an v a nd- v, 2 -0.5y' are the 3P 1 /: -3P 3 /2

and 3P 3 /2 - 3P 1 / 2 collisional transfer rates, res- W(v,r') = F[v(_u) 2 - f2 exp[-(' - )2/(),
pectively.

The equation which gives n(v) = n2(v) + n 4(v), where r is the (speed-independent) rate of colli-
the longitudinal velocity distribution function for sions, a is a parameter which depends on the ac-
the sum of the population densities of the two 3P tive and perturber atom mass ratio, and
states, is

dn(t') a 'VY I'll=( a) 1

d( -(- 2 + f I W(v,r, )dv')n(v)

is '2 times the rms velocity change per collision.
+ f W(r',v)n(v')dv' + 7(v) . (6) Borenstein and Lamb12 compared the Keilson-

St~rer kernel with Monte Carlo calculations of

Equation (6) is easily solved to yield the steady- hard-sphere collisions and found fairly close

state solution agreement between the two. However, they were
concerned mainly with the cases of light perturbers

) =f-2 n(v), (7) and small initial velocities (velocities small con-
1-0 pared with Doppler width). Recently, more de-

where tailed comparisons have been made 1 3, 1 although
(?) = T(?-) + again for cases of light perturbers and low velo-

T ' cities.

+ In this section we shall compare some of the
d[} +F,(,) . properties of the Keilson-St~irer kernel with the

exact analytic expression for the kernel which
describes classical collisions between atoms

atoms having experienced exactly i collisions having a hard-sphere interatomic potential (V
since initially excited into the 31' states. = 0 for r , r- and V = - for ) r,)

By substituting 14 - Pi - Pv. into Eq. (4) and using The Keilson-Stiirer kernel has the form of a
Eq. (7). we solve Eq. (4) to obhtain displaced Gaussian whose width and shift are de-

( termined by the parameter a. The method for

,t() 2 n (u) , (8) the determination of (Y which we utilize is that
where suggested by LeGouet," in which v is chosen such

that the Keilson-St~rer model gives the same
0.5) 'P(r) + 1(() rms velocity change per collision as the analytic

2 + r.(,) + 1.5)' hard-sphere kernel. This method gives a 0.8,
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0.4, and 0.0 for collisions between sodium and he- expressions to be obtained.
lium, neon and krypton atoms, respectively. A The hard-sphere kernel is considerably more
major feature of the Keilson-Stgrer kernel is its complicated. It is given by the following expres-
nathematical simplicity which allows analytic sion:

I("')=4 V; tpe r L Is)J -erf s

where sive perturber, krypton, show some significant
P 2= Pn,/n., S= (Vv)/U. differences. Krypton is 3.7 times heavier than

sodium. As in the case of helium, the distribu-

The mass of the active atom (Na) is ma, and the tions predicted by the two kernels are quite simi-
mass of the perturber atom is i,. This kernel lar for i - 2 although the widths of the distributions
has been obtained by Kol'chenko, 15 however, for now predicted by the hard-sphere models are
completeness we have included its derivation in significantly larger than those given by the Keil-
the Appendix. son-StBrer model owing to the speed dependence

To compare the kernels, we plot in Figs. 5-7 of F(v) inthe hard-sphere model. The greatestdif-

nh(v) [Eq. (7)] for sodium calculated with both ker- ference appears in the distribution i = 1. Krypton
nels for helium, neon, and krypton perturbers as- hard-sphere collisions produce a relatively flat-

suming T(v) is a delta function at v/u = 1.6. In topped distribution. The amplitude at v = 0 is near-
the case of a very light perturber such as helium ly the same as at the initial velocity (taken to be 1;0
(Fig. 5), the two kernels are quite similar. Each = 1.6 u). The Ke;lson-Strer distribution, on the
gives distributions nl(v) which shift more toward other hand, is a factor of 12 larger at v=0 than
equilibrium with each collision, and both models at v0 . Note that the velocity distributions pro-
produce distributions with approximately the duced by the heavier perturber initially broaden
same shifts and widths. To allow for easy com- and then narrow in the hard-sphere model, whereas
parison of the distributions we have normalized for the Keilson-Stirer kernel, complete thermali-
the peak of each to unity. In fact, at the pressure zation occurs after one collision.
(2.5 Torr) used for the calculation, each suces- Comparisons of the distributions calculated
sl.ve n(v) decreases in amplitude by about a fac- using these two kernels indicate the following.
tor of 6 or more. First, for heavier perturbers it is at low pres-

The calculated distributions for the most mas- sures thatthe differences are most significant
since it is at low perturber pressure that the con-

r (V) tribution of n1 (v) to n(v) dominates. Second, for

ahigh perturber pressures the two kernels give
HARD nearly the same line shapes. Our experiments
SPHERE 2

have therefore concentrated on fairly low per-

NEON- 2,5 TORR
-2 -4 0 I 2 v/u

vni (v)"'m(' /Irx .,I
Hb) 7 HA\ 2

KELSS' SPHERE

-2 - 0 1 2 v/u nI

FIG. 5. The steady-state axial-velocity distributions (bl
n'(v) for sodium atoms in the 3P states which have ex- OW O

perienced exactly i collisions since being initially ex- STbRER

cited. The calculations were carried out for 2.5 Torr of
heliurh perturber gas, using both the (a) hard-sphere and -2 -1 o 1 2 ,1

0)) the Keilson-Stirer kernels. All curves have been FIG. 6t. Same as Fig. 5, except the perturber gas is
normalized to the same height, neon.
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KRYPTON -2 5 TORR

NEON-25 TORR

HARD 
0

SPHERE j2

-2 -1 0 1 2 v/

S0 2
SESON- /FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, except for 2.5 Torr of neon

STORERperturber gas.

-2 -1 0 1 2 V;, atoms and atoms excited via phase-interrupting
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5, except the perturber gas is collisions. This feature is not present when the

krypton. perturber gas is removed.
The excitation was made with counter-propa-

gating beams. This geometry was utilized to
turber pressures. In the case of helium we ex- minimize the line width of the two narrow two-
pect the two models to give nearly identical re- photon and stepwise resonances. It is essential
suits. that these resonances be narrow so that the colli-

sion-induced signals are unobscured. If we use
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS copropagating beams the narrow resonances are

Excitation spectra were taken of the 3SI/ 2 -3P,/2 split by 390 MHz because of the hyperfine struc-

-4D 3 / 2 transition of atomic sodium vapor for ture of the 3P 1 / 2 state.3 With the use of oppositely

various pressures of helium, neon, and krypton propagating beams, this splitting collapses to

buffer gases. In each case, the laser at 9 was 7 MHz. Some of the spectra contain evidence of

adjusted to be 1.6 GHz below the 3S, 12(F= 2) resonances due to copropagating beams. These

-3P1,/2 transition. Examples of the spectra ob- are symmetrically located about A'=0 from the

tained by sweeping ' are given in Figs. 8-12. counter-propagating resonances and apparently

In each case, the two narrow line-shape features are the result of stray reflections into the sodium

are the result of the combination of two-quantum cell. We were unable to eliminate them com-

and stepwise transitions originating from the two pletely.

hyperfine levels of the ground state. The broader We choose to set S/2r to be 1.6 GHz below the

feature is the collision-induced signal and, as dis-
cussed earlier, arises from velocity-changed

1GHZ

HELIUM-5 TORR * KRYPTON-

4 0 5TORR4 t1GHZ

0 "

t " FIG. 10. Excitation spectrum of the 3St/2 :3PI/2
0 i - 4 D1/ 2 transition of atomic sodium in a perturber gas of

FIG. 8. Excitation spectrum of the 3St/2- 3PI/ 2  krypton. The pump laser was tuned such that 4/2r= -1.6
-4 D3/ 2 transition of atomic sodium in 5 Torr of helium Gliz. The krypton pressure was 0.5 Torr. The solid
perturber gas. The pump laser was tuned such that (open) circles show the theoretical fit obtained using the
A /21 -- 1.6 G117. The solid (open) circles show the the- hard-sphere (Kellson-St rer) collision kernel. The
oretical fit obtained using the hard-sphere O eilson- sharp resonances occurring for negative A' are due tothe
Stirer) collision kernel, residual copropagating light, as discussed in the text.
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nal at A'= 0 to that at %'/2T= 1.6 GHz. Having fitS KRYPTON-2 5 TrORR these two ratios, the overall comparison between

the theoretical and experimental profiles can be
used to test various collision models. One should
note that, for our procedure, the nature of the fit
is relatively insensitive to the saturation parame-
ter. This result was verified experimentally by
varying the pump power. In our analysis we set

a " the branching ratio -2/7 2 --1 for both 3P,/ 2FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, except the krypton pres- - 3S,/ 2 (F =1) and 3P 1 /2 - 3S/ 2 (F = 2) transitionssure was 2.5 Torr. and rl() to gas kinetic values. The net effect

of such an arbitrary choice is to modify the sat-
uration parameter, but, as noted above, this

3S 1 / 2(F= 2)- 3P/ 2 transition. With this rather modification has little effect on our fitting proce-
large detuning, the difference between the Keil- dure. Finally, the assumption of a weak probe
son-St6rer and hard-sphere kernel which we dis- field is reasonably well satisfied; signal strength
cussed in Sec. III is emphasized. Furthermore, was found to vary linearly with probe power.
the spurious copropagating resonances mentioned Representative data obtained with helium and
above are less troublesome since they occur at neon buffer gases are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
the edge of the line shape of interest. At this de- The results of the theory using both the Keilson-
tuning the collisional redistribution and velocity- Storer kernel (open circles) and the classical
changing contributions to the line shape (compon- hard-sphere kernel (solid points) are given. As
ents b and c of Fig. 2) are comparable in ampli- expected, for these lighter perturbers both ker-
tude. nels do nearly equally well in producing fairly

The data were fit to Eqs. (1)-(3) and (8)-(10) accurate line shapes. However, for the data with
using experimental values of y,, and -' obtained krypton perturbers (Figs. 10-12) the hard-sphere
from the literature,16 and a value X/ku = 0.018 de- model does better in predicting the tine shape at
termined from measurements of pump intensity, the lowest pressure. The theoretical line shape
The line shape was assumed to arise as an inde- using the hard-sphere kernel is slightly wider
pendent sum of contributions originating from and gives more intensity in the region A'/21
both hyperfine ground states. The relative ampli- = I GHz than does the Keilson-St6rer kernel and
tudes of the two-narrow resonances were found to hence is in better agreement with the experimen-
be pressure and intensity dependent. This depen- tal data. Both models fail in the region very close
dence is due to optical-pumping effects which to the narrow resonances.
modify the population of the ground-state hyper- To obtain curves which are more closely related
fine levels. To account for the optical pumping, to the velocity-changing collision kernel, we have
the initial relative population of the two states was attempted to extract from the experimental spec-
taken as a free parameter which was adjusted so tra only that component arising from velocity-
that the theory correctly predicted the relative changing collisions (component b of Fig. 2). To
amplitudes of the two narrow resonances, extract this component we subtract from the ex-

The only remaining parameter to be determined perimental data the theoretical contributions from
is the velocity-changing collision cross section. all other sources. The results of this subtraction
We obtain values for these cross sections at each are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 as n,. The smooth
perturber pressure by fitting the ratio of the sig- curve represents the experimental points after

this subtraction. The solid points give the theo-
retical velocity-changing contribution using the
hard-sphere kernel and the open circles give the

J 1GHZ same for the Keilson-St~irer kernel. In Fig. 13
Swe show results for the case of helium perturbersKRYPTON-5 TOR at 9.5 Torr. As expected from our earlier dis-

cussion, both collision kernels give similar dis-
tributions and these are in good agreement with
the experimental data. The data for krypton at

S ,1 Torr are given in Fig. 14. In this case, the
0 2. hard-sphere model is clearly superior to the

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 10, except the krypton pres- Keilson-Storer approximation, which produces a
sure was 5 Torr. line shape which is too sharply peaked at A,=0.
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that predicted by the line-shape theory using
HELIUM - 95 TORR empirically determined experimental values for

all broadening parameters may be due to either
(a) additional small-angle velocity-changing colli-

S-sions or (b) larger values of the broadening para-
meters caused by the laser selection of fast Na
atoms. We should also note that our theory of the
3P 1 12 - 3P312 exchange is oversimplified and can

1 0 1 2 v/u lead to some additional errors.
The values for the hard-sphere collision cross

FIG. 13. The contribution of velocity-changing colli- sections which we obtain exhibit the pressure de-
sions to the excitation spectrum as a function of normal- pendence shown in Fig. 15. The slow increase of
ized velocity for 9.5 Torr of helium perturber gas. The
smooth curve is the difference between the experimental

excitation spectrum and the theoretical contributions to another indication that the theory is failing to
the excitation spectrum from all sources except velocity- account properly for the true collisional interac-
changing collisions. The solid circles give the contrib- tion. This variation implies that with increasing
utton due to velocity-changing collisions as calculated pressure the amplitude of the resonance at W/21r
using the hard-sphere kernel; the open circles give the = 1.6 GHz becomes increasingly overestimated by
same for the Keilson-Stbrer kernel. the theory leading to anomalously large values for

the calculated collision cross sections. Whether
Although the hard-sphere calculation is in excel- this variation is due to our model for 3P,12
lent agreement in the wing, it also fails for fre- - 3P 3, 2 collisions, to effects of weak velocity-
quencies very near to the narrow resonance, changing collisions, or to our failure to use speed-
Owing to the low pressure the theoretical line dependent broadening parameters is unknown at
shapes in Fig. 14 are dominated by the i= 1 con- present. It would seem reasonable to consider
tribution shown in Fig. 7. the cross sections we obtained as upper bounds

The good agreement between theory and experi- for the true cross sections.
ment in the line wings is evidence that large-angle The cross sections for collisions with neon and
scattering is correctly described by a hard-sphere krypton are approximately 30 and 55 A2, respec-
model. This result is consistent with large-angle tively, and are similar to the values which can be
scattering occurring for very close collisions deduced from ground-state gas kinetic radii.1 7 The
where the alkali-rare-gas potentials can be ap- fact that the krypton cross section is larger is
proximated by an infinite repulsive barrier. The reasonable in light of its larger size and greater
failure of the theory near the narrow resonance polarizability. The helium cross section of
for the heavier perturbers (Ne and Kr) is indica- -60 A2, on the other hand, does not fit this picture.
tive of an interatomic potential that is other than The apparent helium cross section is the largest
hard sphere. Most likely there exist attractive of the three measured cross sections within the
wells in the Na*-Kr and Na*-Ne potentials that estimated accuracy of our measurements of 30 to
give rise to the additional scattering near the 40 percent despite the fact that the helium core is
resonances, surely the smallest and the atom is the least po-

The fact that the widths of the narrow reson- larizable. It should be noted, however, that we
ance near A'/27r = 1.6 GHz is generally larger than

-1 "F 2420 • -

KRYPTON-1 TORR A Kr

cW

U 0

go

0 0 O F I I

S0 o 0 2 4 6 a 100 o 10 1 PRESSURE (TORR)

-2 -1 0 1 2 v/u FIG. 15. Variation of the experimentally deduced
FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, except for 1 Torr of kryp- cross sections for velocity-changing collisions between

ton perturber gas. The hard-sphere and Keilson-Stdrer Nn (:P1 / 2) and lie, Ne, and Kr perturbers as a function
kernels now lead to significantly different profiles. of perturber pressure.
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have arbitrarily chosen to fit the data at d = 0, W(') = N/ ,

where, because of the small velocity change pro - j

duced by sodium-helium collisions, the contribu-
tion of the velocity changing signal (component X6 ( + -

b in Fig. 2) is extremely small. Small errors Mp

in the calculation of component c will then result X 6(v , 2  (Al)
in substantial error in our result for the cross
section. If instead, we fit the lowest-pressure with

helium data at a'/2-=-1 GHz, we find a=35 A2 ,  v=v- v-v-v
in better relative agreement with our expecta-
tions. However, the optimum cross section is where ma is the active atom mass, m, is the per-

still found to increase with pressure since the turber mass, p is the reduced mass, (or ') is

cross sections calculated at higher pressures the active atom velocity, f, (or ") is the perturber

are independent of where we fit the data. velocity, fR(,) 2 is the differential scattering
cross section, N is the perturber density, and
Wp(i) the perturber velocity distribution assumed

V. CONCLUSION to be of the form
W (v = (ITu 2 -) exp(- v'u , (A2a)

We have examined the effects of velocity-chang- 2=k
ing collisions on the 3S 1 / 2 - 3P 1 / 2 - 4D3 / 2 excita- UP= TIIf (A2b)

tion spectra of sodium vapor. The observed line where T is the temperature associated with the
shapes are reasonably well described by a theory perturbers. The delta functions in Eq. (Al)
in which collisions are characterized by either guarantee conservation of momentum and energy
the phenomenological Keilson-Stdrer kernel or a in the collisions.
classical hard-sphere kernel. For collisions For classical hard-sphere scattering,
between excited sodium atoms and heavy rare-gas
atoms, the hard-sphere kernel is superior to the Ifd( ',,V)l 2 = r/4, (A3)

Keilson-St6rer kernel. It gives a better descrip- where r 0 is the sum of active atom and perturber
tion of the effects of large-angle scattering, al- hard-sphere radii. Substituting Eq. (A3) into
though neither kernel provides a fully adequate Eq. (Al) and performing the integrations over
description over the entire profile. The two V' and f,, one can obtain the kernel
kernels give essentially the same line shape for
low active atom to perturber atom mass ratio. W(v,v)- exp - 2+
They also agree at high pressures independent of S '
the mass ratio. Our data indicate that improved (A4)
models are required to accurately describe so-
dium-rare-gas collisions. By fitting our data where
we extract effective hard-sphere collision cross = (A5)
sections for collisions between sodium 3P, / 2
atoms and helium, neon, and krypton perturbers. u =2kTa/lf, (A6)

a = 2(jA/f,)(u,/u), (A7)
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APPENDIX =NHr -- exp[ (,)]

In this appendix, collision kernels and rates for + [I+ v-,, (AB)
classical hard-sphere scattering are derived.
The collision kernel W(;',;) gives the probability where 4 is the error function. Note that, as ex-

density per unit time for a collision with the per- pected, for r i r, r(,) 'Nirr t and, for r -u,
turber bath to change the velocity of an "active r(v)- Nr(2/v / )up.
atom" particle from ' to and is given by? In the text, we use a one-dimensional kernel
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obtained from Eq. (Al) by averaging over an ini-vv- kAll)
tial transverse velocity distribution Thus, the one-dimensional kernel is defined by

wit (ru2 )_ exp[-(v2 ,/u), (A9)l't~?), ,) (A12)

(AlO) Substituting Eqs. (Al) and (A9) into (A12) and
carrying out the tedious but straightforward in-

and summing over all final transverse velocities tegrations, one may obtain

X [I di110 V

where

= (02 + T/lTd)/(p +1)

If T = T., then r = 1 and one arrives at Eq. (12) of the text.

The rate r(v,) defined by

r(v.) = f dt4W(v2,,v)

may be calculated as
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Abstract. The related problems of optical and radiative collisions are examined theoretic-
ally. The actual R ' potentials found in nature are simulated by powers of the hyperbi.tic
secant, which enables one to obtain closed-form solutions for the transition probabilities in
the weak-field regime.

Recently much attention has been given to the related problems of 'optical' and
'radiative' collisions (Cahuzac and Toschek 1978, Brechignac et al 1979, Falcone et al
1976a, b, Gallagher and Holstein 1977, Geltman 1976, Gudzenko and Yakovlenko
1972, Harris and Lidow 1974, 1975, Harris and White 1977, Knight 1977, Lisitsa and
Yakovlenko 1974, Payne etal 1977, Payne and Nayfeh 1976, Robinson 1979, Yeh and
Berman 1979). In the optical case, foreign-gas collisions enhance the probability of
photoabsorption by an atom interacting ,With a radiation field detuned from resonance
by more than the Doppler width. (For strong fields, the detuning is presumed to be in
excess of the power-broadened homogeneous width.) Thus, without the collision, the
transition probability is negligible.

A radiative collision is one in which excitation is transferred between two unlike
atomic species due to the simultaneous effect of the collision between the atoms and
their interaction with the radiation field. The photon is nearly resonant with the
difference in excitation energy between the two atoms. Since the transition involves a
change in state of both of the atoms, it is rigorously forbidden without the collision.

In this paper, we present solutions for a model version of these problems in the
weak-field limit, The models replace the true potentials that characterise the dynamics
with powers of the hyperbolic secant. These retain the essential physics but enable one
to obtain closed-form expressions for transition probabilities.

The theoretical treatments are similar for the two problems. The relative nuclear
motion is taken to be a classical straight-line path, so that the atom-atom interaction
generates a time-dependent potential for the electrons, whose motion is then described
via the Schr6dinger equation. Maki'g the dipole approximation for the electron-field
interaction, the electronic Hamiltonian for either problem is

H = Ha - V, + eE. (rA + rlt cosl (1)

where H. is the separated atom Hamtltonian, V. the atom-atom interaction, E the
amplitude of the electric field iwe assume linearly polarised light), rA. and rn the sum of

t Work supported by the US Office of Naval Research.
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the coordinates of the electrons in each atom with respect to its respective nucleus, and
f) the frequency of the field.

For optical collisions, if one makes the further simplification that the effect of V,
may be adequately represented by its asymptotic van der Waals' R -6 energy, and that
only two levels, the initial and final states of active atom A, designated I1) and 12), need
be included in the expansion for the wavefunction, the Schr6dinger equation becomes a
pair of coupled equations for a two-level system. Making the rotating-wave approxi-
mation, the effective two-level Hamiltonian is, in the 'dressed atom' representation
(Yeh and Berman 1979)

H = I2- [)(it + (xC.{ R6)[J 1)(2 exp(ivt) + 12)(11 exp(-ivt)] (2)

where C6, is the van der Waals' constant of I), C6. = C6, - C62, v the Rabi frequency, x
the field strength in frequency units, and A the detuning from exact resonance.

One may approximately reduce the radiative collision problem to a two-level system
as well. Here states 1) and 12) are composites-in state 11) atom A is excited to A* and B
in ground state B0, while in 12), A is in ground state Ao and B excited to B**. The
transition proceeds via virtual intermediate states of the composite system. If one sums
over these and assumes that the relevant frequency range is sufficiently small to treat the
summations as essentially frequency independent, we obtain, after angle averaging, the
effective two-level Hamiltonian

Ii)(il -- [11)(21 exp(iAt) + 12)(1 1 exp(-iAt)] (3)

where we have again represented the atom-atom interaction by its leading term at large
separations. Here C 6 , Q are the van der Waals and AC Stark coefficients for state I]), K
is the indicated intermediate-state factor, and A the detuning. The time-dependent
Schr6dinger equation for state amplitudes a, and a 2 become, in an interaction
representation, for optical collisions

iA {exp [i(C, Jldt' R- 6(t') + vt)]}a, (4a)

"A-- -lexp [-i(C'6 Jdt'R -(t') + vt)]Ia, (4b)ia2 R R6

where A (X/v) C6 and C6' = (A/2v) C 6.
The corresponding equations for the radiative collision problem are

a2  {KExp[i(C6 Jdt' -6(t,) + At)] (a)

2 =a2 KE I{exp[-i(C 6 'dt'R 6(, +A)]} (5b)

where A. is a 'generalised' central detuning, defined to incorporate the AC Stark effect,
i.e., A, = A + (0,- 02) E 2. These equations are to be solved subject to the initial
conditions a, = 1, a 2 =0 for t-.-o. In the weak-field limit, a, 1 for all t, and the
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transition amplitude, a 2(+oo), becomes

a 2(oo) = -iF R-3
-(t)exp [-i(A R- ) dt'+s9J dt (6)

where m = 1, A = Cr6 , s = A, F = K ia the radiative problem, and m = 2, A = C6, s
F =A, in optical collisions. (In this low-power limit, the AC Stark effect is naturally
neglected.)

Thus, for weak fields, the problem reduces to the evaluation of the integral in
equation (6). For the actual R potentials found in nature, exact analytic expressions
for this integral are not known, although various approximations have been tried which
do yield closed forms for radiative collisions. Geltman (1976) and Knight (1977) use a
method that is equivalent to neglecting the level-shifting term in the exponential of
equation (6), and obtain a result proportional to the modified Bessel function K 1.
Robinson extended their results by approximating the R- 6 level-shifting potential by a
delta function in time, obtaining, in addition to a term that behaves like the K, function,
a term dependent on modified Bessel and Struve functions I, and L-. In the present
work, we replace the R 3 and R -6 interactions by model potentials which closely

resemble their time dependence but for which the integrals may be exactly evaluated in
terms of special functions.

We begin with the case of radiative collisions. R 3 is replaced by (sech irt/ T)/p 3,
R- 6 by (B/p6 ) (sech 2 rt/ T), where p is the impact parameter, T = 2 p/ v, where v is the
relative velocity.

B is chosen so that the phase induced by the model and true potentials are the same.
In tables I and 2 we present values for the model and true coupling and level-shifting
potentials for values of t expected to make the dominant contribution to the transition
probability, and note that the correspondence is close except where the potential drops
to less than 10% of its peak value. Our choice of parameters has the property that when
C 6 -+ 0 and A = 0, the model and exact problems predict the same transition prob-
abilities.

Table 1. A comparison of the true and model coupling potentials, VT = R- 3 and VM=
p -I sech(trt/T). The time t isexpressed in units of T = 2p/v. The potentials are normalised
to be equal at r = 0 and to have the value 8.

VT VM VT/ VM

0 8'00 8.00 1.00
0.1 7"54 7.62 0.99
0.2 6-40 6.64 0-96
0.3 5-04 5.41 0.93
0-4 3"81 4.21 0.90
0.5 2"83 3.19 0.89
0 6 2 10 2.37 0.88
0.7 1.57 1.75 0.90
0.8 1.19 1.29 0.93
0.9 0.92 0.94 0.97
1.0 072 0.69 1.03
1.1 0.57 0-50 1-12
1.2 0.46 0.37 1-23
1"3 0-37 0.27 1.37
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Table 2. A comparison of the true and model lesel-shifting potentials, ,1 R ' and
V = (37r'/32p") sech 2

(/rtiT). The potentials are normalised so that VT = 64 at r - 0 and
so that the integrated phase is the same for each. The time r is expressed in units of
T = 2p/v.

I V- vM v, / V"

0.0 64.0 59.2 1 08
0.1 56.9 53,7 1-06
0.2 41.0 40.8 1-00
0.3 25-4 27.1 0-94
0.4 14-5 16.4 0.88
0"5 S.0 9.4 0.85
0"6 4'4 5.2 0.84
0.7 2.5 2.8 0.87
0.8 1.4 1.5 0.92
0.9 0-84 0.82 1"02
1.0 0.51 0.44 1-16
1.1 0.32 0-24 1.36

For the model potentials, equation (6) becomes
K r

ia2(0') =- J sech (T) exp{ i[,. tanh (-) + At] } d,

- T J sech x exp[i(ju tanh x +,i)] dx (7)

where x = 7rt/ T and =-A T/ r. The author was unable to locate this integral in the
general tables available to him, although once he had succeeded in evaluating it, did find
it in the more specialised literature (Buchholz 1969). There is some epistomological
value in presenting the evaluation of the integral in equation (6), so we do so, rather
than merely presenting the formula of Buchholz. We write

F= J sechx exp[i(, tanhx+ox)]dx. (8a)

If we differentiate F with respect to A, we have
dF PaX

iJ sech x tanh x exp[i(g tanh x +fx)] dx (8b)

and
d2F (
d 2  - sech x tanh2 x exp[i(g tanh x + #3x)] dx. (8c)

Performing parts integrations of equations (8b) and (8c), and rearranging terms, we
obtain the differential equation

1 F"+F'+(W +B)F=O (9)

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to u. This equation is to be solved
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F f sch t c di rsecht rt3 21.

It equ.ition f9l is reduced to normal form. we have, with h = -F

which has the same form as the radial Schrodinger equation for a charged particle in a
Coulomb field of coupling constant -I3 and angular momentum' I. = '. The lack of
symmetry that prevails in the radiative collision problem according to the sign of the
detuning may be inferred directly fro i the great difference between the wa,,efunctions
in the Coulomb problem for attractive and repulsive potentials. If we consider the
radiative collision problem where the final state has a van der Waals potential that is
more attractic than that of the initial state, negative detuning corresponds to a
repulsive Coulomb potential, and positive detuningto an attractive Coulomb potential.

With the given boundary condition, we t'us find the transition amplitude propor-
tional to a confluent hypergeometric function

ia 2 ()= I e '"sech IFI i '0, 1, i8pr2 2 rnc 8p t

This reduces at exact reson nee to the Bessel function J,

ic) K, j 3 ,rC6 2

Equation 12) could be obtained directly by noting that the change of variable
tanh x = sin y casts equation (8a) into the form of a well known representation of the
Bessel function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964).

The total cross section may be calculated by integrating the transition probability
over impact parameter, yielding

27r I a2(Oo)1
2 p dp. (13)

Off resonance, this requires numerical integration or other approximate methods. The
resonant case may be evaluated exactly, however (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1965). Thus,
for zero detuning, we have

2K E2  / 3 rC,,\ 2,5 I.1)4)

For small impact parameters, p becomes large, and one may use the asymptotic
form of the confluent hypergeometric function. We find that the transition probability
goes to zero as p -. 0, oscillating with increasing rapidity as p diminishes. These
oscillations are a well k.iown characteristic of this problem (Harris and White 1977).
Hlowever. our observation that the envelope of the transition probability vanishes
linearlv near the origin is in disagreement with the extrapolated curve of Harris and
White. Those authors present a curve whose envelope approaches a constant non-zero
value as p decreases. This is hard to understand, since a steepest descent evaluation of
the integral in equation (6), with the true potentials in the integrand, yields a result

| • •
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qualitatively similar to our own. (One does obtain a constant envelope factor at small
impact parameter in the optical collision case.)

The discussion of the previous paragraph refers only to the puzzle of differing
mathematical results, and should not be taken to mean that we claim our solution to be
valid for small values of p. The original formulation of the problem in terms of R "'
potentials and straight line paths is invalid in this region, and our model, which does not
correct for these simplifications, cannot be expected to hold there either.

That the formulation is truly applicable only for large is not a serious defect, since
the major portion of the total cross section is contributed by impact parameters where
the approximations are good. It may also be possible, by modifying the scheme used for
parametrising the hyperbolic secants, to incorporate some small separation effects into
a generalisation of the model presented here. We are examining recent experimental
results for clues as to how this might be accomplished.

Sample numerical values of total cross sections are close to the 'universal' curve of
Payne et al (1977), who evaluated equations (6) and (13) numerically, in terms of
dimensionless variables.

As we have indicated, an entirely analogous procedure can be applied to the'optical
collision case, with sech 2 7Tt/T replacing R 6(t) in both the exponential and the
prefactor. For this problem, we wish to evaluate

F_ sech 2 x exp[i(A tanh x +fx)] dx. (15)

A differential equation in u is again obtained, this time

gF"+ 2F'+ (1 i +i3)F =0 16)

w[.ich, to within a trivial transformation, is the same as the confluent hypergeometric
equation. The relevant solution this time is

F=73 cosech (,1r,3) e " IF,(1 + i3, 2, 2i). 117)

In normal form, this becomes a Coulomb radial equation for angular momentum L = 0.
Equation (16) is solved subject to the boundary condition at A = 0

F = 7r3 cosech (2ir43).

For the impact limit v = 0 and the solution once more reduces to a Bessel function,
this time .J,,(p). We note that this impact limit is exact, i.e., it is identical to the
weak-field impact limit of the original R - 6 problem. That the model gives the same
result as the true potential in this case is not surprising, since the impact limit assumes
that 'nothing happens' during the collision, i.e., that the result depends only upon the
phase induced by the collision, not upon the shape in time of the potential function.
Since the true and model potentials induce the same phase by construction, there can be
no difference between their results.

In future work, we shall apply the model developed here to specific systems of
experimental interest. We also note that this model may be solved analytically for fields
of arbitrary strength. The solutions one obtains are not among those special functions
familiar to physicists. We shall report on this work also in a subsequent article.
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Abstract. A theory of resonant multiphoton ionisation by smooth pulses is developed. It is
shown that the spectrum of the effect may exhibit structure associated with time domain
correlations.

Among the effects of non-linear optics, multiphoton ionisation and detachment were
among the earliest to be investigated after the invention of the laser (Geltrnan 1963,
1965, Hall et al 1965, Hall 1966, Robinson and Geltman 1967, Zernik 1964, Zernik
and Klopfenstein 1965, Bebb 1966, 1967, Bebb and Gold 1966, Chin and Isenor 1967,
Chin et al 1969, Young et al 1969, Fox et al 1971, Kogan et al 1971, Agostini et al
1971, Luger and Robinson 1970, Luvain and Mainfray 1972). These are bound-free
electronic transitions in atomic systems generated by the smultaneous absorption of
more than one quantum. The calculation of rates for these processes typically requires
the evaluation of summations over intermediate states. In the crudest approximation,
the theory assumes that the radiation field is monochromatic and is switched on
adiabatically. If the intensity is low and there are no nearly resonant intermediate
states, the transition rate is given by the lowest order of time-dependent perturbation
theory consistent with the number of photons of energy hi needed to compensate for
the binding energy. Much work has been done on this problem, and it remains an active
area of research (Flank ef al 1976, Flank and Rachman 1975, Teague et al 1976).

In recent times, with the availability of tunable lasers, the study of multiphoton
ionisation where one or more intermediate states are close to resonance has come to the
fore (Beers and Armstrong 1975, Geltman 1979, Dixit and Lambropoulous 1979,
Gontier and Trahin 1979, Granneman and van der Wiel 1975, Eberly and ONeil 1979).
(Negative ions have few, if any, bound excited states, so that these systems are
excluded.) The simple perturbation theory, acceptable in the non-resonant case,
becomes invalid when the population of the initial level is depleted and/or its phase is
significantly affected by coupling to the intermediate states. Theories which take this
into account have been developed and predict interesting effects such as structure in the
photoionisation spectrum due to the AC Stark effect, the departure of the transition
probability from a simple linear function of time and bandwidth effects. The richness of
this field has stimulated great activity.

! Work supported by the US Office of Naval Research.
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The purpose of the present paper is to point out that under special, but potentially
achievable circumstances, the combined temporal behaviour of a pulsed laser and an
atomic system undergoing population oscillations can conspire to produce a spectrum
(transition probability versus frequency) in multiple photon ionisation which has a
minimum at exact intermediate state resonance (IsR), exhibits maxima as the laser is
detuned above and below, and then falls off rapidly. This superficially resembles the AC

Stark effect in experiments where there are three resonantly coupled bound levels, but
has a very different origin. It involves the radiation from only one pulsed laser, not two.
In addition, the power dependence of the effect differs markedly from that associated
with Stark structure, being present only for pulses whose areas are close to 27rn, n
integral. (Our 'pulse area' is twice the area used in the sense of photon echoes.) In
principle, n may be any integer, but it is unlikely that the effect could readily be seen for
any value but n = 1. This is discussed in detail below. We designate this splitting as
'mock structure' because of its misleading resemblance to Stark structure.

This structure occurs because the probability of inducing the final state is a function
of the product of the pulse envelope and the intermediate state population. The latter
oscillates in time, and if it should pass through a minimum coincidentally with the
maximum in the envelope function of the field strength, the transition probability will
be lower than at neighbouring frequencies where this anticorrelation is absent or less
pronounced.

We consider an isolated atom interacting with a pulsed laser, undergoing multiple

photon ionisation from the ground state via a single resonant intermediate state. For
simplicity, effects due to the other, non-resonant, intermediate states are ignored in this
article. The ground and intermediate states are strongly coupled, with the latter also
connected to the final states in the continuum. The coupling to the continuum is weak,
and is treated perturbatively, with the effect of the continuum on the populations and
phases of the intermediate and ground szates ignored. Final-state amplitudes are to be
computed via a quadrature over the intermediate-state amplitude.

Let the pulse coupling the two-level bound complex have the form f(t) cos fOt, where
f(t) is a smooth function of time, vanishing at t = +co. No assumption about the
"adiabaticity' of 'suddenness' is made. The time-dependent Schr6dinger equation for
the amplitudes of this pair of states becomes, in the rotating-wave approximation,

id = V 12(t)a 2 exp(iAt) (Ia)

ia2 = V 12(t)a exp(-iAt) (lb)

where A is the detuning of the central frequency of the pulse from exact ISR. The
amplitude of a particular continuum state is given perturbatively by

ak(=) -i f a2(') V 2 k(t') exp(-iAkt') dt' (2a)

so that the probability of finding the system is state Ik) as t -- +o becomes

PJ Vd la,(t + + 0)dd

fa,,t) Vzk M exp(-iAkt) dt f V2k (t') exp(iAkt')a *(tW)dt'. (2b)
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The total probability of ionisation is then obtained by integrating over the continuum

P=Io Pk dEk

= J dEk f V2k(t) exp(-iAkt)a 2(t) dt

X " V2k (t') exp(iAkt')a * (t') t(3

where we have incorporated the density of continuum states into the definition of V2k. If
the overall process is a two-quantum effect, V2k has the same time dependence as V1 2.
If states I1) and 12) differ by one photon, and states 12) and Ik) by N - 1 photons (for a
total absorption of N photons in ionising the ground state), V2k is an effective operator
whose time dependence is N -(t). Making the usual mild approximations of neglec-
ting the variation of V2k = v0fNl(t) with final-state energy and extending the lower
limit of the energy integration to -eo (Geltman 1979), the integrated transition
probability becomes

P= J dAk(VO)2 J fN (t) exp(-iAkt)a(t) dt

f [N-'(t') exp(iAkt')a * (t') dt' (4)

or, since the detuning integral is proportional to 8(t- t'),

27r(V ) f
2

N-t
2 (t)t1 2 

dt. (5)

We note that while a 2 (t) is a function of the detuning between states II) and 12), the
integral in equation (5) is independent of Ak, the detuning between the intermediate and
final states. The population Ia2(t)12 undergoes Rabi-type oscillations, whose amplitude
in the strong-field region is roughly independent of detuning, but where the positions of
extrema do depend on A, the first detuning. Hence, if the time duration of f(2N-2)(t) is
short, one may expect to see an oscillatory variation of P with laser frequency. This is
most clearly demonstrated in the limiting case of large N, where f2N-2 is approximated
by the delta function CS(t), C constant, so that

P = 2irC 2 a 2(0)12. (6)

We see that in this extreme situation, the photoionisation spectrum is simply the
population variations of level 12) transformed into the frequency domain.

We now examine the question of where and whether one may find a sufficiently
narrow f2N 2 to be possibly observable in actual systems with realistic pulses. We
require the coupling between levels I1) and 12) to be sufficiently strong to render the
amplitude of the population oscillations at least roughly independent of detuning,
without causing the oscillation frequency to be rapid enough to wash out the effect. The
details will, of course, depend upon the pulse shape. To simplify the work, we resort to a
model in which f(t) is a hyperbolic secant in time. This provides a smooth envelope
which might well resemble true pulses. It also enables one to solve the two-level part of
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the problem analytically (Rosen and Zener 1932, Robiscoe 1978). Equations (1)
become

idIl = Vo sech(7rt/T) exp(iAt)a 2  (7a)

i2= Vo sech(7rt/T) exp(-iAt)aj. (7b)

In terms of the parameters a, b, c, Z, given by

a =VoT/ir b = -VoT/7r c =2+iAT/2r

Z = tanh(irt/T) + 1]

with the initial conditions a = 1 and a 2 = 0 at t = -00, equation (5) becomes

P=4T( V )2 J [4Z(1 -Z)]N-2a 2(Z)12 dZ (8)

with a 2 given in terms of the variable Z by (Robiscoe 1978, Rosen and Zener 1932)

r(--c) 2F (c-a +1,c-b +1,2-c,Z) (9)

where 2F is a hypergeometric function.
The appropriate parameters to characterise the problem in this regime of small V

are T, N and VoT, where the pulse area VoT determines whether the transition from
level I1) to level 12) is saturated, and, if so, the number of oscillations that the population
of the intermediate state undergoes for all times.

To gain a quantitative understanding of how the frequency spectrum for multi-

photon ionisation varies with the parameters of the problem, we integrated equation (8)
numerically, varying N between 3 and 13, and let VoT assume values in the vicinity of
2nrn, with n = 1, 2, 3. (At exact resonance, this condition assures that the amplitude a 2
passes through zero at t = 0.) We also explored the regions where the pulse area was
very different from an integral multiple of 21r. We found the following results. For
VoT < 5, the spectra peaked at A = 0 and diminished monotonically with increasing
detuning for all values of N in the range investigated, i.e., no structure is predicted. For
VoT = 21r, and N -_ 4, no structure was perceived, but for N > 4, we found that the
calculated ionisation probability had a local minimum at A = 0, rose to a maximum for
small but finite detuning, and then decreased monotonically with still greater detuning.
As N increased, the value of A for which the maximum occurred tended to increase
slowly. The ratio, I + R, of the maximum ionisation probability to the value at A = 0,
increased more rapidly with increasing N. The excess probability R varied from a few
per cent at N = 5 to nearly unity at N = 13, i.e., for high-order processes, as one might
expect, the effect is more pronounced. It was not necessary that the pulse area be
exactly 2

fr to see the mock structure. We found that the splitting was perceivable in the
range from about VoT = 5.5 to VoT = 7, peaking, of course, at 2 7r. For VoT > 7, the
effect washes out. It reappears in the limit of large N for pulse areas near 41r (see
below). Table 1 shows, for VoT = 2 1T, the position of the maximum and the ratio 1 + R
of the maximum ionisation probability to the resonant probability, for increasing N.
Figure 1 represents a photoionisation spectrum for the case of N = 13.

For N = 13, we found that some small structure (R is a few per cent) could be seen in
the vicinity of Vo)T = 41r. It appears that this 'second harmonic' will be obtainable
experimentally only with great difficulty.
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Table 1. Position and amplitude of mock structure maxima.

N (AT)- 1+R

5 2.0 1-02
6 3.0 1.10
7 3.5 1.20
8 4.0 1.31
9 4.0 1.43

10 4.3 1.55
11 4.3 1-66
12 4.5 1.79
13 4.5 1.91

N is the number of photons needed to ionise the ground state. (AT)._ is the position of the
mock structure maximum in dimensionless units. T is the characteristic time that appears in
the hyperbolic secant envelope function. 1 + R is the ratio of transition probability at
maximum to probability at exact resonance.
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Detuning

Figure 1. Mock structure for a pulse area of 27r and N 13. The ordinate is the transition
probability for ionisation, in arbitrary units, the abscissa is the detuning in units of T- t .

While our quantitative predictions are strictly valid only for the hyperbolic secant
pulse, we believe that qualitatively similar results should obtain for general pulse shapes
and be observable with mode-locked lasers.

The present treatment assumes that the coupling between the intermediate state (Is)
and the continuum is weak, implying that Nhifl is above, and (N - 1)hfl, below the
threshold for ionisation. Thus, since the calculated results indicate that N must be at
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least 5 before mock structure can be observed, we require that the is excitation energy
be less than one quarter of the ionisation potential of the initial state. This condition
cannot be satisfied for the ground states of Most atomic systems if the bound-bound
transition is constrained to be allowed by El selection rules.

Nevertheless, it is possible to find systems which are realistic candidates for
experimental studies of the theory presented here. The simplest of these are the
metastable ls2s 'S, levels of the He isoelectronic series. Table 2 presents the ionisation
potentials and 2s-2p excitation energies for the first three members of this sequence
(Wiese et al 1966). Taking the photon energy to be nearly resonant with the indicated
transition, the photoionisation of metastable He, Li' and Be 2+ requires 7, 12 and 19
quanta, respectively. N will increase as one proceeds to more highly ionised members
of the group, since, to lowest order in the nuclear charge Z, the ionisation potential
scales as Z 2 while the 2s-2p separation is only linear in Z.

Table 2. lonisation and minimum excitation energies of the I s2s 'So metastable states of the
first three members of the He isoelectronic series.

System lonisation energy (cm-1) 2p excitation energy (cm 1)

He 32027 4857
Li* 118718 10445
Be 2* 260068 16279

Source: Wiese et al (1966).

A further useful property of the He series is that accurate ab initio calculations of
matrix elements are possible. In addition, the 2p levels are well separated from the
L = 1 states of greater n, with the matrix elements also possessing much greater
magnitude than those that are neglected. Consequently, the approximation of
considering only a single intermediate state should be an excellent one for these
systems.

If one were to relax the condition that only El -allowed nearly resonant Is should be
considered, one would be able to use ground states for the initial levels, since the
periodic table abounds in atoms which have low-lying excited states in the ground
configuration. The relative contribution of such states to the total ionisation, as
compared with El -allowed non-resonant is, is of order (MFAA/MAA F) 2 , where MF, MA
are the forbidden and allowed matrix elements, and 'IF, AA the forbidden and allowed
detunings. (The respective contributions of the forbidden and allowed intermediate
states to the total ionisation do not interfere.) Taking published numbers for Cl as
typical (Wiese et al 1969), the forbidden 2P3/ 2-

2P,/ 2 transition within the 3p-
configuration dominates strongly over absorption to 3p4 ns and 3p 4 nd, as long as one is
within ±10cm- ' of resonance. Furthermore, as Wiese et al (1969) point out, the
theoretical value of the matrix element for this transition is expected to be accurate,
since its value is affected by errors in the wavefunction to a much lower degree than are
calculated allowed transition probabilities.

The influence of pulse areas on the spectrum of multiphoton ionisation has
previously been considered by Crance and Feneuille (1977a, b). These authors also
include the effect of non-resonant (NR) intermediate states via an effective operator
approach. Interference between the NR amplitude and that of the ISR has the effect of
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shifting the maximum of the spectrum, and removing its symmetry with respect to
detuning. It should also distort, but not eliminate, any mock structure effects that might
be present. Crance and Feneuille analysed not only rectangular pulses, for which they
solved the two-level part of the problem in closed form, and where the doubling
predicted in the present article cannot occur, but also several different smooth pulses
(not hyperbolic secants), for which they used numerical methods in the two-level
portion. Their results for smoothly varying pulses do not predict mock structure,
apparently because the N values chosen were below the required minimum, according
to the present calculation.

That the effect is appreciable only for pulses whose area is near 27r suggests that it
may be useful in measuring the integrated intensity of focused short pulses, provided
the resonant matrix element is accurately known. The presence of this doublet would
then establish the product VoT to within rather narrow limits. One could determine
whether the effect was indeed mock structure by observing if the splitting disappeared
with increased and decreased intensity.

For the hyperbolic secant pulse, one may also solve for the amplitude a 1 of the initial
state (Robiscoe 1978). In terms of the parameters given after equitions (7a) and (7b),
this amplitude is simply the hypergeometric function 2FI(a, b, c*, Z j, so that an obvious
alternative expression for [a212 is 1 - 12F(a, b, c, Z)12. The advantage of this form is that
for pulse areas that are integral multiples of 7r, the series for the function 2F1 (a, b, c, Z)
reduces to a polynomial in Z, enabling one to evaluate the integral appearing in
equation (8) in closed form. This procedure would not have been especially useful in
the present work, since we explored non-integral as well as integral pulse areas. We
mention this point only on the chance that it may prove to be of value to some readers.

To summarise, we have formulated a theory of resonant multiphoton ionisation by
pulses which predicts a spectrum whose maximum is split into a doublet by purely
temporal factors. It appears similar to the AC Stark effect, but occurs under conditions
where the latter does not cause structure to appear, and exhibits a totally different
intensity dependence.
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Coherence effects in radiativcly aissisted inelastic collisions: General theory

Paul R. Berman
Leboatirue, Aimi Cotion. Centre ANotional de /a Recherche~ Scienti/ique 11, BLiiment 505. 91405 Orsay-Cedfx. France

and Physics Apartment. Mew York Viirsry. 4 5iMihigiut: Place. ANew York. Ycw York )(0'0i
(Received 21 March t960)

A vadiatively assisted inelastic collision (RAIC) i% one in which two atorns collide in thc presence of' a radiation
field to produce a reaction of the form .4 0 + 8 + Wif-4 + 2*. In this paper,. a general theory of' RAIC is
developed %ith speuaal attentutn given to tlie l'inal-state coherenccs produced ty RAIC. Thcese final-state cohecrtnces
cmn be monitored by standard experimental techniques (polarization of fluorescence. quantum beats). enabling one
to use such studies to pain information on the interatomic potentials that are relevant to the RAIC under
corsideration.

PACs numbers: 32.90. + a. 34.90. + q.34.50. - s. 32.70. - n

1. INTRODUCTION - /which include magnetic degeneracy eff'ects in RAIC
and in the related problem of collisionally assisted

"khere has been considerable recent interest in radiative excitation (CARE). Ifowever, these cal-
reactions of the form Iculations wvere restricted to specific J values for

Al +.A;.. + ifl- A,+ A!. 1) the various levels and to specific forms for the
interatomic potentials; moreover, only total cross

in which two atomns (A and A') undergo a collision i ;sections were obtained.
while simultaneously absorbing a photon of energy A more global picture of the collisional process
fin~ from an external radiation field to take the is achieved if levels of arbitrary J and interatomic
atoms from some initial state A i Al. to a final state .potentials of a quite general nature are considered.
AA. nmn aetedrc rniinA The calculations, including an averaging over dif-
+Ali. -At+ At'. is energetically forbidden; cons e- ferent collision~*o rientations, are conveniently
quently, the transition can take place only in the carried out using techniques involving irreducible
presence of the radiation field, with the photon jtensor operators. The final-state coherence re-
providing the energy mismatch (E, + Ef') - (El sulting from RAIC can then be itsterprctcd in terms
+E,-).1 Such processcs have been referred to as of the symmetry properties of'the interatomic po-
radiative collisions 2 (11C), laser-induced colli- jtential and the characteristic properties (jolariza-
slonal energy transfcer3 (LICET), or radiatively Ition, frequenry, intensity) of the external light
assisted inelastic collisioris4 (RAIC) and have been field participatin~g in the RAIC reaction.
the subject of a large~ number of theoretical 5 and a I A general formalism for RAIC is given in this
lesser number of expcrimentalat investi~gations, paper. The physical system is described in See,
By studying the HAIC cross section as a function 11, the equatio 'ns of motion are given in Sec. I
of frequency S1, one can gain important informa- (and derived in Appeiudix A), and a formal solution
tion about the initial- and final-state AA' inter- Is obtained in See. IV. A discussion of the results
atomic potentials, is given in Sec. V. In Appendix B, I present a

Typically, thePRAIC cross section can be inca- diagrammatic interpretation of the operators that
sured by monitoring the fluorescence from one of appear in the equations of motion.
the final states (A,'., for example) since the total Solutions of the RAIC equations in the limit
HAIC cross section can be simply related to the where the external field is weak and the collision-
totl fluorescpnce rate. It is apparent, however, induced level shifts of the atomilc energy levels
that additional intormatio is contained ini the I can be neglected will be presented in a following
polarization of the fluorescence, i.e., in the co- paper. In future work, solutions of the IZAIC equa-
herence properties of the final states. It is the tions will be sought that are valid for arbitrary
purpose of this paper to present a j-.cteral thecory ' field strengths and include level- shif ting effects.
of IlAIC which allows one to calculate the final-
state coherence properties as wel.l as the tota
IlAIC cross sectioti. 1Fxperimett, th ia-If. PHIYSICAL SYSTI
state coherence can be probed by standard methods The physical system consists of a low iiensity
(abisorimtion, emission, or quanturs heats origi- (--several hundre-d Torr, ntonaic vapor containing
naltig from one of thie final stater), two types of atomts, A atidI A', to whtich a lighlt

Afew cilculatimis', 8 have atlready appeared pus"sapid le:&oneeeg eesfor

S Npo rted by the U.S. 0ffice of Na al Reearck Rep rd ctio in rh lunder Contract No. NOOWl4*71-C.O553, PurPo~ V
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atoms A and A' are shown in Fig,. 1. Levels of
atom A are designated by unprtnmcd variables and I
those of atomeA' by primed ones. It is assumed
that the levels of each atom can be separated into + 1
subgroups of levels (see Fig. 1), with the energy

Sepaatin bewee subeves ina gven rou

having some upper bound It-we (to be established
below). Specifically, the sublevels within a groupare generally different fine structure, hyperfneTstructure, or Zeenman sublevels of a given elec-
tronic state. The atoms are prepared in a linear
superposition of states I', where i and i' repre-
sent any of the sublevels in the i and P' groups, re- tct
spectively. .FIG. 2. Field-pulse envelope as a function of time. A

The light pulse is taken .to be of the (arm collision occurs, centered in timne at t=t,, with a duxra-

i, t)= 20(, c-109 + &(It.t)'eaot] (2)

where the envelope function Ic(,1) 1is character- parameter and v, the relative atomic speed as-
~-t Y a duration T and a maximumn amplitude sociated with the collision. Collision durations

18.1j (Fig. 2). It is assumed that the pulse envelope are on the order of 10-12 see so that is is rea-
varies very slowly in an optical period (Q~T- 1) -sonable to assume that
and that the frequency fl is very far detuned. from(4
any transition frequency in atom A or in atom A'. ~ <T 4
On the other hand, the field is assumed to be in since pulse durations T z1.0 nsec are typical.
near resonance with the transition in the comlPosiIC Thus, excitation occurs on the time scale T,; on
AA' system from sonic initial state jii' to a final this time scale, the field amplitude &(R, t) is es-
state [f!'). in other words sentially constant and may be evaluated as t')

f? 3lrr,+ E, -- (E, + E,,), (3) *(ig. 2). In calculating excitation probabilities,
it is generally necessary to average over all pos-

where E. is the energy of a given level a. - sible tc and R, during the light pulse and to aver-
Thus, the field can induce transitions only in Iage over all collision impact p~aramcters, orienta-

the componite system A-A', implying that excita- tions, and relative speeds. The ave'rige over R
tion can occur only- if there is an A -A' collision is equivalent to an average over the spatial pro-
during the on-time of the light pulse. Let us sup- tile of tile light pulse.
pose that such a collision occurs, centered at time The following assumptions are adopted: (1)
1= 1,, position [?1= T1,, and is characterized by a Collisional excitation exchange between atomns A
collision duration T, b/v, where b is the impact and A' does not occur in the absence of the light

field (i.e., all such exchange processes are as-
sumned to be nonresonant). (2) The frequency we

P )'is chosen such that

WO5 T. -I1, (5)i~i--i~i;ensuring that all sublev'els in a given group are,
in effect, degenerate during a collision. (3) There

_______Is no population decay or buildup of Doppler phase
during a collision; that is,

Y- yr0 <1, kit T <1I, (6)

where y is a decay rate associated with the initial
r {~ or final states, i is a wave vector associated with

A AO the field, and it is an aitomnic speed. (4) Each atom
TM.". Torg lvel -fr te aora A nd ' uder undergoes, at most, one collision, on average,
?~.1 Eu~rg kylsfr te aoni A ,ndA uder during Ch" pulse Itinin T, ennbling ont, to ignore

conalilcrfltion. '11wc grokr,:; of lcvvls rcpree;cided by a
single Ilter are u'vuri r fta~r dcunviirat,te wi*tI .1 multiple-collision erffcts I valid for (lensities
maxilnufli froxineficy wtp,~iio such that wjT < I << 10" atonin/ci 3 7' (nisc.) . (5) The collisiin
(T,-lurtina of k collisi,,,l. The field frequency it Is trajectory is, treated clausically, which inmplies
such that hi l + E."- (h" + 1 .). that the change In kinctic energy renulting fromi



RAIC is small, i.e.. that frame, a collision is characterized by an impact

lw,, +Wre- 1 , < 1(7) parameter b, relative speed "o,= IV- v'(v and v'
o~t.~1being, respectively, thc velocities of atoms A and

where A') and orientation 0 relative to thc fixed frame.

t~i*8 .- w.,(7a) The Hlamiltonian' for the [IAIC can be written

If condition (7) were not satisfied, one could not 1(;bL',0 dt)=1(r+If 0('

assign a unique classical trajectory to the colli- -1~+~'.((lI)~ ~.
sion. .% 

..

To summarize, I am considering the radiatively +-UOF ;, i), (8)
assisted collisional reaction where 110 and If,' ar'e the tree-atom 1larniltonians

A, +A.+r, n Af+A;,j for atoms A and A', respectively, g± and g' are

frm ntil t t ii') to final states ff\in the dipole-moment operators for atoms A and A',
fro intia sate gi~I respectively (the atomn-field interaction is treated

which the photon is provided by an electromag- i h ioeapoiainad' steAA
netic pulse. Several assumptions relating to the intedplaprxmio)ad'Iist A '

time scales in the problem have been made which interaction Hlamiltonian. The collision is centered
are alidformanysysems f pactial nterst. in time at I = I and ft is the position of the center

are vidnfor many syfste oprca isnteet of mass of the atoms when I= t '. All effects of

tane in-mtion oent fimlate loharnc te Riscii atomic motion are contained implicitly in the inter-
tamd n te enstymatixfolowng he[IAC.atomic separation A(t), calc -ulated for a classical

The final-state density matrix for one of the atoms taetr.I rtn h prxmt aitna
can be obtained by taking the trace of the final-state trajecotio ns writin the, approximatre useidt. i
density matrix for the composite system -over the () odtos() 6,ad()wr sd

final-state variables of the other atom. Experi- According- to the assumptions of Sec. 11, states

mentally, it is generally such a single-particle ii) can be coupled only to states Jili',) (i1 is

density matrix that is mionitored (e.g., by fluo-ante aeinheigoporosaes f.Te
resenc frm te fnalstae o on oftheatos) corresponding equations of miotion for the probabil-

ity araplitudes a,,. (t), a,,, (1) (ini the interaction
representation), as derived in Appendix A starting-

EQUAIONSOF MTIO from the Schr~idinger equation with the lianiiltonian

By assumption, the collision trajectory is treated (8), are given by
classically. That is, relative to a fixed laboratory

jj(Hi'I 9(ii'; IF b, v, , Iie, t')ii~,

*ill,. 3((ffff';, b, v,, 0, hei, 1,)Jff5,,

where the detunin g A is defined by

Ptl ( 1 +wr..), (10)

and the operators Sand P are defined below.

The operator 9(0a'; I, b, ti'pO, he, te) is an operator that acts onhli in the no0' subspace (aa'= Wi orff)
it shifts and couples levels: within that subspace. Explicitly (see Appendix A),

+ I, -', I'1. i(~ (Ila)

05  4 ___-. -ft~. + WO. + Ql) (a

i tn) I I ol ( )Ib
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where

;r=;+(12)

The operator S may appear to be complicated, but it has a well- knowni physical interpretation. The termn
SL Involves only field variables and gives rise to the shifting (light shifts) and coupling of-oo levels pro-
duced by an off-resonn external electromagnetic field. The summation over intermediate states J1'
represents the virtual excitation of these levels by the field. The termn S, [ Eq. (11b)1 involves only colli-

sion variables and gives rise topcolisionally induced shifting and coupling of levels in the aa' group. The
Shift of the levels is the origin of the pressure broadening and shifting of sp~ectral lines, while the coupling
within the aa' group leads to collisionally induced relaxation of any alignment, orientation, etc., that may
be present in that group of levels. Again one finds a summiation over an infinite number of virtual excita-
tions 11301.

The transition operator TP that couples groups of states Ii') to If 5 is given by (see Appendix A)

T(ii'ff '; t.b. , , f', tc)L Q(Pf -33(3't+r133O3I ) Z(t (13

and represents the combined effect of thle (field + collision) in producing the transition from initial to final
.812te5. The corresponding transition operator which couples states 1ff') to-jii') is given by'

W; 1, bi~ vj5gs3 0.~f) (HQ) -i5~3 (Rt*Z4

Note that thb matrix elements of Tappearing in. IV. FORMAL SOLUTION

Eq. 9) ae rlate byIt is useful to make use of Eq. (15) and to re-
(i ff', Wi; t) f' (ff I I T(ii',ff'; t) Iii')-~ . write Eqs. (9) in niatrix formi as

A diagrammatic interpretation of §~ and 1' is given ~ s' )F+TIte'~ 1b
In Appendix B. ii,=SF ),TIte'"lI( b

To obtain'the RAIC excitation probability, one i1 (t;)o 0, !F(t;)=0, (18c)
must solve Eqs. (9) fo r (t , uicctt leii
tial conditions a.)sujctohe' where , () is a vector containing all possible

(1) states 1W') (1ff')) in the initial (final) group of
allr 01) 0, . t levels and S(1, 1), S(F, t), and T(IF, 1) are inatrix

where t-(t1) are times before (a fter) the collision, repres entat ions of the corresponding operators ap-
Sinc r~<' [Eq (4 orFig.2],thetime ~:can pearing in Eqs. (9). A solution of the form

be set equal to ±~- when integrating Eqs. (9) with- iKI=rtt)K1,K=l,F (19)
out introducing signific ant error.

Trhe validity conditions for Eqs. (9) are discussed Issut weehe ariGKtt)scoeno
in detail in Appendix A. If i satisfy the equations

(17) I ift VGr(- ' = S(K, t) G,,(1, V') , (20a)

where us is any of the frequency -denominators ap- rtt=,KIF(2b
pearing in the operators T' and S, and if E'cqs. (3)-,t , ~,F 2b
(7) are satisfied, then EqIs. (9) are valid over a and the symbols I and F 'represent the entire Wi
wide range of field strvngths.1  Condition (17) and ff' subapaces, respectively. Sub)stitujting~ EqIs.
ensures that the interinediate states act only as (19) and (20) into Eqs. (18) and making use of the
tirlual levels in the RAIC prIoblemn. The virtual relations
excitations are represented by the summnations G(tP) CKP,)
over ;l and WS in (the S and 1* operators, and thie (G(,1)I- K('!(21)
problem i.s reduced to a n offccl ive two groups of GKV. (7Of~.(I, l') -~t ~
levels problvnm for the states I Wi) and If!'). itwhc oo'drtlfomE!.(9an(2)oe
s 'hould bie noted) that Eqs. (9) reduce to the corre- whtinhfls ietyfo E~.(9 n 2) n
sponding, (jit dions derivedl by other autho-s i btin
various lim~iting~ cases. $ lt~A ,! )TI,7)G(,I;c~A (22a)



MAA,=G,(1,1I) T(IF,lI)G(l,t;cA, (22b) ma b constructed (the tilde is a reminder that
(22c) rsults aeexpressed in the interaction representa-

f~E'~tion).=O The (conipicx) rsto a which RAIC create

16 this form, all effects of shifting an opigdensity matrix elem'lents i-, (I - ;',, 1,) at time
wihi hei' nd! sbpae a d copln t, during the light pulse for atomis C A and X' having

the matrices G,(t, t1) and Gf,(l, t'), respectively, eaies.e trin rma nta est
Once a solution to Eqs. (22) is found, final-state mtatrix element PUZ~ is given by

density matrix elements of the thrm

P''; p1 .b, ,t3 Ht)I

(23)

C f ~~d[iF],(t'; 6, v o, t?~ Ij(4
r~(v, ) I2b db i(s'Y'O~ (24

where N.a is the a-atom density (assumed to be -where T-(T*) indicates a time just before (.after)
independent of position) and the shorthand notation the pulse. One can then monitor the final-state

I~ii, Fff',h~ii~, 1 ~ff~, 25) density matrix via absorption or emission experi-
-meats to obtain values for the various rates r11,,

etc., has beien adopted. The integral. over i, in For longer Pulse tinics T, it may be necessary to
Eq. (24) is limited to the interaction region of the integ-rate Eq. (26) to obtain the net effect of the
atoms and light field; it is essentially an integra- light Pulse.
tion over the spatial profile of the light beam. To be consistent with other authors, I definc- a

Thus, dairing thec ligid pulse, the density miatrix flAIC transfer rate per pulse from sonie initial
evolves as state described by 5 to a fikia state described

aL1_r4L t)- III ~p, 1 v ' by f.., as

itE 1  (1j)r t t(8

+ +[X(t.)P-(V1V', 111FF1 (26)-
whee ~=-v. he ssmpio tAt nao and a flAIC transfer cross section per pulse by

undergoes at mnost one collision during the lighit fl r
pulse is contained imnplicitly in Eq. (26), other- C.., (v,) rFF, (v)/(1AMA't'1 f dfi,. 29

wise, termis such as
-%P where the R, integration is over the interaction

-. volume) 2 The rate and cross section for transfer
XtFF of PoPidalion from sonmc initial state 1)to a1 finial

would be present; the terna in brackets represents steIF roaidbyeto 1-1,, n
changes produJced by processes, of/icr than RMIC saej)i bandb etn ~I Fi
(i.e., level decay, other external ficelds, etc.)." Eqs. (28) and (29). Finally, otce( can define an

It is an equation of the formi (26) Ilus a corre-avae AIrteadcosetinb
sponding: cqu.it ion for tinies when the light pulsec- is (v-- P'(u.(0a
off which niust he solved in order to make connee- (V)(3a

tion with a given experimiental _situa.tion (of coursre, 1
there are no rVAIC terms in the equations with tite 0 (V,) = - F, J~~,, (31
field off). For e :A npli , if the pulse time 7' isN1I
short enoughi so that the bracketed tern) in F(q. where N, is the numbecr of initial .stat4L:-. FEjuation
(26) may be neglected, then tile final-state dunsity 430b) defines3 a quantity that has been21 typically
inatrix following the lighit pulse is simply relerrecl to as tihe RAIC cross Section. 5

pj.(,V,7'' f~~-"r "'fX~ V. ISCUSSION

In freneral, it is diffictdt to 0blA01 s otltionls t16
X b,,(v, ' i (27) Eqs. (22) and perform tihe necess.ary averaliig



over collision orientations. However, certain gen- be integrated directly after setting A() ;,(t).
eral features of the solutions may be understood by Using Eqs. (22), (19), and (21), one may obtain
exmining some of the limiting forms of these # )equations. Pt (N*0)j f; 9~ Gp. t')r(1F, t')

A. Nondeenerate levels X ((34,);)e" , (I ;)dLI.

In this limit, the matrices Sand T in Eqs. (18) 04)
become scalars.. Equation (20) is easily integrated To be consistent with the perturbation-theory
and one finds that Eqs. (22) take the form limit, the contributions to G, and G, arising from

MI= fT(IF, 1)* exp~i[t- (p.(/)]}AF, (31a) the light-shift operator should be neglected. Equa-
tion (34) may be given a simple interpretation.

MIAI,=T(IF, t)exp{- i[Al- (€p(t)I}At, (31b) Starting in the state represented by.a,(t), one has

where a mixing and shifting of the initial levels from time
t= t; to time t =t' (repr*esented by G,(I', I C)I, a

f S(F,P) - S(j,1')]dt' (32) transit'ion from initial to final state at time t=t'
# ); [iepresented by T(IF, I')] and a mixing and shifting

i- and Fare nondegenerate states. .The phase of final-state levels from time t=t' to time I=t;
"(!t) contains the effects e sleelshits prose [represented by GF(t, t')] ; an integration over all" c t o t i s t e e f c ts o f th e le v e l s h ifts p r o - p s i l ' i n l d d h s t a p a s t a e
duced by the off-resonant light field and the colli- -. possible t' is included. Thus, it appears that re-
sional interaction. Equations (31) have been - orientation effects in the initial and final states
studied by many authors using a variety of ana- are correlated with both the shifting of these
lytical and numerical techniques.5

,
1 3 The resulting levels and the changes that occur in the I- F tran-

RAIC profile exhibits a marked asymmetry for . sition. In particular, if there are times at which
large 1AI, resulting from the action of the level- instantaneous resonances occur for a given de-
shifting term. For one sign of A, the I-F transi- tuning 1A I 1 1, the T matrix can be evaluated at
tion can be brought into instantaneous resonance such times and the integral (34) evaluated by a
with the-field during a collision, leading to en- stationary-phase method. This condition can help
hanced excitation; for the other sign of &, no such to simplify the cakchdations, although the average
instantaneous resonance is possible. Equations over collision orientations can still pose con-
(31) also contains saturation effects which can ap- siderable problems. Experimentally, one should
pear for laltge field strengthts or small impact pa- expect to find a variation-of final-state coherence
rameters. as a function of detuning.

0. Perturbation thcory limit J C. Perturbation theory ncglccling level shifts

By neglecting the level-shifting terms in Eqs. Additional simplifications of Eq. (34) are pos-
(22) and taking A ==0, one can estimate that a sible for a range of impact parameters if one
perturbation solution is valid provided limits the detuning to the impact core of the RAIC

ILQ=I.) T profile (1A jrIT<, 1). If JA[T<< 1, the effects of
a << 1,(33) instantaneous resonances are not inportant, since

the phase factor exp(iAl) is slowly varying; all
where 'U(= t,) is the interatomic potential at the times I' in the range (t-,1,7) contribute to the in-
time of closest approach, T.=b/IV r is the collision tegral in Eq. (34). Since the S matrix is quatdratic
time, X is a Iabi frequency (e.g., in the collision interaction potential while the T
2h), and O is some characteristic frequency de- matrix is linear in it, there exists a range of
nominator appearing in (he transition operator T I impact parameters where one can neglect the
[Eq. (13)]. For nonzero A, Eq. (33) is replaced collisional contributions to S. Con(ributions to S
by a less severe cbndition. Since [ti(l- t) 1r/h 'from the light field have already been nolglected
w1 in the range of impact parameters that con- owing to the perturbation-theory limit. Thus, in
tributes to excitation, t the perturbation theory this limit where all level shifting and mixing in
falls for field trengtlhs z U. Hegardle:;s of field the initial and final stater are ignors-d, S(1, I)
Atrength, inequality (31) always fail: to hold for = S(F, I) -: o and, (;,(, I') = Gp(, L') 1. Equation
sufficiently small impact parameters; ['u(- 1') (34) reduces to
varies typically as b-" I ; this domain can be
ticated by u:ing a cutoff procedure.5 a,(l) (ih)-! jC dl' T(I", l')e-(M' t)Q) (35)

In the perturbation-theory limit, Eq. (22b) call

V m |
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One can show that the collsion produces the same

type of final-state coherence properties that would
be produced by replacing the collision by an un- APPENDIXA
polarized field having the same multipolar proper- In this appendix, starting from the Hamiltonian
ties as the collision operator (e.g., a dipole colli- (8) and using the assumptions of Sec. II, I derive
sion operator is replaced by.an unpolarized elec- Eqs. (9). The wave vector is written as
tric field). This result is not difficult to under- I (n) a we -.. A!) , (Al)
stand. Excitation is produced in a single collision; .

when averaged over all collision orientations, the where -

Ppe effect is similar to that produced by an un-

polarized field of the corresponding multipolarity.
It is relatively easy in this case to predict the WW =C, + , C..

final-state coherence properties for various polar- -and (co,, and w,,,) and (Irn) and f,n5') are eigen-
izations of the external field. The final-staLe co- frequencies and eigenkets of free atoms A and A',
herence may be observed by monitoring the po- respectively [i.e., eigenfrequencies and eigenkets
larization of fluorescence or the quantum beats of the IHamiltonians 1 1

0 (r) and I'(r'), respectively,
originating from one of the final states. appearing in Eq. (8)]. I adopt the notation that a

captial Roman letter represents a composite state
D. Generalase I of the AA' system [e.g., I)= Iii'), WF,=W +Wf,

D. Getc.]. Using Schr6dingers Equation with the

If perturbation theory fails (power densities Hamiltonian (8), one can derive the following equa-
Z'0" W/cm ), the solutions of Eqs. (22) exhibit tion for the probability amplitude (in the interac-
saturation effects. Unless a way can be found to tion representation) a,(1):

perform the averaging over collision orientations Ma ={- !(All riB>" [5e-'Ot +i-eint
and beiam intensity profiles, one is faced with the +(Mll={- (t) B)}em)a. e (A2)
costly task of integrating Eqs. (22) numerically as
a function of collision orientation 0 and field am- where r = T +P, w 8 =wv -w 0 , and the summa-
plitude S(Re, t,). There has been limited work in tion convention is used.
this area, although a few related calculations have According to the assumptions of Sec. II, the
appeared.? only states that are significnatly coupled are

A general formalism for calculating the final- 11) and IF). However, this coupling does not yet
state coherence. produced by radiatively-assisted appear directly in Eq. (A2) since the I-F coupling
inelastic collisions has been given. In the following is via virtual intermediate states. To see the

paper, the RAIC transfer cross section is cal- coupling directly, one writes Eq. (A2) for h., re-
culated in the perturbation-theory limit, neglecting placing the 0. which appears on the right-hand side
level-shifting effects. In future work, it is hoped of this equation by the value obtained by formally
that the more general problem will be addressed. Integrating Eq. (A2) for b . . In this way, one finds

+(.-) + (;,,)- fdi ViMN.1,-'[ - 1(3 PrJAI)- (c1" + e"I") e)4 (B 'll uQ')) (A3)

The term proportional to anq(t) can be neglected are
using the ;suntion that the fitld and collision T>> I, (M) T

must act sintdllvionly to prohce, a transition.
The validity conditions for the negilect of this term where , and Z; are some appropriate frequency

- , ---.-.- - -I



mismatches for the atom-field and atom-atom in- basis *to include those states coupled to either
teractions, respectively.Is I I) Or IF) by CARE. (2) Antiresonance terms in

The integral term in Eq. (A3) is treated as fol- Eq. (A3) varying as exp[± i(w,, " +Sfl) or
laws: (1) The only terms a,(t') of importance are exp(: 2i2//) are neglected. (3) The functions
assumed to be apt(l') and a,("), where jF,) is in (L'hi(l').I> and a.(t') are assumed to be slowly
the final-state group of levels. This assumption is varying with respect to the exponential factors and
equivalent to asserting that there is negligible are evaluated at time t'= t. For this assumption
population in all states outside the I and F groups to be valid, one must have
(i.e., that there are only virtual excitations of the " , >> 5
intermediate states). For this approximation to (AS)

be valid one must again require conditions (A4) to There is a supplementary condition which must
hold. In addition, one must require that the cross also be satisfied related to the time variation of
section for transfer within a gir'cn atom from a,(t') (see below). (4) Frequency differences
either its initial or final state to some intermedi- wpp ,,- are neglected with respect to (A or G,
ate state be negligible. This cross section is pre- and factors such as exp(iw,, 1 ) or exp(i(,1r,1 ) are
cisely that associated with collisionally-aided set equal to unity. These approximations are
radiative excitation (CARE). 4 For w,7,>> 1 and valid owing to Eqs: (5) and (A5).
X <<@,, CARE is unimportant. However, CARE With these assuinptions, one can easily carry
may becQme significant in the strongl-field regime out the integration in Eq. (A3) and obtain
X-. ,; in that case, one would have to expand the -.

" 4A \(Br (l 1Th n .- War

_L((FIT~ - PIi) e . M

&M there is no sum on F wv.c- A is defined by APPENDIX B
Eq. (10). The quantity A appearing in the fre-
quency denominator can be neglected in compari- A imple diagrammatic interpretation of the
son with w., and it should be dropped for con- operators ' and S appearing in Eqs. (9) can be
sistency (see below). Equation (AG) is then identi- given. The interaction between the field and the
cal to Eqs. (9b), (11), and (13), using the notation atoms is represented by
I=ii', F=ff', 11 = A3 ', and F, =fJf . Similarly,
Eq. (9a) can be verified. - (Bi)

.Finally, one can clicek to see if a,(t) is slowly A S
varying compared with exp(iwl) as has bcen as- The field takes the atom from the compo;ite state
sumcd (;i Z , or 0,). By examini,, Eqs. (9), one A = oo' to 1 3/3" Actually this diagram may be
can deduce that 1;1/,11 1,,,, is given by the largest thought of'as the sum of two diagrams,
of either 1A I, w, - l/T7, or h%(t: where
) Is a Rabi frequency in Ihe problnn. Thus, i__
order to neglect all but the roup3 l and F, one A GP- 0o

must have in which the field acts on each atom separately.

/ JA I>> 1, 0'l, The colli:;ionLl interaction is represented by

No,-- o'I,. (M) 2)
taking Ihe atoms from states A to I.

Note thaiv one ma) retain a conisti. solution even With ths,'definitio.s, it is relatively easy to
in the strong-field li,,it IJl;q.-(33)I, h -i' u(t draw the cij';rains correspondin: to the operators
t.)I) ./~ 1, provided that (Z,7, i,; large enough I,, S^, and '(1,) appearing in Eqs. (11) and (13),

to assure the validity of the last in(quality in col- and thee are shown in Pi,. 3. Figure 3(;0 corre-
ditions (07). sponds to the light-shift operator .(I) which acts



(4) For a vertex of the form (BI) assign an energy

denominator i(wg, * (3), with the (4) sign used if
8 appears in thc B-A matrix element and the(-
sign if u* appears in the LI-A m atrix elenment. For
a vertex of the form (132) assign an energy de-
nominator i1wOa. Energy denominators are as-
signed for all bill the lost zCrf cx in any diagram.

I (5) Sum over all intermediate states.
As an example, I calculate Fig. 3(a) and the

a, F second diagram in Fig. 3).Following rules()

J. ~3() (1),I(B1;.-(j- +kOn8 :1

(C an (2) for Fig. 3(a) gives

I B F I Keepitig. only the slowly varying terms (rule (3)]
~ 3 yields

FG3.Diagranimatic interpretation of the operators
84) SLMflN (b) f. and (c) TUIF). in each diagrain a - e'""z'((F1~. ;r' iP)(B I -T'.&IFL)
wiAvy-flne. vertex refers to an atoni-field interaction and
a straight-linie vertex to a collisional interaction. -j+(F~Ilr J B)(B IT IF,)]

In the final-state subspace [a similar diagram can
be drawn (or 9r, (1)]. The field excites either of the An energy denominator is assigned only to the

atoms to some intermediate virtual state -and then -first vertex and is (, - CZ) for the first term

do-excites the atom back to the final-state mani- in (133) (since j alpears in the B-F, matrix ele-

fold. Figure 3(b) corresponds to the collisional iflent) and is i(W8F +- M1 for the second term in
operator .S,(F); the collision excites time atoms to (DO) (since S* appears in the 13-F1 matrix element).
some jn~ermediate state B = 33 avid then cle- ox- -Therefore,
cites them to the final-state manifold. Finally,
Fig. 3(c) corresponds to the operator f(IF). The (Fi1 I F1 ) 1 F

field and collision combine to excit4Q the atoms from
initial statn I to final state F via the virtual inter-tF -___ ________I

mnediate state R. These diagrams immediately fl- (at-S

lustrate the nature of the operators appearing in FI 1 . (

as V?, and t as L±6). wB1-+-lC2

It Is also possible to directly construct the in agreement with the first two terms of Eq. (A6)
operators from the diagrams. More precisely, the [recall that I set cxpQ(w,, 1) =1 and a-wei
following rules enable one to calculate the matrix I that equation). ''~ 8 1 i
representation of the operators in the interaction Similarly, applying rules (1) and (2) to the second
representation. diagram of Fig. 3(c) yields

(1) Assign a factor (- 1)v- (N= nuinber of ver- IIF
tices) and a factor e%,mnt (G =fIinal state, 11 -initial ic (B +S"~ IF-6e dI)(Filu JB) .
state) to each diagrarhi. Keeping the slowly varying term which varies as

(2) Each vertex of tfir form (131) is assigned the 61exp~i((,,- f2 =611 and applying rules (3)-
value -(i L, (t)J iA>, where f.() is given by (5) gives
Eq. (2). Each vertex of the form (132) is assigned __ I '~jn/
the value (IiJu (1)I1A).I CIaI

(3) In the resulting expression, reject all rapidly WWl

varying terms (e.g., terms varying as exp(t 2i:(3) which agrees with thme last termi of Eq. (AG) since
or exp[a*i(fl +w,,)/]). -D. (I=war..- A.

;P-------
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T1 eory of coherences, produced by ra.diatively assisted inelastic collisions: Weak-ficid impact-
core limit%
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A theoretical calculation of the finvaI-state cohierences produced by a radiatively assisted inelastic coliio (Pi (AIC)
bs penied. Two atoms. A and A'. "tlide in the presence of an external radiation field to produce the RAIC
reation A, +A,; + Anl-Af +A,. where Iii) is the initial state. Ifr) is the final state, and 1) is the frequcncy of
the external field. It is assumed that the fina'l states consist of a number of nearly degenerate levels and the
shereaces produced in these levels by the RAIC reaction is calculated. These final state cohecrencei can be
mmitored by standard techniques (polaniation of fluorescence, quantum beats) enabling one to use the final-state

ealieuemnces as a probe of the RAIC reaction. The calcul.-tion is limited to the weak-field (perturbation-theory) limit
md is Vali only in the impact core of the RAIC profile.

I PAC oumbers: 32.90. + a. 34.90. + q, 3450 -s. 32-70.- a

L 1. ITODUCTION (1) the external fit-Jd-em sa fficiently Weak wid (2)
I A* dtuaLago ar* restricted to the i mpact core

In a previous paper' (to be referred to as RAIC of the RAWC profile. Starting- with some arbitrar-y
1), a general theory or radiatively assisted inetas- ' -initial density matrix and assuming interatomic
tic collisions (RAIC) was developed. These colli- potentials and external-field polarizations of a
iltona represent processes of the form quite arbitrary nature, the final-state density

At +A'+11I -A +APmatrix for the system is calculated. The most
A~+;..lflA,+A; general case leads to raLher Lengthy expressions

In which two atomns (A and A') are excited from I which are presented in the Appendices. Specific
Initial btates iiP to finial states If ' by the corn- results are given in the body of the paper for the
binted aotion of the' Collision and the absorption of a reduced density matrix of atom A' in the Limits
photon front an external pulsed radiation field. . of (1) dipole-dipole interatomic potential, (2)
Whereas most previous theories of RAIC consid- straight-line collisional trajectory, (3) linearly
ct-ed only one possible excitation chanunel (from polarized external field, (4) centr~d tuning, (5)
non degenerate state i. i' to nondeg-enerate state unpolarized initial state, (6) final states of a given
If'), the theory preserted in RAIC I allowed for atom characterized by the same J quantum numn-
the more general RIIAC excitation from a Croup of ber, and (7) a summation over intermediate vir-
initial Levels characterized by somte appropr-iate tual states that reduces to one term, owing to a
density matrix to a group of final levels. An ex- nearly satisfied resonance condition. It is shown
pr-ession was obtained for the final-state density I that the fluorescence emitted from the final states
Matrix which completely described both the popu- of one of the atoms directly reflects the nature of
lation and coherence properties of the excitation the interatomic potential. Thus, in contrast with
process. The final.*state coherences can be won- normal RAIC experiments where one must record
itorcd by standard experimental techniques (e.g., an entire HAIC profile as a function of dctuning to
Measurement o( f I mlarization of fluorescence test interatomic potenialmodels, a polarization
or quantum be~ats oritinating fronm the final states measurement at central tuning (where the signal
of one of the atomns); alternatively, one can inont- is largest) serves to probe the interatomic poten-
tot- the final-state populations (e.g., by measuring tial.
the total fluorescence rate from one of the final It may seem stranlre that collisions induce co-
states). It turns out, however, that measurements herence, since it is Cenei-illy thought that colli-
of final-state coherencer. provide a more sensi- - sions destroy cohecrence. In fact, it will be seeti
Live probe of the RAMC interatomic potentials than that the collisional interaction may be viewed as
do tioasut-enients of final-state poptlations. Thus, twio unpolarized (but pornibly corr-elatedl) "fields"
It appears useful to develop a theory of IIAIC incident on the atomns from all directions. The
which pt-rinitt; one to calculate the induced -linal- fields are choreni lb hiavtheU same nultiar
state culterenres. properties as the collis-ional interaciions they

in thtis paper, a perturbailve solution of the represent (e.g., a dipole oporato- is replaced by
RAIC equations is obtained which is valid provided a dipole field). In this way the finadl-tate coher- -

SV~e by 11.n, MP! t frrj Nava',~ ResearC 1111dntIKON in *Whlno fir in part is permitted
~ CQAI~a I j77.~j ~ any Ppue attheUftitgd 4lites 1uwunin"a
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ame can be understood as the combined action of etc., Is adopted, where w. -E./l and E ts the
MAie fields; two unpolarized fields plus the ex- energy associated with state a.
ternal field. It is the external field which may be Before the collision, the atoms are in an ar-
polarized and possesses a well-defined direction- bitrary linear superposition of the states 1 I)
alfty in any case, that is the origin of the final- - :If') - I ) I '), where i and i' represent any of
state coherence. The collisional interaction re- the levels in the i and i' groups, respectively.
sponsible for the RAIC reaction will, in general, The field is assumed to be nearly resonant with
modify the final-state coherence,. the I - F transition in the composite system,
in See. U, the physical system is described and i.e., &t -w, -w 1 . More precisely, the detuning A

m expression for the final-state amplitude given, defined by
An outline of the calculation is presented in Sec.
MU, with the details given in the Appendices. The A=- -wx , (4)
final-state density matrLx is given in Sec. IV W,1 = WD -W 1  (4a)
for the case outlined above. In Sec. V the RAIC
excitation cross sections and the polarization of Is limited, in this work, to the impact core of the
the fluoresence emitted from the final state of RAIC profile

-'sten A' are calculated using a cutoff procedure JAI , 41 . (5)
to treat collisions with small impact parameters.
A discussion and physical interpretation of the All other atom-atom or atom-field Interactions
results are'given in Sec. VI. are assumed to be nonresonant; in other words,

I should be noted that this paper is essentially -4l levels outside the I and F groups enter the
self-contained. However, the reader is referred problem only as virtual levels. The contribution"-
to RAIC I for a general overview of the problem, of these virtual levels can be included in effective
for a detailed derivation of the RAIC equations in- operators that act in the IF subspace only. The
cluding validity conditions, and for references to problem is to determine the final-state density
previous work. matrix following the collision since it provides a

complete description of the final-state coherences
IL PHYSICAL SYSTEM AID TRANSITION and populations produced by ItAIC.

A1IPLITUDE The IRAIC can be characterized by three opera-
tors which have been discussed in RAIC 1. First,T/he physical system consists of two atoms, there is the "light-shift" operator S which cou-

A and A',- undergoing a collision in the presence pies and shifts the levels within bot the initial

of a pulsed radiation field. The time of closest and ig s of levels This bit-thiitoa
apprachdurig, he olliionis = tandtheand final groups of levels. This lighs -shift opera-approach during the collision is t = tc and the

center-of-mass position of the atoms at this time tor represents the virtual excitation and de-ex-
i - T mcitation of either of the atoms by the external field.sumed to vary slowly durin the collision and is The effects produced by SL, which are second or-

evaluated at ( , t,); the field is taken to be of der in the field, are neglected in this work, since
(the fd ithe field is treated in a perturbation-theory limit.

the form
lot a. fi(1)

where )., is the field amplitude at ( t,). * I
The energy levels of itoms A and A' are shown

in Fig. 1. Each label in the figure represents a
group of levels having a maximum frequency sep-} a'
aration w, << TV, where 7, is the duration of a £ (
collision. Since

we , (2)

levels within a given group may be considered as
degenerate during the RAIC. The levels associated -I
with atom A are represented by lower-case un- A A I
primed variables and those associated with atom FIG. 3. Energy-hevel diag;ram of atonts A and A'.
A' by primed one-%. A capital letter refers to a Each group of levels labe I by a siniIe ietter Is nearly
state of the composite system (I -i i', E ee', degencrntc with a mxinitsin 'rtqutny i!pa.int; I|,-twvn
FI'jIJ etc.) ant the convention levels within a grneil less than an Invvwis collislo, time.

The externnt-filld freciuiccy 1 I such that All-t (e,601 ".., ..,. ,rI. *40,, (3) 4 pi_(16, +h4.



Se~ond, there is the COllisional operator S.' by wavy lines) then acts an atom A to complete
which also couples and shifts the levels trillain the the excitation to the final state I fj'). In Figs.
Initial and final groups of levels. This operator 2(b) and 3(b) the collision excites the virtual state
is second order in the collisiottal interaction. Ifle') and the field acts On atom A' to complete
representing the collision-induced virtual excita- I the excitation. In Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) the field acts
tion and dc-excitation of the composite AA' Sys- on atom A to excite the virtual state lei') and the
tent in either its initial or final state. The opera- collision completes the excitation to the final
tor S. is the origin of the presskire broadening state Iff'). Finally, in Figs. 2(d) and 3(d), the
and shifting of spectral profiles. The relative im- field acts on atom A' to excite the virtual state
portance of 3. is dependent on Wi the detuning a ic') and the collision completes the excitation.
and (ii) the imp 'act parameter associated with a It may be seen from Fig. 2 that the transition
given collision. Owing to condition (5), the colli- operator is linear in both the field and collisional.
sion possesses sufficient frequency components Interaction. Explicitly,' one finds matrix ele-
to effectively compensate for the detuning A. ments of fT(IF) to be
Thus, In contrast to the case I Al1 7, >-I, where
collisional shifts can significantly enhance excita- (Fif ("F;t, b',v,^ki, o.)I)
tion cross sections by bringing the atomic transi- 1 (F E,(lu 1m

-. f,.t!onfrequency into instantaneous resonance with- 1
the field. all effects produced by the operator S. S
related to the detuning may be neglected. The (JjdRQ)E EA
dependence of 8c on the impact parameter is dis- + 0Sre. ,(6)

cussed following the description of the transition
operator. where Iis the time during the collision; be, v.,

The transition operatorf (IF) represents the
combined action of the (field + collision) in coupling
the initial state 11 ) to final state I F) via a virtual
excitation of intermediate states,. This operator
can be represented diagramm~atically by the four A
terms shown in either Fig. 2 or Fig. 3. in Figs.
2(a) and 3(a), the collision (represented by non-
wavy line;) acts to virtually excite the atoms from
state Iii') to state Jcf') and the field (represented

±.L eF 4b)

...i V e ff,

Ld A A'
A.A. t' FV 710. 3. A schematic representation of the contribii-

tionse to the final-,.tat, IIAIC amplitteic complemecntary
FIG. 2. Diag.rnnirepresentIng matrix cicinents of the to that shiown In Fig. 2. Itch& tillagrani cot-responds to

transition Oixraitton from inithil ,datclia') to finil staite Ithe similarly iaibvld dingram in Fig. 2. Solid lines with
jff%) A straight-line vertex cotrsprint s to a collision arrows rt'jires.ent Lite collisional interactioti and wavy

*Interaction and wavy-line ve rtex to an itoni-field Inte~r- lines represet.nt tlie Mtnm-fi,.id ineteractioo. St-te e and
action. The ,statem e ndw c' rep~resent staie arittrary *' are virtual states execied lt t AIC r-eaction. IEacIh
Intermediate (virtual) states in atoms A and A', resptve- level actually correpundixs to a group of nearly deli. n-

tisely.orate WVVeIR.



id 6 are the impact parameter, relative speed. ed. In Sec. V a simple model is developed for
and collision orientation. respectively, associated treating collisions with b< be.
with the collision Thus, during collisions with 6 > b,, the proba-

bllity amplitudes (in the interaction representa-
tion) for the initial and final states obey the

where j and g' are the electric-dipole operators equations of motion
for atoms A and A', respectively, and 'i( R(I 1) is iI1j,=(FI T(IF, t)II) e-1a1, , (9a)
U,. collision interaction Hamiltqnian calculated
assuming a classical interatomic collision tra- ill;, =(FiT(IF, t)l I ja (9b)
jectory (t ). In writing Eq. (6), 1 have used the
fact that w, <<w91, 'P, (recall that w, is the where it has been assumed that changes in a, or
maximum frequency separation within a group of a. resulting from level decay and atomic motion
levels) and have adopted a summation convention (Doppler effect) are negligible on the time scale
In which any repeated state label (nol including of a collision. Furthermore, it is now assumed
Its appearance in a phase factor or frequency de- that the field strength is weak enough so that Eqs.
pominator) is summed over (e.g., in Eq. (6), (9) can be solved by perturbation theory with tit-
there Is a sum over E but not over I or F).' isl conditions a, (1 0, ar(t1= 0, where t ; is a

.- Aimce A r is the sum of two terms, one can readily time just before the collision. Integrating Eqs.
imtify Eq. (6) with the four figures of Fig. 2. (9) in the perturbation-theory limit, one Linds a

Au analogous calculation for the operator T(FI) final-state amplitude at time t just following .he
yields -collision given by

(IIf(FI;t1 F) (F T(IF;)IYI)*. (8) a,, )=(ihi)-1 "(FIT(IF, t)l1)eab'dt (t;)

Sinee T(IF) varies linearly int and Sc varies (
Ma (t)', and since 11 varies typically as b-*

>0), one can conclude that, for collisions with Perturbation theory is valid provided that laF(t )1'
'large" impact parameters, the effects produced << 1 for all I during a collision having b = be. Un-
by 9. may be neglected in comparison with those der typical experimental conditions, perturbation
produced by T(IF). For"smaller" impact parame- theory is valid for power densities S 100 V/cm".
tots, the contribution of&, can no longer be ignored. It remains to carry out the integration in Eq.
For the present, Iconsider only those collisions with (10), to form final-state density-matrix elements,
b>b,, where be is the jninimum impact p.arameter and to average over all appropriate collision
for which the contribution from S, can be neglect- parameters.

III. OUTLINE OF CALCULATION

Forming final-state density-matrix elements from the amplitude (10) and carrying out the average over
collision orienta.tions 0, one obtains

* P,,,It:;bvuR ,t)R;'; (b,u,,A.,t)pj Y(), (l1a)

where

R"(f 1 (FjT(IF,1')II,)'1'dt' . (11b)

Thedependence of "oi (b,0,I,, t. ) has been (,1., b,v 0)-A::(I -1,b, v, ,6 T?.',
suppressed in Eqs. (10) and (11). In this section, I (12)
a method for evaluating Eqs. (11) is outlined; de-
tails of the calculation are given in the Appendices.! where 7" ad m " are components of irreducible
The averagig over b and it. is deferred to Sec. tensor operators of rank k and k' (assumed inte-
Vo* gral), respectively, which act on states of atoms

The matrix elements of " needed i Eq. (lib) A and A', re--pectively. In the form (12).' the po-
may be calctlated usintg Eq. (6) once the inter- tentlal can be viewed as the suin of Cor-related
atomic potential i .uid the field 6. are specified. mullilpl;tr fields acting oi eah of the atoms, the
An arbitrary potential can be written in the form correlation provided by the coupling constarts

an m I



As"% The average over all collision orientations It remains to specify the atom-field interaction

seeded in Eq. (Ilb) is equivalent to including all Ar, !,. The field amplitude may be written

possible directions of incidence and polarizations Tr .

for these multipolar fields. In.Wels me sense, . 0 (17)

therefore, the collisions can be viewed as produc- where i is a complex polrization vector. One
ing the same effect as a sum of unpolarized, but then finds a c ......

correlated, multipolar fields acting on atoms A . I'
andA'. This picture of the collisional process Ar W = (0V-S
can be useful in-understanding the coherences
produced by RAIC and is used in Sec. VI to help where
explain tile results obtained for the various RAIC
cross sections. /+A - * /" "

In order to carry out the average over 8, it is
convenient to rewrite Eq. (12) in the form €.1=,t( -ie)/f",

0 tV, fe, ,. (19)

(13)
and

Sk' K T W"
I 0A0

me AK K Ak: (14b) (20)

The quantities , are the components of an
and the quantity in brackets is a Clebsch-Gordon irreducible tensor operator of rank 1.
coefficient. Since the V transform as the com- Since all the operators appearing in Eq. (6) have
ponents'of an irreducible tensor operator under now been expressed in terms of the components of
rotation, the expansion coefficients Ax transform irreducible tensor operators, the matrix elements
as appearing in Eq. (6) are easily calculated using the

Wigner-Eckart theorems (see Appendix A). The
A(•) ( " J resulting expressions for (Fl "(IF, t)JI) and

( ; )_(Fl T(lF, t)1 I ) *are then inserted into Eq. (1lb)
X't-t,; b, ,0) , (15) and the integration over G is performed using the

fact that6

where the 6Q, are matrix elements of the irre- (8)-if dbdI,,K (0)( 6I(G))y
ducible representation of order (K) of the rotation I

group and 8 = 0 is some arbitrary collision geo- jfi (2K+ 1)- 6
gK

6Q-6Q, , (21)
metry. The 0 dependence is now contained totally
in the 1" , , enabling one to easily perform the to arrive at a value for R"' i (bV, ,1, t ) [Eq.
0 integration required in Eq. (1lb) (see below). (11b)] and p,, (1+ b,vu, , , )[Eq. (la)]. The

. I £, Eq h)] h
In anticipation of tie time integrals also required final expressions are rather lengthy and are given
in Eq. (llb), I define the quantities in Appendix A along with the deta'ls of the calcu-

_ , 90lation.
A', (b, VrA)= (,lb) A::,:' (Tb ,)Experimentally, one often observes tle final-

state properties of only one of the atoms. Imag-
Xe-IA(? c)d T (10a) ine, for example, that one monitors the final-

state coherence of atom A'. Mathematically, this
and coherence is described by the reduced density

(bv, (,b) *-. , matrix obtained by tracing p.,. over the final-
(O;i~r.OA~~Vriif) " A°(T'b'oto) state variables of atomA. ExpliciUy, these re-

duced density-matrix elements p;,;, are given by
XC4"'** . 'dT , (lb) setting 'F=/ f, ; =7j' and summing overf, i.e.,

which are also related via Eq. (14b). Equation (15) P/ 1';(I;b,v' P,, ' '9) (P: ( ;b' rv, [Ic 
)  "t

remains valid for "'IAN(b, V,, O; ). (22)



A calculation of these reduced matrix elements, levels enters in the summation over intermediate

fte of atom A. and the connection between the virtual states. In this limit, the reduced density
two Is also given in Appendix A. matrL'x for atom A' is calculated. Since the final

The coherence properties of a system are con- state of atom A' is characterized by a single J
venlently expressed in terms of the irreducible value J,. =if., the calculation of P is es-
tensor components of the density matrix. The sentially one in which the Zeeman coherences of
transformation between matrix elements is given level j' are determined.
by % In order for condition (3) to be satisfied one of

r 1 the virtual levels shown in Fig. 3 must be nearly
J 1* f 11 coincident with a real atomic level. This condi-

rilpf. or 1)'1;-= of t ion can be achieved with any of the level schemes-"If J shown in Fig. 4. For example, if the level

scheme is as shown in Fig. 4(a), then the domi-

X~f 'JI, ml, I p"' ]f'Jd1, s# .i (23a) nant contribution to the final-state amplitude
comes from the diagram of Fig. 2(a) with the sum

over intermediate states e restricted to the single
i tgroup of states c = r; contributions from states

, ~er as well as from the other diagrams of Figs.
2(b)-2(d) are relatively unimportant in this case

,r .I , K 1 in comparison with this nearly resonant contri-LI 1, K~ i --23 bution. Similarly, if the level scheme is as
shown in Figs. 4(b)-4(d), the dominant contribu-
tion comes from the diagrams of Figs. 2(b)-2(d)

where It has been assumed that a state Ia) may with the summation over intermediate states re-
be labeled by IaJan,) and that states within a stricted to e =r or r.

given group of levels differ only in their J and I
ro, quantum numbers.' The pK are matrix ele-
ments of the density matrix expanded in irreduc-
ible tensor basis. When expressed inthis fashion,
one can see directly if there is any final-state --

coherence. The quantity pO is given by

#lp = (2 + 1)-1,12(fS, M1, 1p 'iS 1Jr jnj, )6 , #

(24)

and is proportional to the total final-state popula- .

lion. Any lonzero value of p 'A for K > 0 indicates (b) -

that final-state coherence exists, since a totally
unpolarized final state leads to p o -0 for K 40.

In Appendix A, general expressions for p,1
and p'4 are obtained, assuming an arbitrary in- 4
itial state. These expressions are evaluated in
detail in Appendix B for the case of an unpolarized . •
initial state. In the follow\ing section, certain
limiting cases of these calculations are discussed. f I

IV. RESULTS FOR A SPECIFIC MODEL

In order to illu'strate the physical principles in-
volved in the RAIC process, I consider a limiting (d) I :'
case of the general results presented in Append-

ices A and D. The following model is adopted: (1)
Each Croup of levels a can be represented by a A A'
single angular momentum quantum iumber J,, FIG. 4. Four differnt eass of energy-level schmines

(valid for fine-structure splittings > t'3). <2) The that lead to a single terni ,!omiiatliig Ihit"sun, over Inter-
Ulitlal state is unpolarized. (3) Owing to a nearly no-flate virtual stt:-its. Eth Itl corresponds to a
satisfied resonance condition, only ote group of group of nearly de-generate IeVyh..

-.- --- i" --- I -I-II- -



e" ',';6, e, ,,. t,, = a G ,., k', p. p', K, K', Q; A)'-;.(-I) 1)' 1 r: "., .*.r*.=,:.at

x (rIll "11 Iio) (fllI T llr)(f lT("' llr)*(f, 11 T ") Ili)

x , It..,.1 K 11.1. p; K
J , J" J" ' i" J 1.1

xJk,'P K) P K (30)
k' I I , J, J,

In terms of Fig. 4(c), one interprets th' s~result as afield excitation from ii, to ri' followed by a collisional
excitation to ff'.

Finally, for the level scheme of Fig. 4(d), one finds from Eqs. (B3), (B13), and (25d)

-e pjQ; b, t',, R., 1,),= ~G, k1', p,-p,', ,,K, Q; -2-(), ' .!...r/'[ (2k+ 1)(2k, + 1)1-'

" "" X8, 6..,. !' II .," h.>I'11 ( = (fil T11l fi)1 2 J T"' I r'> I

5Jr Jr K 1 I K ,(31)( J, , " k .J.. J, i.l

In terms of Fig. 4(d), this result corresponds to quencies
a field excitation from ii' to ir' followed by a col- ( h3
lisional excitation to state f'. X G 1 (f I (32a)

Equations (26)-(31) characterize the final-state I x, cf, 11I ,e""Ib3')6,/ri, (32b)
coherence of atom A' for the-level schemes of Sind a chiaracteristic length b.*;w defined by
Fig. 4. "This coherence can be monitored by mea-
smring the polarization of the fluorescence emitted .- b"' 12(a 11 t,t1)(a',ll tl' 13 )/rV, 112

.

by atom A' from state fP (see Sec. V).

.... (33)
A. Dipote-dipolc intcr-cion The quantity b. "' is a radius that typically appears

As a somewhat more specific example, I now in theories of resonance broadening ("Weisskopf
consider the case where the collisional inter- radius" for resonant broadening) and usually has
action is of a dipole-dipole nature. For such an a value in the 10 to 40 A range. Moreover, it is
Interaction, V p = ,p = 1, T= p, and T,= i'. useful to define the dimensionless quantity
The corresponding '1A (b, v, 0; 6) are calculated
In Appendix C, assuming straight-line collision D,(Ab/v,)=b6  'r t 1A(bv,,0; ',)I'. (34)
trajectories. Q

The results for the dipole-dipole limit are con- For the level scheme of Fig. 4(a), the dipole-
veniently expressed in terms of the Rabi fre- dipole limit of Eq. (26) is

N 'O'J~~t;;b,=',,~ Z ,,. '- )oI,/A, J(b',,/b)4 D,, (Ablv,)

1 1 I 1 1 K 1 I K 1 1 K (35a)

(- J,if I K (JS

where

qp. =J, I J. -J 7- if. . (35b)

For the level sclheme of Fig. 4(b), the dipole-dlpole limit of Eq. (28) is

p ;b, rT)= (t), , 1 "[9(2J,. + )l

.i J,



one In which the lower limit of the h integral in bm Is one of the characteristic rcsolnapt Weisskopf
Eq. (39) is replaced by h,,. This procedure under- radii defined by Eq. (33), and .A is a frequency
estimates a' by 10 to 20' and provides a good mismatch defined by Eq. (25). Since hR/bo,. 4
approximation for c'" (K;o). The perturbation and >>J > 10"' sec', Eq. (41) is easily satisfied
theory results are valid if "Ppo(,, b, t,, ill t) for a large range of field strengths.
<1 (i.e., the final-state population is much less The RAIC excitation cross sections may now be

than unity). From Eqs. (32)-(38), and (C14), one easily obtained for the limiting cases of Fig. 4.
can derive the validity condition. For the case of central fun ,, the RAIC cross

Iex/1A. I(h./b.Y< I (41) section in the dipole-dipole limit for the level
scheme corresponding to Fig. 4(a) may be obtained

where x' is a Rabi frequency defined by Eq. (32), j from Eqs. (39), (35a), and (C14) as

I 1 1) 1 K 1
'l .j J, 1 1 2 J ,.J, ) (42)

where

fl,"o1 IC C-1/(12 (43)

and

Similarly, for the level scheme of Fig. 4(b), from Eqs.. (39), (36a), and (C14) one may obtain

"'o'o ;(,.,0)b = 8rv.(1)vb [9(2.s,.+1)]-'((Ix;!,, I2)/A2)(b;',"/b)2  . . -/b f
f x(1), ' _t K (b;"'' (4)* jti~l 1i

Q, Q if. -if. Jr.

where

0l:, ' x.. 9'° ,/, (46)

.For the level scheme of Fig. 4(c), the RAIC cross section calculated from Eqs. (39), (37a), and (C14) is

'"'ad( .oi= s. .( ). ((Ike, I2)/4,)(b,",o)(-1)O cj'c*.

..... 1 1 K 1 1 K (b ,'"4 )
Q Q, )J rJ J J J, 1 1 2 , (b 2. (47)

Finally, for the level scheme of Fig. 4(d), one may use Eqs. (39), (38a), and (C14) to obtain

*: N-(1E(I)2(_ 1) 1 K] J r K 1, 1, K 1 (t;.2.\(8

Equations (42), (45), (47), and (48) give the is a (j1,0,-1) specify the polarization of the
RAIC excitation cross sectioiis for level schemes external field. As defined by Elis. (33) ,nd (40),
correslmondint! to Fig. 4 in the limit of a dipole- the characteristic radii , ' and bo are functions
dipole colhi-.ion ail interiction. It bhould be recalled of i,,; b " ' is proportional to ,2 and b is pro-

that these are the ILAIC cro ; sections for excita- purtional to 1it1 /'i for a level-shifting operator
tion fromt aIn ieulotridet inilinl s lte; the quantit- which varies as R " (n >3).

- _ ............ .............---..----.-. . .



The physical significance of the various RAIC (tf"P'K, v) :.4.tPPaK (I.)

cross sections is dkscuszied in See. VI. It may be X [N Ti(7-I (53)
noted at this point, however, that the RAIC cross wir Ai h -tmdniyadN stenm

sections vary aswhr9AisteAaondniyadXisheum

a's*(j~c2)A2.(b/b,2b,,(49) ber of pulses per second, each of duration
(7*- T-). Thus, from Eqs. (52) and (53), one finds

where 'I is a constant of order unity. Combining 11 1 1K]

Eqs. (41) and (49), one finds that, if the pertur- S~ (1)~n- 1) 4
bation theory is valid, then IQ -Q QJ

a<b,,(50) Ix 1 (54)

Since bo = 10 A, tlhe maximum FtAIC cross sections i, ~ ~~
obtainable with fields satisfying the perturbation- Fra xenlfedplrzdacrigt 5)

theory requirement (41) are of the order of 100 Fot is cnenienl toel me ared aflorscnce ao5)

Ak. For Larger field strengths, where Eq. (41) prsopagatnient t easudretin anduorizene ins

no longer holds, a strong-field (noilperturbative) eiratin the y r direction Fig 5).oTatie ine

theory is needed. itetexorzdrcin(i.5.Taisoe
'Corresponding results for noncentral tunin mesue a inlS haatrzdb

(A*0) may be obtained from Eqs. (39), (35)-(38), ?.l ,Z=;'1!- j-1 Z= 5a
and (C 13). I=, ,==0 1 - 1 7F, , (5a

a signal S, characterized by

B. Fluorescence ='Z =, F. =; F., =0, Z = I , (55b)

The final-state coherence of atom A' is conven- and forms the ratio
liently monitored by measuring the polarization or P = (S.- S)/(S, + S.) (56)
quantum beats in the fluorescence emitted from I
statef'.. In this paper, the polarization of the erexpitlcaulinthsaioits
fluorescence is calculated assuming that the ex- useful to note that the general expression for

ternal field participating in the RAIC excitation p'Q1_ cneuety o 'ispootoa

is linearly polarized in the z direction, to

and propagrates in the v direction. IQ QJQ
The fluorescence signial emitted from statef so that, for the excitation scheme of Eq. (51) with

to some lower state' (characterized by an angu- teQ eie yE.(7) n a

lar momentum quantumn number J,,) in atom A' isI
given by' PKO=-(I/ 1Z) 6A,6QW+(2/VGW~~ (57)

1 1 K] Thus only G'g and a2' enter the summation in Eq.
1) ','(5K4). Using this fact t4n qs. (54)-(56), one can

Q Q Q] derive a polarization ratio

x { ('"'(v,)), (52) .

where the Z, (i =-1,0,1) sp~ecify the polarization c
of the fluorescence according to Eq. (19) (replac-
ing the external-ficid polarization vector Zby theSi
vacuumi-field p~olaIrization vector :1) and (V'fpP,)

is thc average value of the reduced dcnsity-niatrix---------1

elemealt "' of atom A'. Adoptiolg a .imple mio- O
del, I in!;unic'tlaat the life.timxes of the various PG .lxlalndtelnsh',.Teetra

onc c ctclb H C#r dernmdol field Is Iline:Alrly polar1i Zed in Ili(, z direction anid Is inci-

by the naturcal decay rate v.of level*f' (i:.., thme de.nt In Ili(- Y dl lecion. Tlw Ilrriores~cunct,0111 thle f
natu ral d~c.-y rite is mruchI greait er thmj i thle col - -g' trammtI on of ima'on,, propi Ai . Iii t he y illrc'etion

lisioi r~,e amnd tile fi-eqoemacy separiat ion of time fin - and polami zid in either thre x mircmetlomi £ or z (if rection
at ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t m1ats. m tatlmi i ulod.



Pq 3211-W~e( 1 2 + (56)32d/.+ 1), lit 
j,5 1 u~0 vA

Within the confines of the adopted model, the ratio P depends only on relative RAIC crass sections and not
on absolidic cross sections. Consequently, it is a useful parameter in comparing theory with experiment.

The ratio P is now calculated for the level schemies of Fig. 4. For the level scheme of Fig. 4(a), it fol-
lows fromi Eqs. (58), (42), and (51) that, for central tuning, A=O,

For the specific case,

Jr J,* "a =J1 =0; J =1=; P 6 (0)='-, (60)
*bile, for hig-her J values, P4 (0) is smaller. For the level scheme of Fig. 4(b), one may derive from Eqs.
(58), (45), and (51)

P( =32-)r-e+1- (61)

So3 (( 2J1, +1){ 1 , 1 2 1 )
Soespecific cases are

J& J,=1 J1, = 2, NO = 47 (62a)

Je=;F,,= 0, ,, = 1, P (62b)
For the level scheme of Fig. 4(c), it follows from Eqs. (58), (47), and (51) that

P.=P 3., -... (63)

This result is unique to the dipole-dIipole interaction.
For the level scheme of Fig. 4(d), one may derive from Eqs. (58), (48), and (51) that

P,(O 3 1 1 2 P J1 2 1 2 +(64)

Some specific cases are

* Jd.MJI1=, J4 =J,.=0, P,(O)=O. (65b)

The physical significance of these results is discussed in the following section.

VI. DISCUSSION section measurements are not very useful in dis-
tinguishinig between various collisional interac-

A RAIC is one of the most basic formis of photo- tions since accurate theoretical expressioins are
zbcznistry. It is, therefore, of fundanicntal inter- not availab~le for comiparison with experimnt (i.e.,
est to uInder~sland the collisional interactions tak- there do not exist theoretical calculations in which
ing part in thesec reactions. Tile nature of the cut- matrix element!; are accurately calculated along
lsional interaction, is rvflected in (1) the total with a proper t reatmnent of sniall -impact -para-
IlAIC cross sections, (2) the (Iephodenc of IIAIC meter collisions). The depenidence Oif IlAIC total
cross sections onl deutnn a, andI (3) thme final- cross sections on)i A does5 provide a tignature for
statle colierences produced by lAIC. 'rut-il cross tile collitsional interactomc, provided one uses de-



tunings outside the impact core of the line .I r, simulate the collisional interaction, the unpo-
>I . A limited number of experiments of this type larized fields are taken to act simultaneously on
have performed, " but no definite conclusion on the atomsA andA'; one field actsonlyonatomA while
interaction potential was reached. It should be the other acts only on atom A' (in analogy with the
noted that, for IAIr>1, the RAIC excitation cross fact that the collision operators act on either atom
sections are relatively small. The study of final- A or A', but not both). The external field acts on
state coherences produced by RAIC offers an ad- either atom A or A'. Using this model it is rela-
ditional method for probing the qollisional interac- tively easy to give a physical interpretation to the
tion. In many cases (see below), measurements results obtained in Sees. IV and V for the level
of RAIC-induced final-state coherences at central schemes of Fig. 4.
tuning 4,=O (where signal is the largest) are suf- Figurc 4(b). For the level scheme of Fig. 4(b),
flcient to provide information concerning the col- the collision first acts to produce the virtual state
lisional interaction. jfr'). If the collision is now replaced by two un-

Perhaps the most important aspect connected polarized multipolar fields incident from all direc-
with the study of RAIC-induced coherences is the tions, the coherence properties of this intermed-
additional insight one can gain into the RAIC pro- iate state are immediately determined. Since the
cess. The calculation of final-state coherences initial state was unpolarized and the average col-
introduces features into the problem that need not lision operator now acts as a scalar, the inter-
be considered when one calculates total RAIC cross mediate state must also be unpolarized. Thus,
sections. A particularly interesting feature can when the external field completes the RAIC reac-
be already seen in the calculation presented in this -tion by acting on atom A', the coherence proper-
paper, valid in the impact core of the RAIC profile ties of the final statef of atom A' are the same
and in the perturbation-theory limit. The collis- as those produced by a radiation field exciting the
tonal interaction can be viewed as the interaction \ r-f' transition in atom A' for an initially unpo-
of two unpolarized multipolar fields with atoms A larized state r'. The factor
and A'; the fields are incident from all directions 1 [
and lead to the simultaneous (virtual) excitation of 1 1
atoms A and A'. Although the fields are unpolar- ,(-l)Qs f Qj Q ,Q it J,
ized, they are, in general, correlated to one an-
other by the coupling coefficients of the collisional appearing in Eq. (45) for the excitation cross sec-
interaction (see the discussion of Fig. 4(a) below]. tion is precisely that associated with the one-pho-

The unpolarized nature of the fields arises from ton r-s' transition, assuming state r' to be un-
the average over all possible collision orientations, polarized.
This result may be seen mathematically in Eqs. The collisional interaction affects the magnitude
(A20) and (B2). In Eq. (A20), starting from initial of the RAIC cross sections through a multiplicative
density matrix elements p", one excites final- factor. Consequently, the polarization ratio P'(0)
state density-matrix elements pr with [K-K"I' discussed in Sec. VI) is independent of the col-
42. This type of selection rule is precisely that lisional interaction; it depends only on the values
produced by the external field acting alone. In J,,,Jt,,J, reflecting the field excitation from Y'
other words, the averaged collisional interaction followed by spontaneous emission fron.' to
does not modify the selection rule determined by g'. Thus, the level scheme [Fig. 4(b)J is not par-
the external field alone-an average collision acts ticularly well suited for probing the collisional
as a scalar, i.e., as an unpolarized field. Simil- interaction via polarization studies at line center;
arly, in Eq. (B2), one sees that, starting front an RAIC cross sections as a function of frequency are
unpolarized initial state, one excites reduced den- needed.
sity-matrix elements p'Y with (- 2; the selection Figure 4(ld). For the level scheme of Fig. 4(d),
rule is that associated with the external field only. the field produces a polarized virtual state lir')
In contrast to these results, one finds that, for a and the two unpolarized fields (collision) complete
collision with a specific orientation, one could cx- the transition to state jf]'). The final-state coher-
cite density-matrix elements p' from initial den- ence of atom A' can then be thought to be produced
ity-niatrix elements p" such that IN- K'(>2. It by the external field acting on the i' - r' transition

is only the nveragcd collisional interaction that and an iullarized inultiliolar field incidcnt from
acts as a scalar. all directions acting on the transition r; -. The

Thus the total [IAIC reaction can be viewed as transition antplitude for the r'-f' transition de-
two unpolarized (but correlated) nIiultipclar fields pends on the multipolarity ul the collisiitn interac-
pis the external radiation field acting on atoms tion; this delendence is given by the weighting Jac-
A and A' to produce the i' -jj' transition. To tor
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J, J1. K proportional to onc another; for other collisional, d2o k interactions, this proportionality is lost.
SJkIn order to have a more conjplete picture of the

final-state coherences producled by RAIC, it is

appearing in Eq. (48). Since this weighting factor desirable to extend the theory to include the cases

couples K and k', the final-state coherence and the of large detuning (IAf r,>l) and large field

polarization ratio 11, can be used to distinguish strengths (nonperturbative solution). Such exten-
different collisional interactions.. sions may pose some interesting problems in the

For the dipole-dipole interaction, k' = 1, and the average over collision orientations, since the col-

collision interaction on atom A' can be replaced lision interaction no longer enters linearly in the
by an unpolarized electric field incident from all final-state amplitude. Owing to this nonlinearity,
directions producing the r'-f' transitior. Thus the analog between an average collision and an un-

the coherence properties of statef' of atom A' polarized field may no longer be useful.

are the same as those produced by two-photon In summary, I have presented a calculation of

excitation of atom A', the first photon provided the final-state coherences produced by RAIC in the
by the external field producing the transition i' weak-field limit that is valid in the impact core
-r' and the second by an unpolarized electric of the RAIC excitation profile. The resulting final-

"- * fetd incident from ;ll directions producing the state coherences can be monitored by standard

transition r'-f'. The polarization ratio P,(O) for techniques (polarization of fluorescence, quantum

the excitati'on-detection scheme of Fig. 5 is then beats) and may provide information on the collis-

easily calculated to be the simple function of -ional interactions occurring in the RAIC reaction.

J 1 .,J,,J,,,J, given by Eq. (G4).
Figitrc 4(n). For the level scheme of Fig. 4(a), ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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is best illustrated by the case of J1 =Jr =0, J,=l1,

and an external field polarized linearly in the z -
direction. In order for the overall Am =0 selec- APPENDIX A

tion rule to be satisfied, only that part of the un- Appendix A is divided into three parts. In part
polarized field producing a Am =0 transition is A, some notation is introduced and the relation-

utilized. Thus, only a part of the unpolarized field ship between the direct product and irreducible-
acting on atom A is used. Owing to the coupling tensor subspaces is established. In part B, the
coefficients A."in the collisional interaction, this relationship between the two-particle and single-
result implies that, correspondingly, only a part particle (reduced) density-matrix elements is
of the unpolarized multipolnr field acting on atom given. Finally, in part C, the final-state density-

A' contributes in the i'-f' excitation. This result, matrix for RAIC is calculated.
in turn, implies that statef' can be polarized.

For the conditions of Eq. (GO), a polarization ratio A. Relationship between b.cs
P*(0) = I. was found. Since the polarization ratio
for case Fig. 4(a) if; a function of the multipolarity [ A state of the composite AA' system is repre-

of the collisional interaction, it can be used to.pro-I -I seated by a capital letter, e.g.,

vide an indication of the collisional processes par- Iticipating; in RAIC . I F =  iff ') I J) if) ' , J lf J ,m ,

Figure .4(c). The.nnalysis of the level scheme of (Al)
Fig. 4(c) is similar to that for Fig. 4(a), except
that the field acts oii atom A' rather than on atom where it has been assumed that the angular mo-

A. For the dipole-dipole interaction, in which the mentum of a level can be represented by a J quan-
external field and the collisiotial upcrntor:s have tuni number. The angular monmenta'appearing in
the same multiplarit" (k =k' n/- p' = 1), the RAIC the direct product basis (Al) can be coupled 'in the

cross sections for ca:;e.s Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) are standard fa:;hion,



J ., 0 J~t ,, (A2 ):;,

X]FJ"Imipj FJp,J ii, (A3b)

where the bar indicates this coupled basis. As in where the total J ard tit , values of the barred
the main text, I use a summationi convention in basis are explicitly written in the right-hand side
which all repeated indices (not including their ap- of Eq. (A3b).
pearance in phase factors or frequency denomina- The time rate of change of density-matrix ele-
tors) are summed over.2 ments produced by RAIC can be expressed as'

MatrLv€ elements of the density-matrix operator
In the barred basis are related to those in an ir- P,= rF',' P,
reducible tensor basis, *7ilp', via the transfor-
mations or

p ,pjp T "-l)' I. P =r$IO'o", 1 ,,T), pK . (A4b)
." -m ; Km], The relationship between the r's may be obtained

(A3a) from Eqs. (A1)-(A4) as

l 1 I
I 

I
r- x o (mF, ni ,,TnT,)in(- 1) 5- , (- 1)'( " 5)

along with the corresponding inverse transformation.

B. Reduced density-matrix elements

The reduced density-matrix elements for atom A' are defined by

., =UII Ml.f). (MS)

In terms of the fmatrix elements of irreducible-tensor operators defined by Eq. (23a), one can use EIqs.
WAI)-(A3) and some elementary properties of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient to derive

/'/'p+= (-l)J IK.7 J,-[(2J 1)(2J p,+1)1 dy 1 K JJ ) (M)

Equation (A7), in which the { } represents a G-J symbol, enables one to calculate the reduced density-
matrix elements of atom A' from the two-particle density-matrix elements. Similarly, reduced matrix
.lemects of atom A are given by

P11, =(ffII'PIJff') (AB)

Lnd

Or. -I,-Kj(2J 7 . 1)(2Jj + f it "jJ.;f'JtJJ(A9)

3-
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Starting from Eq. (10), 1 now derive an expression for7'p(t b,v,,Lt). Equation (10) may be
written

where

(JplI Il )-( w)"ft (FIf(1F, t)j Z)c-'"'dt (Al~b)

Equation (AlOa) could equally well be given in the coupled (barred) basis as

(All)

so that the final-state density matrix is

..Pi,(I*;b 6,, R P ,t,)f<Tj T) lfT ,)*P-i). (A12)

The matrix elements of are expanded as .

4. ") -- . (A131

Equation (A3a) is used, and sonic identities involving the angular momentum coupling coefficients are em-
ployed to traiisform equation (A12) into

"'rp (I b, o,,, R1,) 2=.(-71)h 'T + X'(- 1)f'I[(2G + 1)(2G'+ 1)(2K + 1)(2K[ + 1)jI/2 /

A XQ ]m [G G 'FF
Tg T,, K'HFi, T,T, G, G',g, g') 'p(t;), (A14)

where

H(7,V,7, T, G, G', g, g' )(8f2) - f dO 71T-f G i,T, 7 ). (A15)

and the quantity i-n large curly brackets is a 9-J symbol. The quantities lfr may be calculated by (i)
using Eqs. (A13), (AlOb), (6), (13), (18); (ii) cxpanding all interrmediate states appearing in Eq. (6) in
terms of the barred basis; and (iii) using the Wiginr-Eckart theorem to evaluate matrix elements of (pr).
and *'VO. One obtains

+ ( 1)T" T 0 (TIh ' VI 0 E)(T1 (& L ) Ih (u,,-'

where K 'A (,, , 0;A) is defined by Eq. (16b), i11 "11) is a reduced matrix element, cj is defined by
Eqs. (17)-(19), and



The product of thec catn be calculated explicitly and the final expression simplified using Identities in-
volving the angular momenta coupling coefficients.'

One obtains 16 terms corresponding to the square of the four terms contributing to the amplitude in Fig.
2. The result may be written in the form

x ee.(k, k, ,p, K,K',,,, ) (B3)

where I., represents the contribution from diagram a and the complex conjugate of diagram)" in Fig. 2.
Explicitly,

#. -((W. +Wr -W,)(w,+w!. - (W)"- )tr.2 . -r, IT
x ' III"'11 ) I(( IJ"ld)*(cIJ r"hII i)dll T "t11i *(hll rf""l1'P) ;ll r","l .)*

S Pk' p' . ,)
IJ it, J . J, k

p 1 (jk P" KJ )

I I kP kI r1 (B5)
Jr.. I P KJ Jr ,Ji.i

.0 6(b , +&,. -w)(, +,. -+,)-_ l) 2J..,.. + 1(,. 2k + 1)(2k', +.)]-1
At# C,., ,o..l )"" I o' ~l "l'* l, I II l V(,Ir, I ll')

1 K i,) J.I

x (/11,0 " I I e)(d I A' I I i)'(e I I Tr " I I i'> ' I ' I 1 V P " I I 1 r "V " I I i,"> f II T'" ) I I i') -

X p; K k, P, K ,i 17
x ,,Jt, t J, J , kB

,o )( , +, J, 
.-

, 
..

' k' X, J, J, I I J k '

11 [( e + , a)(w, +W,. - )" --t"'' ' r" ";C"" ""' -7. "

X i J.. J, it P 4 K' 1., J. . J , ]1
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Equation (A16) and its complex conjugate are now inserted into Eq. (A15), and Eqs. (15) and (21) are
used to arrive at (2K, o, I)- ;]-E

QQj &QL(, Q. , ,G, k,k',K)tC(P,,T,,G;',p,P',K)j*", (A18)

where• (,T G, kII K) l3fP.j.J..( ' Pa XIII't '17

+(-~ ~ ~ ~*1 )'"r"oJZ);F"V() RX R '(A)() T); 1 JI G / £- (A19)i/

The quantity C is easily identified with the four diagrams of Figs. 2 and 3.
C . ombining Eqs. (A18) and (A19) and carrying out the summations over magnetic quantum numbers, one

obtains
Pp(l;;b,v,., R tc) = (, )2J.2 .X.' 1)Q'J~ ( iv 2b, b6.

T'II)

"4 [(W2 + 1)(2G' +1)(2K +1)(2K' + 1)]F
I I

X] l°,A.K(b,v,, O; Aj['AI(b, v,, O; A)]* , '.Q, -Q. In. QG'
£~ ~ ~~I G')2G XI~ Q ,

• . x C(F,T,G,k,k',k )[C(jF ,-,T,G',p,P',R)]*71 'P K(t-).(A 0

It Is clear from this equation that IK' -KI <2, i.e., that the collision acts in some way as a scalar op-
erator (see Sec. VI). Reduced density -inatrix elements may be obtained from Eq. (A20) by use of Eqs.
(A7) and (A9). Density-matrix elements in the magnetic sublevel basis are related to those in the ir-
reducible tensor basis by Eqs. (A3) and (A2) or, for reduced density-matrix elements, by Eq. (23b).

APPENDIX 0 (
Unpolarized initial state

In Appendix 3, the reduced density-matrix elements for atom A' are calculated for an unpoZarizcd in-
itia slate. An unpolarized init~l state corresponds to

11p(t;) = (2.i+ l)A1- 7'5 . g6Oo, I (13)

where N, is the total number of initial states. Using Eqs. (A7), (A20), and (31), one may obtain after a
little algebra' the reduced density-matrix elements for atom A',

Qiyp',;I b, v,, Vr, i) = I (-. 1)F " c'(-- (2G + 1)(2G' + 1)

X [(2J +l)(2J.; +1)1 [N,(2K' + QX)]"&'A K:(b, ,; A)

X 0 ' I j. Ji, JTP K)CFiGkh,)
KI-. , [CIF G' 7# , K)



[w. +o' - )(w o+w1 . -,)I" (/- 1 )A -I' ",," ""''"

Xl(fllr "'lI l 2 1T'(""')Iir)(f Ill T""''l d')* I & (o ix,

JIT"li•( Jr, J.)'.', )..

I Kjk' P'K~jk p x~jk. Kt
S((B'1.).N J, j,)i jr" J,. k, K, J. it

sodI ', 1 +W", -W,,)(w, + 0-4.,.X* -14 ""° , +#"k itxx +*, .el, *.2~j, ""

XWWll I)' MI A')9 i ')* ,' T(AI j e).f d')*

k p I

Jj J., I fliJ" (B12f)l
k/ A

d(flI T'"U')* i Jd' 1 (B13)
ei -( J , .. k ' J ,I . J ." i "

and

Sas(k, k , , b', K,K', .f' ,f,) - (- l) 1F [9 a "(p, p', k, k', K, K', ', f' )I *. (B4)

Some of these terms may vanish owing to the selection rules appropriate to the levol-coupling scheme and
interatomic potential under consideration.

APPENDIX C

Dipole-dipole interaction

In Appendix C, the quantities A n,' ad &h'AK are evaluated, assuming a dipole-dipole collisionaL interac-
tion between atom A (dipole-moment operator jT) and atom A' (dipole-moment operator i' ) of the form

= ( " " 'R - 3)1. " iR l'. )/1" ,(C1)

where R is the separation between the atoms. For a given collision geometry, R is a function of T = t - t.
(the colli:on is centered in time at I = ti,), b, v,, and Q.

Writing ; and j!' in the form of Eq. (20) and defining
R - i , R _ = . + n

-= , no= (C2)

one may rewrite Eq. (CI) as

VL A::. (7,b, vr,,)ju(,u'):i , (C3)

V -f
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Equation (C3) has exactly the same form as Eq. (12) since A. an~d Wjs): are comiponents of irreducible
tensors of rank 1.

Trhe quantities of interest in evaluating RAIC cross sections are the Fourier transform of the A. de-
fned by Eq. (16a).. Using Eqs. (C2), (C4), and (16a), one finds

4AI,(b, v,,e;Aj53(u,/b)CaI ;41 Au.(-rbev V0 ,)e -16'dT ,(C5)

AII(T, be v, ,O)e:A" 1 (T; b, v,,OJ 3(R.2/R2 2iR.R,~)/ZRs Ca

A~1~,b v 1 O)=ji'1 (T , v, -)[ Al,6 v ) C

The corresponding equations for the "A' defined by Eq. (14b) tr~~

"AQ.ib, v,;) (vb)e ,6 ICA<"(Tb, v,O)e-IaAT, 4' (C7)

"1A: (1,b, v,, deO 0 (C~a)

'A'.(7, be V , 0)I 1 
2,,(T , be, , 0)P .3(R' -R 2 R, R,)/2 R s (COC)

1 1A(rbe, e),V=- 11 A!,(T~b, v,,O)]*s6R,(R _iR~)R (Ced)

"A:Qs, v, ,) 3(R2 3 1?2)/1/2R5 (C~e)

RI should be noted that the RAIC cross sections depend only on the quantity

The fact that Ax, is independent of 0 follows directly from Eq. (15) and thc orthogonality properties of the
rotation mnatr-ices; from a physical viewpoint, this result, is to bic expected since the cailculated cross sec-
tions cannot depend on the ichoice of the reference geometry 0 , 0.

Straight-line trajcluries j (CO) and (C7), one obtains

Under the assumption of straighit-line collision AO(, , ) . -CA.61 6-
trajectories. the various A's are ea!.ily catcula- xa io(C 110a)
ted.. Taking ams a reference geomectry Rl, uL'7,
11, a 0 , b, and lt t i ngi (1,' - L i~) i~'I Eq s. A',(b, vr, 0; 4) -r- 1~1# 3-3aI ), (Cl ob)

-vpr r~- -



A(b, u,0;.1) 2,-2'eb "  and h,(a) is a ntodified Elesset function. Thedimensionless quantity

'- ~X X , 'K (a) -a K ,to)J, (C 10 0) . .E. ,,b ",1 'V(b

"A:(b, v,,.O;A) ,,(b, u,, 0;A) . (C11:) is given by

"A b.v, , 0;&) 2A'(b, ., , 0;) (C1b) Dx(a) {4 [-K()- .2Ko(a)J2 +8aIL i(a)Ia

" + 6[&K&() -aK,(a)J-j 6,, . (C13)
"A:(b, v,,b;A)=3A1 (b, v,,0;A)/v'-", (C1lc) .- - ,

The central tuning bing a=0, Eq. (C13) reduces

where to
e /,(C12) Dif(0) = 8 6x2. (C14)

-Pitmanent address. din averaging over e. it has been assumed that all 0 are
1 P. R. Berman, Phys. Rev. A 22, mx (1980). -.. equally like-ly, which is equivalent to assumtng a urLi-

'Labels appearing on both sides of an equation are not to form distribution of relative velocities. If one or both
be summed over. of the atoms is velocity selected, this assumption is

Thbe final-state density-matrix elements are the same no longer strictly true. One can incorporate the effects
whether calculated in the "normal" or the interaction of a nonuniform relative velocity distribution into the
representation, oing to condition (21. average over 0, but the results take on a much more

10 RAIC 1, a quantity 1-1 i,, t,) was defined giving the complicated form.

- omplex) rate at which ItA1C proasarM-yiel,ls a final- TThe symbol f'(f'j) as a superscript on p'j is a shorthand
state den~ity-matrix element OFF, from an initial on otation for f'J 1 .(f'J ,); consequently, there is no sum-
p,,1. If Eq. (11) is nitiltiplifl 1y the number of colli- mation on Jr, or Jf, in Eqs. (23).
slons per unit time with the impact parameter between M.0. Payne, V. E. Anderson, and .1. E. Turner, Phys.
# and b+db and relative speed ,,. and if an average Rev. A 20, 1032 (10713); E. J. IRobin son, J. Phys. B
over b and A, is performed one finds ( . _ -- "% I I , ).

p. U, ¢) .= r, (L"e)Pjil (U re), S. Haroche, In Iigh Resolution L(,scp Spectrocopy,
-1 R roedited by K. Shimoda (Springer, Berlin, 197G). pp.

where 275-279.

1)1 t, , db d0S s. E. Harris. J. F. Young. W. It. Green, R. %V. Fal-(F cone, J. Litkasik, J. C. White, J. It. Willison, NT. 1).

S.is the O-atom density, and the R, integral is over Wright, and G. A. Zdasiuk, in Las'r Spectroscopy IV,
the atom-field interaction %olume. edited by It. Wathcr and K. W. ilothe (lprin 'er, iler-

$A. R. E dnowil. AngTular Alowcntum Theory in QuOantum la, 1979), p. 3.19 and references therein; C. Driiich-
Mechanics (Princeton University Press, New Jersey, ignac, 1'h. Cnhuzac, and P. E. Toschck, Phys. 1Rev. A
1957). 2. 1969 (1980).
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A theory or collisaoiilly aided radia1tise excitalion (CA RE) for tirci.levelc svylen's inl the wc.iL-ficld limit is
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3 the inverse of Vie dctunings and the pulse dura-
tions. Ini such a pressure regimie, one can take

2 the CARE rate to bc linear in thc jperturbcr den-
siy ndcacuat tleCARE cossection for a

2 singlecollisioni,fromi which the CARE rate is ob-
-tained by averaging over all cossl collisionls.

The conditions onl the pulsed radiation [E--qs.
( a) (2. 1)-(?. 4)] canl be' met by ordinary laser pulses

Which have typical pulse lengths ( 0- sce ) much
lonlger than thle collision time (- 10'1 sec). The
pressure range we are considering is typically

2 \ of tile 6rder of 10 Torr or loss in or-der to satisfy
the conditions stated above.

MI.- CLASS IFICATI ON

3 For the convenience of presentation, the three-
- a level atom is assumed to have a configuration

shown in rig. l(a), unless otherwise stated. The
-theory to be presented is equally applicable to

b other conig~urations win, souitawle chianges of thle
signs of detunings and of the relative energy-level
shifts.

Consider suich a three-level active atom [Fig.
I (a)) undergoing, a collision w ith a structureless

3 perturber. The energ-y levels are shifted during
a collision , is shown schematically inl Figm. 2,
for some spec iif collision impart parnmeter b
andl ret d ive velocity L, inl a manner depending on
the assunieil interatomic pitent ial . The relative
shifts of these levels cain lead to an increase or-

2 decrease in thie atomic tr-ansvit ion frequencies over
their utipurturbed v~ilues. TIi thle case shown in

(C Fig,,. 2(a), both the 1 -2 and 2-3 transitlien frcquen-

FIG. 1. Con~iKtii 'jei of thrt- l.vcl atctive atom cie5J den-easfe (shift towarid thle i('(), and onle
foi CAiRL. (.0 Upw%:.d .c.,de. Mh I.'r; V, and (c) spe~tls of (relative) attractive jinte.ratonmic potenl-
V. tials. Conversely, the t vans it ion frequtencies in -

- cre ase foi 1tepalfive potentials. Althoitgh dliffer-
ent cotiinti!ons of aIttractive and iC'1iLAive lpo-

tha.t Ih(jl: o~ i (111 inud ( : Iger1 titl the tenti~ilf; for the 1 --2, 2-3, and 1-3 (tw;o -photon)
cot!lll i in, :111d thI-it (1o1 ;: . :I colh.at: the ficid tiaal'ti(ilns may occurl ill a thlree-levI- sy.-tem,

ticp to't~ecc~~tlit;;liti;,we s.hal IbIe concried only with attractive inter-

IAj I0 10 A'I:t'~ tt ir; tV1Jl ta ;. 'F Iis '!rIACticml (to tihe at-

b tractive' relatJive ititc'vlomic pote-ntial.) if. for the

whi I( It', I!. I11r. 111 pltv width, conv%(.ni(.nr( of thell hirescutat :ion; thin tht ory to be

~ (),A:)t,(2. 2) prE-;ancd i ;, neveiilwe,:n!, applicable to all lypes;
.. **of illt gatrmic. pott-nt ira.

t* 11 V/lhat if- (5(iill tie(. theory itt the ('Ni;tciIce
-0 d 0 (2.3) (or t:1H, (Iieet)o of Ol e Cil ision - 111daedint-

. y Larret , , ;otiiI)l( o!; (to l, :to a oll i!-ion. \Vhroa tit(,

thYcl.kilvo ene,rv It-J iffts, rvsort. wet; odcr
A(') k,,. ~~~'(il - (2.4) ii~~I I 11'. 2(t),iIftIItIi i5id('.Otir t

(111 .. oIlr. i. J T, (or- I -2tam, : ;, 2-31 .1a,11r;i ad
Ini .,,tI ,t'i ti o .il- . (2. 1-(2. 1), Ohw ptr-- A , 7 ' [ir I 3tWO-o ll lr-aris-iihoi. L~tcir1 11,;Ila -

till bt I, "t..rty i ; ;I tiii., 14 b I m.. low n.irlj-I 11it tart iro,,. I c(: .l .Ii (' r-i1.11ce I li s to, 1 1 ion1 rif r-
Uic ill'. Io [N~c 11 oIi cr1 'rs, ku1 liirhmda ro :ps~ ll it,- cam- of Ill1-ge (ctuglijito;



E 3 ( m and the antistatic (A) regions 'where )to instl-tan-

cous resonance c.,n occur, (v.g. , bluec detunings
for attractive potcnltials,). ' In th6& threc-level prob-
lenm, classification of the cases is complicatedE2I by thc possible combinations of 1, Q, and A regions
for A, A', and A + 41'. It there is no constraint,
there would be a total of 27 cases to bc dtiscussed;
the fact that A + A' carnot ho intdepentdently varied

E~ ( )and that we restrict onr discuso jon to attractive
EIM potentials 1-ccfIceS the numiber to .13 caseS.

The cases to 1)0 considered are listed lin Table
J~i1 LJL-.- tI accord ing to the region of each den ning. In the~

00To third columin, the(, conditions, appropr iate for

attractive pootciiat only, are also listed, to help
a )clarify the cases, considered. In subsequent sec-

tions, results are given miainly for attractive van
decr Waats Potentials, although the I reatnents are
generalliy applicable to other types of potentials.

TIable I exhaLusts all p)ossible cases where attrac-
-tive Potentitls Only are- conside red. It doe's not,

Ell,( Ihowever, include all cares for a general intecr-
Ell t )atomlic pctelitial. We Chioose nlot to incelude all

Possible ease s because- it is impractical to do so
EIM ~ and Mal' lead to con1fusion. At any rate, for the

cases not included, one can find applicable treat-
mnents in one of the ca.o;cs included.

It is natu rat to group togIether the( cases in Table

I - __1_____ I for which flhe mtatheiatical treattlnellts are simi-
lar. Inl See. V1, wve jirescint the' sotut ions and thle

estsaccordng to these groups. We group
cssA, 1, 111d C (A in thle I t-e ionl) , ca!nes D

(b) caeL adC(
and E (A' in the I region), and casesYanC(4

FIG. 2. lnrylvliOf a1 tlit,-- ICVil alctie ttOll) I 4 A' inl thle I region). Cases If and 1, 1hi.h mu
during: a colli.-dion, s.vitcially shl,wri for a rclaiuively I tv.'o of the three'C d~tUnling'S inl the1 Q 111o ad tile
attirnetive itet-:l:oliiC pntiiial. 0) In 'sIr- a -

vl~-.icalti l- pcii i, hecicry Ic-et, hu: te l( - third ctnillii the, A region, will be -opc
tucnns, i time ctrp-iint. ,'.s shown, i'umonandms togethet-. Caseu J , with all three det111ni" inl thle
occur at !-,, (or 1-2 tt;uwiin, i-,, [or 2-3 ranwition , Q regionl, is the Iant :and the most iliteresting case
ana i; for 1-:) to- ioon ttainsiioii. Ot i i aliressedu- to be treaited. Canos KWid TO v.ill not he disrusect

tt pietitte, tile tra:o:i;muci' poirits inC arc rats:- shnee at leant two of the dtiin;atre inl thce A
fort11,d into I(.-( I cl-wouin,;s ofth (le trc.;nd -AZAtCS. region, Ireiuto CYplu:tilubv Small exciluittion 4

- cr-oss serf ions-. Al11juunh tnuierical ealciflnilion:;
catl be per for inert to (uhtni f cross !rc tions for

thes;e cztf, , tiili;uiifc mn:lfrtic :pon~to
T'ho s;tud ic's of two -loel CAPIE (R ef. 2) have SChenue1(S hu;Ve yekt to lie feVelojed.

ledt Ic them ctitertatifiijllu u tha lue iltiLtlittliuowti

rusunatures atre itoluirit Nvhcn ito'- areuii;: t

miuchI largertlilth -i; Collii(?m U3tt10 7I

( iia:,t ,-er'jmn (/)I, thn' v'xi'-trtir, or Incl, h: tl'ure f IV i t'. DItLSStIlt)-A1\ 1 P ,Pt i. ANDI W. Nt R td.
of Jti:A;I ;iliro1: ; ;rutatuwons iv; uurilijioli I:I , 1)(I COJ'NSItulIA I IONS

il ('!hJwct ive (Jf ituc' ai- t (if the'! (cttuig'. The0 c:tn It thin, !nertiel'v we il f1iv a ;"it erul cl-scrip-
(of ~f'utj,~ r.-I k-:111 I)P cliviufeit 61fo two( V("vJi; ticmn (if the plt,':;ica:l ptiicv!;!ne:; inll io of Uto
Icrt-ut to Inf1' ,i of thei it-olill:i-'tic to thme ,drv!;-ef - item" tureevn~uolln: mfelci (ou

inhmt:towtiii phm'dti.t1 l( the jom;i-.t;liC (Q) tmgiJrm aslm bm-il ~t~tfI titi rvpe ;i'iili)" ill~ t .

whl 't, Ilteill ni:1t:ii kut1 ('t.t'aititC ;ill en-Whict h e g14 -ate 'if th( I itnifoju if fri'',
(., ri'd (t'iii5fot ailt tart ivc pot (-it ifts) ae t-.fl! ateit- hldu iiiti'iact im:, (i.eC.



TABL tL. Ciasoficatin or mctmcs

a ,A A 4 A' C'omitiont; appropriate for aitt rtive potentials Case

I II IA10L7~ !A'IT-'X1. AA'x'i A
I Q Q IA JT(<-1, I-VI r,:,,1, JA + A'kTz.>1, A'< 0,A +A'<0 BI
I A A 16 1 T,<1, IA' I T, >1 I A 4 4Y IT >> 1. A' > 0,A -%4A' > 0 C
Q i Q I IT,- 1 , I-V'I T1- I A +All T >1, A < CA +A'< 0 1)
A I A JAI r, -1, JA'J T, <1. JA 4 A'IT, >1, A > 0,-A 4 A' > 0 E
Q A I JA , >I, JI IT, >>1, I-A IA'[ T <1, A<0, A' >0 F
A Q I JA r1, 7-1.JA'IrT -1, JA +AVI T.,<< 1, A > 0, A' < 0 C
Q A Q 1A I T>>1, [\'I 7C >>, JA A'lTC >>1. A < (,A' > 0,A 4 6, < 0 if
A Q Q JA ITCZ >1, ]I >1, JA +A' I r 1, A >0, A,< 0, 6,<O 0

Q Q Q JA IrTC>i I J.% - 1C >1, 1j.- + AllT7, >1. IN < 0,A' <(, A 4 A' <0
Q A A JAIrTc >> AI ' JA +A'Il. 7 Ae>0, A'<(,W> (,A A'0
A1 Q A JI 7C ~I, A'lr I T J- A4 A'i > ] , A > 0,A' < 0, j%A I > 0 1a
A A A IA Ir>1 jA'jrC -I, IA 4-,%'I],~>I, A > 0, A' > tx, A +A, >0 M

' Not treated inl thxis pixpr.

atomic dressed states) are taken as statioary era!ly linleat' combinations of thle "bare States"

.States and the Collision , Which it ap! es the dressed Ui. 0. , eigetistates' of free atom -I-fe"U - i ldam-
states as wvell as MOShift thi e'2'ies, is tr'eated iltonian) atnd, i the weak-fieold limit, can he ap.
as a pertrbionW. The dressed statcs are gen- prOxhnated as

ll)-,(x/Afl~~n'-I 1 x>/2A:! ~x /2A,:)I2,n - 1,10)-- (x'/A)I3, - 1,)z'- 1),(.)

hlll)= IXx'/L\'( +A')III 'u'n') -(Q/4') 12,)1 --1,n') +(1 x'2/2An,2) I i pI'

W~ith eeleiext.ies. decadeis.

El 111?11 )?/ Te ou~ding hoiweet the drrm;sd Wtkts by tMe
= Er-F ,hax I- 'IP + x/ Acoil is ion is cha racier iyed by the off- diagixa I isa -

Ell -- ( 1 Mwo ± n'i'.Y/A + '', (4.2) trix CelIem ents

±~ -~ E, 2 + 1%- (ni'- M)?& - ''0 1U/fiz ijIt l ,/~'

Nvhoere El, E" andi ]- 3 are (atge;of tihe atojttic 0r um&)Ill)~ oil Iu(I) 111) - (x /A')l'/ (
Wst'e; 1, 2, and 3, rusluctivuly , Whl1 sqlmrtions5 ('()1 .l (Il)

I2 L :-tt~ r' ttJ al'' 3 -1 2 -'e; tim L field 1 r ''' C''
represented IT, nomba Wkt'tts wilx 1 thon Horn- x'[x'/% I " A)i(1) -- G"~ /A( I 'l(
burs mm and n for fields j? Wic A-' t-epe'ctivxly.
Yor adiabi).tic pieii:; )C anid X', ni an1d 11' tak~e on the Nvhere- I(/) is; the coliaiott i~xit'll vlhich is;
inistanitanecous %':klnt's. d iapfontI ill the alxxsiir lott- sle( lxVi-. (i)

Int the wveak-txx(d l1i"i frx n Erp. (4.1), il' j (2 '(e) (1 Ii)) lo 1) (2 h!() 2
duxc.'d Otatks IV) m") nid 1iii) :1oC cot ipos.e; :1-1 (21! (())ar'teci ;ai-ti7CxI tti\'('

;tltnix!;t ul ti\'A of 'ly at t:! 12, . 1, ~- ei'rgy-lex'el rs ib; q l Ma'.o'tta1; 1,2 and Waito!
le'), alid 13 ,n' -1 I I' - 1), rvx'';ltt el,', viith ,;-n'o 2, 3, vesix et civl. ' oi-xff-ixo. x im t) IN ( Ia--
hinal cot rect t:; -iv hei it- alo -v'oir:ttaio. arv moot Ki (1 U)!li>) i i: c.:puio.0io in [ ltiot'

al1p! oxitnatly E, *- 1 , A, /ill - l - .-A', :md (I --'Ill) oso it.'tink rot 1.(t:;jxnditig to Iwvo phxoto;;
J2ll- ,: -(A durA') ait ;-'trilt'-i, th tt, i tttt in~ 111c th xi'-tl hjnc \Ililc'

(-p('jx Ft'i~CC ofl L', Q ;I-~~ and I j t arp ni thc' (i 0 c Iv Ii xxi ; I..I i u(1) Ill) I'' tim i it(, chint for
F." i Id1 ' ) I ; , i ll (I. ift Ilk) 1-hitiiol Py itoHy

rdt( poxS ff in, I, -'. N'1 (1(- 171,iti(' (17 cIi Ut) r:In hutnnt. nly - s;t andx

CAM"I cont b,(' .l~l x :tttiiltv Ito that (if or- << 11.1I, l ii du o Ix i;; ; illht 1.''ililtx t



and the "stepwisc- processes have comtpar'able these four channels are
Contributions. Hlowever, as we skill see later,
cancellation between the two processes occurs, Il-
and the stepwise process renmainis dominant. This '-"~ stc1)wtse

Will be seen whcen the cleadied calculations are 110,ll; jIIH)
giv.en.

Ini the above discutssion , the effects of the cot -

lision-induced cur ve crossintgs (i.e. , of thle Cot- d~ ~t Iirect,
lision- induced !,hifts of the dressed states) have I Il

not been included. As (liscussed earlier, the
crossings are particularly iimportan~t when the ~
detoitings are large, corr csponclinlg to large sepa - where thie ti no below thle arrcows cor respondc to

rations between the dlress;ed states. When the (Ic- the crossinl, times shown in Fig. 2(b) ond indicate
tonings are snia II (correspndi ng to small- evel ywn each trianisition tal:es place. Enaclh of (I lese

sepa rat ions between the dressed states), however , four channels cont r ibutes to the JI0- 1l) transi -
the crossings ko riot prov ide miajor cont ribut ions tiOp amplitudo., and interference between tiei
to the escitation, since Fourier firequ enc ies ar~e can exhibit Interestin phenomena. In a recent

induced by the enlI s imnno cover' the energy inis- article," wve have dle mi ostrated that I Ii interfer -

match. To show the importance ot curve eros- cnee effect gives, riWe ton oraitIT ry si ruNture
sings, we choose, in the rernaitidler of this see - in the total exc ita:tion c ross sectlion as ai function1
tion, to discuss only the Case wlhere all the do - of the atv-to-pr rerrelative spved whtcii
tuning s are in the (, region, since an interesting the crolssings are wvell separated ndu the inter -

interference effect occurs in this I unit atomnic potentials aIte( SUCh that the -'rtj~s
Tile interference effect is better descr ibed using and "direct' processes have comparable emdit -

a classical -trajectotry approximatioin of the col- butioRS to the transition smilittde . tiefi c-tf-

lisonevcit I this approximatiion, cross3ings, is siilar to that discus sed by t.1oseiithal and

as shown in Fig 2(b) in the tizlie domnain , occur F oley 8, regarding tI lle" chiatg-gxc:ini in -

at correspniding iiierinclcar distanceS RtC) elastic coal lion in which the atom-ion iuiei-atomnice
ft, f( f,,and ft( ;: I =Rl For collision potetiahl curves are similar to those of CASU in

imipart piranict(-rs mcli thait Me clo5:esf app~roach thle dre-ed-atunl diiablic rep~reseiitation dir;-
betweenl the aictive atonil and tile pCerturber is sinarl cusced here, In Ili paper, wve pirovide a detLailed
letr th:!ai P", 1?,, and[ 1?:, a1 Itithe Crossine.s occur calculatiOn to -UpiplenIC-It tile di:cussionl inl Ref. 7.
during, tI:' collision. For larger impact pamrtm - This interfernde plrnica is quite gc!1c'al ando
eters , some or all of tMe crossings are nolt in- shlould lwh expected to oceiui in nmany systemns
duced, :aial the exNci;tioni proibaili ty1 is i-educed where cxrcitstionl is prsiiblo via several eha fll c(15.
(as compared to die all-crossimig care) by ordois The interference ePffct diI:;- :ilcl I isqi -en

of liit!iln dude. hen-lce, collifions wvith larger ito- a Special crossing confinir:itf ion, i.e. I three well1-
patj~rl10-;do u Aclt11)t ilificartty %eparacd ci ol-siniii S ocurriw ig iitf[ ', IQ, nn't R

to ic -, citatioca cr05:!; -;crtioii and C;Ill be ig-iio(.Td. S'iiiC Me~ (xstiile of eiiIohiis and 151r lhi-

Cowneqiirntly, wxe coinsidt-i. only the c(-elisions! wxithi tions indhqw &TmWK- onIcl~ Mui th fitcrMtmauk poi-
iinp-Ict jsiraiicems nullll eloug -h it) :1-dc aill the( tint as W0'l is the dIvtliiii, , (ilr (ro:An con.(Si

cros:! .is . Yuni-rnioi c, since( the radiuttiout fignitatiois tonay occin- leaflilit (Inliffeiticit innui-

pulse; iare assiiied tu be aiabatic, Otw stun-- festt ions oif the( iiitei-r-iace effeit i) ()(to tal
field ky;ei in i its (trlsed !Jtale I t) wi-torc thle excitation (Ico! sectionl. lIn this; papt~l., a I i-,;,t -
coi- i : o (..-I:Iit-h comes-! ft-ol n :I (I iitaI je I: ftHo .,ilu I c,(f )meint for thie 1('nernI ca si( i:; giveit , :iild
hat ic ali. it tt I )" andiu oily the dre:sed stIat, foi. special ci se(s f(Ilh,',%'.
Jill, ~ .. l eii,;i:tjoll'i., thle hiilI- 151 to I We niide llt~it the ilitel-fo-iife(- l'cl,..Ic~ii te d1ci -
bmte atoi(7ta, 3. lltien.-, taet. Ill, lo \Vt:;e aiill(, (triet (I 5' ce,ur; (il-i iii tho

W/l-I tho detiul)ir!":; ae rvigI (I A , JA' , I A asf the wi:eltoriy, total vxc it.ti itll u:;-:!AHk~.
% 'IJ. r- ct cot Ii .ini t iii -, :illI Ilie. t I Jii fo 1,110 i l .e a'i ltubie for Ithe case I If laiI- dchutiug he -

Oclfl '. lo Velw;et I-al lit-e It::.u;' I ; is ot c(stile, lit lit 5. - oIf u;niaIl (iftto ii .., thS Iigtivi:



V. THE1 IIANIILTONIAN AND)1iIE EQUATIONS OF creation and annihilation operators of the pho)foIns
NIOlIOIN for each mode. (iii) The act ive-ittoni-fielcl in-

The equations of motion to be derived In this teraction is given in the rotatimg-wavc appruxima-
section do not differ for quantized or classicaltiosb
fields. To be more in line with the discussion +O.
in tile dressed-atom Ipicture riven earlier, we
take the fields to be quant izedl and use thle lpllaton- + + n.,) (5. 2)
number representation- however, the calculati~on erRR 3 aniR 2 arthriinad
is carried out in tile bare-atom picture. Let us 12 opera3tor's of-the ,cieaoi stts
consider a system consist in! of a three-lovel

actveatm iitrati~ Ithtoetra il the findi !es referring to the transition involved,
and 4. and 4. are thie couplili, Constants relatedand a pertu rber atom. The H aminiltonian of this toteitrc o tegtsm oucc nScsystem canl be written as by 0 n' tol stred ' zngI~ths intrdue ill he . Io

11 HA +JI1, + +1, 4-U(I) (5-.1) number)CIs. (iv) The effective interaction wihthe

whee te flloinghod. i) he reeato ~ I perturber fJ(1) is; talencl to LI( time deopendent, since
whetonia " foloin a hr ld. eigen rhaes fret, 11) ")~Itli the. inlternulclear mnotion is not quan tized, and is

ci~nn risF ,F, ndF;F- ,~I~',addiagonial inl the basis of I 10 ,) ,n' ), 12, it - 2, n'), andc
F3 -F,=1I'~ (i 15=hs ,~-hwaa~, s IJ, -1,n 1) (cigenstates of A

quantized frce -field II mliitlin in deseriIPd ng a
two-mode e:xt~rnl field With photonl energies kw~ ,i=,~,~ tI,~
and hw/, wvher-e a., a,. and a,,a,*are the usual V,(/) = 1 ~2 - I, n' I Lit) 12,)z - I,,n')

1j3(1) =(3, i, - Il, i' - 1f) 13, n - I, n' - I1yn-sA'1 .,n~r.j (5. 3)

owii!; to the alusence of inelastic collisions. I tile equations become
The wiavle funch.I n of the sy :; m

-I~~ ~ C,(i cXt *C2 .i.' / p (Nt f l')di

sat i: fies the tine,-dependlent Sci :ingecr equationl

(5.b) f

from which, tile e(tit ion of Iloil for* tile plmbli l - C xCerL(AIJ'vi)
ily sip! ituC'cs f((), (:21), and (:,/) are obtlijed,

ic, \vhe r V~i= N " (f - V',(i) :md l'(1)~ 1,,(/) - 1(
iC,->C, ,t)xC.a~ j are the relative enlilp) !;hifts of thu-- ;wiv w atuniir

iC2,: XC, (,IA +V1' ,(i) 4 X'(: 3 r""' (5. '1) levels, during; a1 collision. All the rvlax;lticu lui

y'C' :i~tre mie!gh(ctCill in , ehLquation owiIl! to th1C (Oni-
(C _ 3 "3(/) (lilu of large ll!ig inll . -2.')

Wijtt) 010 !ulr'titut ill 1hijnwition.,; (5.5) v.'i bce !;0hVed( ; i ll( th IM11:-
I bat ion I Inory Nvith (Ill! iinitial cond i -rw

C I : CI -")k if-~ v'(tbU) I , C2,(t - 0, aid; :,i~- 0 .oirco!pind-
igv tI a hi1 e-lc. Ci I mo iluit i:ul y prep(' cl~ C ill

-. ' 'It'\ Mil.e 3 i 1 . 'u by Ilk,' il -d fif vx i i; the ienpll iut

aldo\'Cr (he ihllnhult Iula m .lteg. b,



V1. SOLUTION S ANDI IU.sULT'S

In tc perturbiation limit, Lqs. (5. 5) arc easily solved to obtain a forinal expression for C3 (t =.)

(,C~VA' ~ 'WI.J~:x~,ext ( t, -f V()d)]11,dt , G. (1)

wvhere a.n overalil phase factoir has beenl suppr'ssed 5UICC it does not chaLnge the probability C(= )1.-
Equation (G. 1) has to be evaluated using different tchniiques in different regions of deturn~gs corrCspmnd-

in., to different physical situatioins. Wec follow the cl~ssifcart pn of Table 1.-..

A. Cases A, 11. C

In tis group, A is in thre I region. WVe integrate by parts the 1, intelgral. in Eq. (6. 1), neglecting the tcri
conta iingd.:'d! owinqg to the conditions (2. 1)-.(2. 4I), and obtain

C1( ~o) I~f OhI~ 6I ewi-(( A')t al-f V(' i t')d

*Li\'- 0  v'(O'CII)]f x(t')V'G')expi-IA/, V1(')dt' Id/ (6.2)

Sincc X(') is a1 constarnt x,, over thle range of 1(1), and I A -<-, we can take (1)out of the I, integrtrl in
(lhe second terra of Eq. (6.2) and set e-I'l' J . One finds

No( =X)= ex- p x(VI VN[I((I -tf V/, V') -tIl

+ X"x V ef [ (I' f ' (1dt')(It} (G. 3)

Up to this point, we haversed the assuinpt ios that the field, J*(I) is al low pule and that Ais inl the I
reg~ion , wh ichi arc- cornnic' to all three cases A, 13, and C. l'urthler evaluation of Eq. (6.3) iwnvovs the
ot her field,~ '(t), and the other detunhins, A' and A +- A'.

1. Ca3VA wvit), 0" -0 + 0'. E.quation (G. 5) exhibits Somle in--
all the t"'' ar tho I e~~oie*tict i features. Tile first terrainr im Los

In this care, al Mceuwnar e in th Irg whem A' I WIaJ, I' a q" Al ,ad only the impact
We tise the san; technique uised to ohtadn E~q. (6. 3) phase asasoc iated w ii the 1 -2 trans it on 0 appears.
fromn Eq. (6.2) to evaluate the itelc- rr s in Eqi.TisugetthtM olinaycrm dex
(6. 3). Namlely, -we int efrate by parts cin(e on Tiht to- sugstsatie oi is criwiid by thlr ed llsi
each of these it ecrals, negl ct tihe ternis contain- rate associted with the 1 -2 trans; it ion onl y. when
ing4- their ivaitives Ar xU() arid x '(I, liuace e" CI' 'J A' 1,teti .onnt

t", ind '-') Ire 1,c andtoi ampt tue artoobid th- moly releant collision rate iK tha as-
.tan il eciatin mpitdeSoc ia tQe withi tile 2-3 t r-anc;itien. Fromii tile piint

C3(i - (06, 1.~et (0.4) of vie'..' of CAE, ttsse two terim; carn ire rvga 1(1
\AA'~ ~ ~ ~ (G 4) (A+A'/' c a5; 'seiWise," ince no coilinimi rate ;rssmoit-

wherre0-1Inc r (d and 0' 1-3 trararetthe irr involved. \Vhel JA .1 A'I
~r ~ :;~'~; :rtr ;rL ;'pr!kre J«AI, 1,"' 1, hwer, tire thirdrr rrniisates

tiro coliiia irnim-rt paranret. Ir , imprllicitly I for tile ONeitartiorr. JAir I , ,% I ar i I A .t

tlu'1 % rrt '(I)I anr' ""'(1). ar-ceomprar-able, Conrtr-ibutionrr:; frourn l'ntl thre "di-
rect'' ;Wird Ulre ''tcwi o c rr c(sc irterlcre with

Tlie exc itatiorn probrarbil ity is Obtauine-d bry sijun' (..el-thr
inj; l 1 0 (G. Q. Thie exciirt~b cr..5 see! ion is oiniu'd iry in-

I cros ') tegratirig EqI. (G. 5) (rver t ie irn.vtimn-i i lric(ter

4hFA) A''A ' ie q (5. G):

2(1 -CM W12~ 65)1~ s. ~ (~l~ y:) W P(~\?\\rA(Ulf'



where that I = 0 is the time of closest aipproach between
- ~ the active atom and the pci turber.

A f (0 - cosO)h (1, Apart fromn the factor x,,/A, Eq. (6. 8) takes tile
*form of the two-leVel reSult ,1 and a standard

f= (1 - cosO')b db treatment for obtaininig the total qxcitation cross
f section can be used. Thle excitation probability

- is obtained by taking thc square of Eq. (0.8)
C = f (cosO" - l)~b. c .~' (XX")/ )(r-/a' )4 COS2(0 + 'aT) ,(6)

0
This result does not specify the type of interatom- from which the total excitation cross section is
Ic p~otential. For a given potential, A, 13, and C calculated using
can be calculated analytically or numerically. For
van der WVaais potentials with the straight-line- a=.(6. 10)
trajectory approximation , 0

VW The upper limit in this integral hais been changed
= c~/[(I)~ .to R', thle interniuclear distance a.t which the in-

and stantpncnu s resonance for I he 2-3 tirans it ion oc -

-Curs, since for colli.;ion impact paraineter laiger
withR(1) (b + 21T" ana- lyic esuls ca bethan IO, thle excitation is niclghihly small dote to
withR~i (b + 2/2) /2 anlytc reult ca belack of cros.-ings and Dq. (6.9) fails to he valid.

obtained, Equation (G. 9) diver-ges ais the impact parameter
4~22 approaches R?' ; howeve-r, MI. (6. 10) remiains fi-.

a --~- -(-)esr nite since a' varies as (b2 
- R~) 1 .The cutoff

I at It'. may lead to an error of upt to 151,Z, depending

~ ( i I / CJ ~ic" /S 1 on the dening. B~etter results can be achieved
_____ - iL 7 , y umrialcalculations for impact paramneters

near bl It',, or by a uniform approximiation'' :pec -
(6.7) illy designed to overcomne tho difficulty of di.ver-

with .gence. ~- ~ ~ R C.)~A) 6

-1I cosm 3n 7 3 and E (.. (G. 10) leads to the total exAcitation Cross-

wherec v is the active -atom -perturber relative section '-.*,...

speedh and t: CVO 4 C'~ 5  __ ( ,1

2.Cs ;where cos'( / ' )han been approxiatled by !2,
Since A' and A- A' are- in the Q region, thle Il- and v is tile active- -tom -pcrturbcr relatiive speed.

tooralhsappcorrinl" iEq(.3) call be evaluated This result Shows that the line shatpe varies as
by thle Aathonary Pt:, mthod. ''The first termn A-2 (Sin)ce '6 is in the I reg~ion) and varies as
and the !LCon :1 Icri in) 1"(1. (6. 3) cancel each other 1A I-3 /2 , reflect ing tile fa'ct that A' is inl thle Q
approximiately becaus~e of the conditlion AI

~1. The third term yields I

(~3 ( '~ (..x 1;~/A)r/a)' :2 cs~s' -I~r), I3. C'ase C

/I6.)n thi.s c A ' jilct A A- zA' a11e bthl inl file I re-

where J gon ],,o crosln o -us for thie 2-3 tram ii ill
-and thle 1 -3 two-photonl tra:;i cuio at anly eolli,inzm

I. jIjV) --- f0  
' implac't piranivter. Since A is inl the( I re,;in

2 ~ 0d fIA ) thle first% in en., termsin -(1. (G.3) apt-I proxiiiiateiy cne zhiother a:; ill cda.2(! , I lad-
and -i, I., ie lat miiiyPis riit ucfirid to 1)'th 0oiieS~ltm~~. intg to thle exc iutinn amplitude

In uljtailiii' Eq1 . (G. V:), ive 11;1,Ce a:snmned that thr!-i

arc. 1;;:1 ibndoccld -a ill:,. a coll Ii:.ion (i e. , we

nle,Ict rotlm,,inm; withi lugemni.ro- pamrainetor x~[Y X')e[-(.' ..-. 1' .)'
wbivh(1 nio t colit Iih*cIt(. :Ji:,'ifiealitiy to the totA
erw;!s:; actil !.I(ill(CW) cro!ssiri' i!a iiduiid), anid (6). 12)



This equation is easily reco.gnizect as simply a The cross section, obtained by iutegratinr,
two-level excitation :1nmpl itude (2-3 trcans it ion) 11 Q(/ )I over thle impact paramecter b, shows
mlultipliedt by a factor Re lsults for tile two- a1 A-2 dlependene as is clear froth Eqi. (6. 12).
level excitation probability arc ava ilaible from thle The dependcence on A' follows thle ant istatic wing-
numerical study of Ych a:nd Derman71 for van (lei, behavior. For a van dcr Waals potential, 'Fig. 6
WVa-mls potentials and Lenuaurd-Jones -typc potenl- of You and Blermuan" exhibits a line shIape going a s
tials. Also :uvailablo1 are approximate anualyt ic
results of Tvorogov an oi''adSuyan 'j-/ x( SIA I)

Bay! is'' 1jill.- .1.lddlC -1)Oint ulllth0(ls. We now
give only thle essential feature!. of thle results. with P3 a constant , which is inl agreement wvith
For details, the readers a.re referred to Ref. 2, asymptotic re'sults'' to within a niult1iplicat ive
14, and 15. factor of order 1.

Inl these cases, Y' is inl the I region, while A and( A +- A' are, inl the.Q region (case D) or A region (case
E). Since -1, is inl thle I regionl, thle integ-ration-by -parts technique used inl eases A, 13, and C c.an be ap-
plied to the I inte!"rat inl Eq. (G. 1) for its evaluation.

We write Eq. (G. 1) inl the following form:

wher e

Ani integraltion by pat ts is performed on Eq. (6. 13), negliecting the termn containing (xI/di, settin- x' ()
=..over the ran-g-e of V'(1), and setting e c' 1 to obtainl

+ f X(i) explj. i + A'): - fo [VW) + 17'1'1)oi 111 (G. 15)

The second and thle third terms ;tpproximitcly i 1. C'lw I
ca ice! each other becaluse of (ie to oadit iofl To The integral inl Eq. (6. 1 G) is evalutedc using a1

~( I, an WQ ~'tstatiorlary.pua!e method to Yield

x ()e;[(I- f V/' )ul/) Micro ld~

Wildp 6 v fO, 1'',W),11, is; the inlipicLt phase" :,as-
Sovialedc Nvith tho 2-3 trami!;tion. -Ac +~ 1,(11f

Eqlual iol (6. 16) is sinrpty tOw 1-2 two-level I ian-0
itlion .m1ph mite mutt 1ipl io by (lie N11-ot,(l '~~ and 'I., i! i ti i ll -t;s point (if te.n~

Its evaluiationi ct.7'iirt:: oilii t)(! ri:gion of A. l~I-y il ill Vq. (t;), i . . , tile soitilu of tihe e
1-or Case;( 1) (A il I ithionl) :I :lat justl I)' Ih~s tut A: - '(1). i,, is f;~ i Iii l1e pjse;it i\ e, nl
mI~torII'' if; lined, anld fmr case;( 1 (A ill tile Al i- - ha;vo taihegi 0 ftoI be (1wI time oif apips uiiri:aehl
1-illl) a 111thii~d of tite dsat'or. u lule .(1tho 1 1  re- boll, .ttuc m-he sit
ic:il1 Iii1 ll) Ci 4- 1 bt iir olut. Eflli l n(G. 17) IIotil:- onily for ((l i~iI lilp)Ict



tio crss ectonjsiiv n b .the direct two-photon line shape can bc (It-

V= )Cos' adctuniiigs mnakes the inathe na tic at treatment to
- ~A+ Y . 5 ) be given belowv much simplified and equa~lly ap-

S(6.24) plicablc to bo0th case if andt ca1se I.

whereC +c' s il v-in(li-WalsIf thle condition I A + ", I - I I ,16 holds, thle
where V~ = D~is h a drAa instantaneous resonance for the direct (1 3)

C01nStant for tile 1-3 relat ive potential, and transitioif occurs ait -an internuclear distance (J?,-
- r(- il) Cos "- = muchlarg-er than thait for tile 1-2 transition (fl1u)

The line shape varyin- as A'2(A + A'T2 is typ~ical or the 2 -3 t ransition (1?') (i.e. , R" > 1?,,, RIa).
of thle impAct regionl hlcnl (thc direct excitation pro - Thlus , in the straiplht-l1inc -path approximation,
Cess is dom jijajit over the stepw ise process. Tile fci soswt mpctprmtrbscI hi
line exijhi~itz a A rathier than exponential A de- frcliin- il matprmtr1 uhta

pendence , even though A is in tile A rcnion; in Ro> Li>R0,R0,, only the 1--3 instantaneous reson-

some sense, tile diret excitat ion serves to break acsacrdrn olin olsoswti

the adlial).it ic fol lowingw of thle field it(I) oil thle 1-2 this rangew. of impact pa ramleters lgiv e a major
cont rihUt ion to thle total OCxcitationl cross sect ion

transit ion and c han-c s thle depenodenI)cc from ex -
J)Oii~i~t ' to r ~vvbecauise of (lie condition R" - 1L,I?',tewegtn

i~h factor bdcb in the definition of the( total c ross see-
I). zjsr ,.tion [FI (5. 6)], and the f;!ct that coil isions with

1) Cmpact pIra.ter b larcwer than R,' CIO not conl-
In these two cases, I and A' are large (JI! trbte,(iet rI fCO.il-ilt~dF.01

>> 1 andof jposle sf~n, -id thll, ance. IHence, we can dto repeaited integrat ion~s b
suml (A + A') is still in the Q) re~ionl. We foil her, parts Onl thle t intogral inl Eq. (6. 1 ), each ilitc-
locus our attent ion to thle regionl of Ai -1 <' 1I , grat ionl by parts produc ing a1 factor 11/(1) A << 1
IA' 1. This region is (if pa rticular intere'0St he0- for thet ran! ';c of imipact ra~aiimeters of imfportance
cause tile direct two.-photon cxc itat ion process i s determined by the (A 4- A') cross ig h cci
donminant. over (lie st epw ise prcess indl, by vary - ti 0) amplitude is thus giv'en , keeping only terms
ills IA -i A' te effects of stepwvise proceOil o up to first order inl V&()/,A, by

E~~~u eW' ±N1 ( V' (/ )]I/')it
00J

Since A1 V- is in filhe Q) reiun , Eq.. (6. 25) is evaluated uising thle stationary -phase method to obtain

co!;(<, -1_ _')l- (,") A G

SI (w + l") x[1 A 211(7")/A] . (G. 2 7)

2 '11lT e excit ilo (11,0;t; Sectini is, obtainled a.,; l:;llah

~ ~'<' ii~') ''(')Ju'by iiite'"'u-t il, everl tile fiulct paiaiinetei , (-ltil i',
off the iintoi it A] at - " :1d'Ij-.iIA iW

.Wilh T,, * 0 u.i sigA i A'i/ (r I h'(~.Au r!i, In h'is:vrg v;i~ a
before, wt: 11.il'C (i:tiI 1 0 lio be( tiwt Iilli) of cI ; (her Waals Nnul~l; ve obtu ii

0!,( ajIpi oerh b -weeith (ac itive to iht iad thle 1)(- 4 1)'y~ ~V

'ie fir!:,t term in EqI. (6. 2G)reeen;(led-r I \ v
rect (wo-pti.'ton pruwev;e; seit edillit;, lciy A I2(~J'~)~(.21

(Jahit ? vait In thie I -:1 (iaiisiliiii o" anti C Viw) I

<0. 'Iit, ,',ccoiild termiI -l w1l11 .' ; I l (- (..) C Lionl Where p , i ' ho iv -ttoii l'ii r tl.lit ve
(lie O .I41. ie iii~S w hich :ffiih.! 11- 41 and'ct C)iI~ m :111 Ciit :I It (h iii 'd

stai~ a'ii'~ it tirl wjoe, Iweuwr imi1il wln c(liv.t.tr cmi Ipiuig 1o the 1-2 aind 1-:1 a-cla
I I -Aa; Incl ('a;eih, a); will Iii uv u tive initcli ilic Iden.-itia.iI'he ivl'

The esi.,au w iduuhul ill i.n biE-y Thjin cyphim Ii;:; livel PNbtaind ill a a-ecu-nt



pakper by Nayfeli" using a Landau-Zeticr-typc ap- N
proximation and discussed in connect ior wall the O
Coll isibn -induced thricc-photonl ionization inl whiichr A A N -

two hotos Lr used to exc itc the atom, via l,
CARE, to a bound exc ited state. A third photon i0
then ionizes the atoin. The present discussion E
m iakes clear the co ditio s w nder w hich ),q(. (6. 28) 

) A

is valid. U Or
rThe correction termn in Eq. (6.28) shows the ef- 0 N H F

feet of the stepwise process onl the direct two,- .A

Photon p~rocess. It falls off as JA +i A'I 11 for 7. N
fed A~, which~ is sloawer thicn (lie mrii part gpim, ~ - A
ais JA+ A' I"" It is thus easier to observe such

rect ioni termar cannot become larger than thre maii in-1-

part, since the treatnient. presented hcre ceases 2 0 1 2

to be valid. oSe
%'sression. llcforc we go onl to present the next FIG. 3. Exttonrosecin re Afra

c'.sesit s aviabl tosho a petru sotha fxcdl A = - 1.5 x 10"a. and an altvractive van der %Vaals;
cas, i i adisbletc ~ios a petru s (lst potential of constants Gv - 1.2 x ](Ila A'st C "

we canl havec a better ovr~'all view of all the can -e - .. ix lull ;xc' I, frtl'~ 0Ct5C' ~~O
presented so far. In Fif,.3 ., (lie total (XC itat lf Set  Irrv 1' is th r:r10 m nirinjl intX0raioso

cross sect ion is Silown as; a hoictionl of A' for a Ecls. (5.5) annl (5.6~); otlvirr are plotted according to the
li-eri A -1. 5 XI10! sec'' arid an attractive v'an (lei- nutosi al I ry iergo:weea es

inVals potc'nt jal ..,ith constantsa C,. , -. 2> i h sino!: of the ctunii, are correct, are shown. c

A~ sc1  ~ v. -. 5 1O Acrec' Inshoingtile tcxt for. diSCU:5nioir.
,uch a "comrplue ' spectrumn, we cannot avoid re --

gion~s whetre liric of the approximat lon;; eru-pt syed casvc- thv ve-,ion;; 6o niot fall \A'thia this Iirec),
inl casces A im- I is -ood 0i. v. , regions with Ide.- the followving pmin t ; will hielp) ;r re(rdL;uZ this
tullil:S I - 1A/). lience, tire linle shape from ;Iu- "rapll:
mruri calIiI t c!Ir: I 4'- i o f 1:c's (5. 5) ai 1 d F 3 (1 (5.rser -)Inn .rr~l. L,.yr .~ n ~.~.-.(1) Curves A, H, C', D, E, F, and HiiI, r~v

is aso how forcorrpar In ard to aid I ri rnri ng eases; covered !;o. far, are plottedoc ac eordrrrg
armaprecjaica o tgio i o caticae. Since to eqomt ionis Shown ill Table II, arldci rve N is

ther-e areC mlany errWU Oil;u Figr. 3, a1r1d Ca CtII Ct rye V from nriocnrical integrat ions of Eq.(5. 5) and Eq.
only has a 1 lirmited regtil) of vailidtity (for sOrtie I (5. Gi). For cu rves 11, C, 1), LJ, 'randl F, only the

-~-TAIA It Y. Linn. r-clcs

cam" EXcit:ntin cr-isa m~clioll

AA(* 4 iX ' li. .' \ b / \ A'' AV I '

40 X

x~1",7 2-

ca 5n n12~

2 1.

I-.r 1 . filp Ir il thi, ntnnic c lf115u1iM JIl.

14)~~~C 1: c.'tvj



portions, where it leaist the signs of detunings are moure specific, ain estimate of the relevant tILran-
corrct, are shown. tities (1i I, ~ I I rn I, I lI, I Ar 7) is given.' For the

(2) The conditionis in the fourth column of Table largest dctUniiig considered in case J (A = -8
I should he kept in mind in readling this figure.x103sc)ndnaticissofrytie

(3) The detuning, A1= -1. 5 x10"~ sec-' (jA Ir,- ), protonl mlass, I: A 3. 31 X10-2 cV, Th=410*f ,
is in neither the impact region nor- the quasistatic -V: 5.'04 X 10' C I)I/SOO, T =9. 875 X I 0_3See, an d
region. Hience, ondv in the cases when A is tin- j A 79 > 1. Hience, -.t a temperature higher
importanit, does theC agreemlent With the numericzal thanm 137 To the kinetic energy will be large enlough
result becomle f oocl e.. casc A, F, and G to ovoi-Cotnle thle vcictZy mlismatch (Ii 1 I) White
nea r I A 4- A' r Si .smuItltanously minta ining theC Condit ion of tile

(0) Curve H lhas the tendency of having the Same Q region (I A 1 T7 )
A.dependenee With the numerical result, if we

CMCtend the valueC of -I' well into0 Q) reion. nhi.c1Wiiiiiiil
Itoinmciical dift-eiee Comies from thle A2 var in- In this case, the instantaneous resonances for
tion ill ca1so B, wvhich is not a1 very good apprci- 1-2,'2 3, and I -3: two-photon t ran;sitions occur
Imation foi A;- -1.5 x l0' secc'. The sameic state - at Diternuclear distances i~ ~ n(] R"~ re-
slient holds for Cas;e C if we ext end the valmur of spec ively, douring a Collision if tlie im'pact pa -
A, well into thie .1 region of A -4 AY* naileter is 'aueh that thle ditnc ofcoest -i1)-

(5) Curve L' does; not have any reg"ionl of Validity p o ich bet wceni tie active atoml and thle perturbor
in this fior I)OC au:;e Of the sign and size of A. -is sml-aller al thaIle smallestL of /?,, R. Or R"'.

WeC show it for comparison. -At such imnpact pa naineters, radiative oxcitzitiolt

E. C~iseis enkiinceh oxving to thce collision- inid inst:ii-
.tanuous resonaiccs . At Jaiiger imlpaict paini ncZrs,

We return nlow to Case .3, Whic h is perhaipn tioe F1o111 Of theii l( nsco resennane e!S Cnnnolt 1W;
ni:titrsinz, ca e snduce :11 ivi-;'ojjjj,, -mos iterst cas, inc :ll hedetinri' are induced , -iin"rfe to a eliible Conitributioil

in the Q) re-gion and tile curve cross ,ilirS Ci1 inter- (comlpared wvith Contributions from Collisions v. it hi
fore with each ethe~r, leading~ to a new'\ type of in - silnalI~ Wc-b to the tot.1 atcross S c lion. Therefore,
terfe rence effect. F:or thle conven ji(1itce. of pie sen - in the st ra ignt -Ii Inc-pattiapr> in int it i s !it -
tation , we give Some of thle details Of the calCuLi - lie jejit to conic-r:( coltsm.:; wit h impact pa r~iiij
tion ini the Atppend ic-es and sepa iae hie disco -;s ions; etc nl,<1f,, R.1, or J, .
to calculations onl (1) the ampi 11itudr- and (2) the The i;liiticosC nii pojirts in [thc- timec
cr-oss sectioin. Since thle deoturniigs'! involved ni1-C. dowinlii cot-respsili to the station:1i Y-ptcise peilt
Il-rge (typicall,- of the Oi-dei of 10"i see ) inn this of tile integrals :rppra-inij~g in Eq'(. (i3. I) and,(in

ase, a lair!' anneunlt of vnigCy Joel, collisijon totecniin: - 1, >- I , an A'
Ho" Q ev) is ti-awnrfrrert froml theQ atomic met i'i +I A'j- -A I , bo:ijoI- cent ribtiors' to t insette:' i.ls
to tlie intcrl t-resffreo.S ecn-at-c fr-em thle ne(~orodif the se points. l'-eee
sidoz-;ition of theu energet ics ncems to be tdvij;a blO a qtat iunlnry-JdlrnS(- Inetliod, Of wilniCi 0he dta:il:;
to ensure the valitidity of thne valculaition'; lieluv. aic sliov.- in Appenidix A, is used to evatu:ate l'q.

1-or such larg e Lint-tic C!,ergtcs , a tenipei-;ture, (G. 1).
higher- than1 thie Iroom k-mlperature. (- ltO0 C) is i Assuming fint the tuime of inteoaeos -oo--
a-equi i-ec, whic-t inl turin redtuces III- atomlic Cot- an1ces ni-0 all1 fill from V/ 0, whel(Ii-' W It imi)
hisioii tiniO (7,t 1/n-0. Ttni,, however, will not .in; Centered, the :1intlitudc. is g"ivenl by
violate thecoindition for tlie Q1rgo frtetiiniiwjrj :1>
1) ili reitrial , sinicu 0110 Cili 1.1:e this~ Condit iinl(l - ~ (/) Ij 1, -+-A1:4 A) I (6.9))
With a1 th101111;1 eneCrgy (0!V2) itn IdtUningfs I.To be Whcee.-

y 41 -1
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S Cg V) S S , (II# + - (.4

-A, O + 'dl ' .M +fV(),4' -(A + 4')T f ThW + "(1) 111,(.3
0 0

gj~fj are tile auxiliary functicnls of Fresncl integrals evaluated at z,,

S,-SQ- - S"N(7 - Q0) , (0. 38) above. There are lvuu cases it and b) of special

7 are(lie115 A l'(, -I- '(j)intereat in which 9, 0 211)-(G. 391) calli be vcry

A 1' (1),A, I aA A' 1" W,) + ' , a.);il cooze,'dozf /in~h.'s of inst/utafli'us

'6.39) -CSeMIinCO, To -- -I. 'i . All the t iit)os; of iwnstan -
taneou~i: (Srl:,:nncc ceohicido. Ill this earn, ?, : 0,

respoclivcly. If any of te limvs of Mintntawous &- ~g, wu, 0ii - ju " a obain from Eqts.
resonances is nva, 1 0 (ie. , 7,7- 0, T,' 0 or 0Q. 2 9)- (6'. 39),

4-0), the col-ieslofdiliu(ho derivative of the- A, ioi)/ c-' ,(G )
polwte(al oi , a', or ap) naTroaliws n, and Eq. I
(6.2?9) blecomes,- s iis ,lar aniid is a 2 'oor appjroxiJli - ( ) /~i.( ~ 6'
tionl to in'( allplitude . Ap:1rt froni li , ]qS. A, /13 ( - )i l- C C M~(64
(6. 2911M(. 39) poio:![ g~oodl appi oxirutfit.ons for the,
arri! it'2(IC, oC'i es~f the tvjie (if potentials The aii)iide is given by Eqs. (6. 40), (6, '1]),
and the oiir-viie of . , mi (as .,, (i (6. 42), aiid (. 29). TVe contributini fioii the.

Conditionis for this. ease( (case0 J1)la' The ese Oi-
tial d(elence vawen\0i0Xi5 typT'5 o)f *)Acniialt
ill . 0,1. mili;;:; thle I r~ia!itii simopli U o lics in the 12

derv~t~vs;and~ their iUn t the (Tiies of iII5sl~tii--
tanesisrenaaicev.Iili aI]e givoii bjy aY, C), and!I

(Y' and s;* S, and s''. T[be order-injg of r, ,
and Mvrmdti-nilos IVo i'alus cf s, aid s.. 1-or
griVVe illCmt0AiC I)-, jute nt!a: ! and dt1nisigs;, theISe I 23
jprarnotos can he dieteriniii'.d, and l~; U2)
(6. 39) a i c. !grea:tly :;i npl ificd .

In Eq. (6.29)L it is wdtne:' Wo intepret the
teriw conta;iisi: oa a!;I One Contri i 1 i com))iiig-
fron tMe stepxi.V ande:; it" tut' term coiitaini-

jg a i;tl;;t fr*Oisi the( ditL1t !i~e . n' (' (Y'
and (f are a :c iaitecl w.ith lI iiO; e of 2- :tr~ai - 'fj. ____

sititln :iitl I -3 traiv.it iii, rs~~tv~

1.(ju5titill ((,. 29)- (l:t es',it lte 1pitiral o - ____ --- *

101-i1 of tthc 0i iisitio, :i i 1,phtii't Ti il( con'(i- 45
cldtosis of cine J. .l hive hweni ( oiilic tit with.t (~
the(' ii.'itt, of direct Inns'el iiaillf iiitr1 - :i o~if l(.ii. FIG. *. Coliojaii:'un of POW) vs 1. " cii,- iin tHe
(5. 5) iin attraictiv ' n \i, do. i- V:1.1: poielit 1.11s of sim:1)lite c1j v.' iollI 1tp-.(.9-(.tjl 11teiiiii-

Coiisola:ws C" "1 .2 >-19" As 0111% ( - .. 0 cal :iitiiiIii.riti of lq. ,!) for ail Arclivu

giv V'V aemi- u t " W e (n,.i . . 4); foi- ijim- jiisI'i i !i-; i;:t~ t b 5i..',,' %\, Wa; cii oift at

parit 1i. 1 ;inm hc; 0w;i vlit'c 1(hi; r--it :;uiiattci il,1uit j1uAiu.1, i,*i!, is licaru 'it



direct process" AreC ilh eav t a very simplle occurs before I . 0 and the 2-3 transit ion ll i'

for in liol vint, onk thle stepwo~ iecaaatr ibut iols. after I -- 0. Inl any case, the re are Jwa, terms inl
For given interaItomic potentiat mnd A. the( coil- the amptilitudle corl esjrolidirig to ill-mr aN citltiall

dii ion , I- Correspo nds: to a1 particular Vatl- CIhaOO(e'. d ciscussed inl Sec. IV.
ue of .1 (C. ~.,A (('CI ,a ) for van der
W~Val IS 1)0( C lit i.1 I S). NCt I- thi valu o . tC0f A' , lC - 2. l7ai' twal, c70)s saerlioi
coratinl.~ to EqsI-. (6. .1 ) -(6..12), onle would expect
thait t he dirct process would be less imiportant It is st ra i-ltfu-w~a a to obtain the( v-c it:iticon
thai,1 thle stepwt 'C Il Ucess, which Should be re- proliahil ity lay talia the maodtlira; (if Eq. (G. 29).
flected inl (he tite sh :ilie. We finl this result Thie result ings expre:'- ions arec lolittiy anal are
whenl we nlumlerically% evalu.1tc Eqs. (6. 20)-(C6. I!) given iln Appendix l'1. Only for the( twoa special
to obtain (the total craoss sect ion, as will be shown caISCes (T,, %_ aaad -- -',1]T,, I " fal a-l 1a -1 ) m I- tile

ltri.- ,*i.<.. . II-1lyt iC expissias Iv in thus;Saia;'t~
bl. ll'i11 -arlaI jtiaS (11i." ofii.salouais n(soni TO (h~~nsra eh'ace; of lir the jnar

nme. lin this case.(, the a rmmaiaa'ts offl. anal , inl phase mothod lisa-riihr Appeodi': A, we coaijpare inl
UEq. (G. 36) become 1.1 i-ge, aundisinc e f, and gi arae Fig. 4 two C(I-) 'vs b cp y:,olre fromn tilt-
rapidlY dec teasing fand iou:; %ithl mraximlum values" meia itgaill;' Eq:;. (15.!)), tho other from
f' (0) r- .(0) -~,we Call, to a gIood alproximliatioa , -qu-h Eq(62)r n:ta i-vndr

ne-.lect ternis corita inin-, factor s Ir2 0' 'P u u a it -- 12X ~Sc '

as contipa red with I inl hts. (6. 30) and~c (6. 31). -. 5 >, 10's A~fL -1, A:,-,4 0 xl I()" sec' n a

WVe obta-Iinll~- -5. 05 Xl 0" sc(5'. The .'ureossart111 is nearl

A3 -10 c>(/') . .' St i /4~ -31 1) )Perfect except for 1) -- . '10 A Y~l h if I: cse, to

- s' s,(/a)~ 1 2 f ,)u2l0 ~ 0S) , 6.3) hc unle 'igt Ii ho valklke:, of a~uau'
(643) used- arc~' ai-, (A I -.,>. I , JA' 1 7,-> ) oee

or .5,/t0.O t a' 4 /.0 1 1-s for s'Jmaller valules' of dat' taarilti'> (-I rr0 e) goad
- a" agemnt (to withinl 1 -) A''ilt o!t nat'il(

- j( ss.(~/e' ) h~f±r;n~c TO olht:: in accuraite ca-oss '-ect ion!;, eu tiavc to

d.14 CO nlurner'ictl inlteqrIaf ion's of 1 q ,;. (5. 5) for jiml-
(6. 1'1) pact p~ialalte2s b Ircir wid tarPrtan the snmal-

.Thle a mpl itudte :is given by 1Eqs;. (G.43), (6.4'4), lest Of R,', R.", and R' 'Ind to utie Eq.;. (6. 29)-
(6. 27)- (6. 39), anld (G. 29) contains colrtrttrution,; (6. 39) for smalleor impact pa ramet 'I Lis pa o -
from thie stepwise aI!d tile direct lpioC-.e5 that ill- cedur is itsed to Obaljnin the total Cr.:;!; fsectioa

terfere with each o;ther. as a funictionl Of A' ill a aneilclllehr1 , thle poilat
It is naot difficult to understand the physical A' ~(,y/o;) :a .'-italtetmso

llneanin-' C)f cacti term inl Eqsr. (6.32), (6. 43), and Staiitnieolis rel:-oullc(' coilicide, for the ;Itti tive
(6.4,-1) by' traecang tsacl- the calmiti Pais leadting to van dler Wtals'ponliat used inl 7Fig,. 4, and foi
thenm in) Appc'naix A. Termn A, [Eq. (6."13)] Coll- A -2. 0 X~ l10a sec'1. Thle reCsultS areL SlAIOWn ill

tains thie contrihutiotus fromn tit(! innrtlataneous Fig. 5 allong' with two cm-"(..,; , onle wil a (A I
re~oiiic oitsbefreI= 0 trmA,(Eq. (G.44)] alepenajelite tile other.l w~vti t1 A' -I:! ipehn

cootf:,ill:; thec Ca;rt rtitionls from th~e ilinataaneus, 'I'l( calculated cross; secti caltic's Iretwca-ro tlar' twoc
res(la:atca points :Ota'r 17-0; anal lec-run A3 , curq 711ves, wllich ar11 or-C :: to tHre r-;MIaa \',-lo~
(6. 1*,0 1 canta ins a5 tin- triljut iaon from the step' - as tle calc-jut.tteal our', :it A' (uw'na.)A(2. 5
tris;, Iaocc'ss tin which 1 -2 renona-nce ocesrs be-- XI30l' saec' inl thais Case').
forIe I :-. 0 a nd 2-3 rc-';onatncc occmur' atr 1.-- 0. Froami the! diclusioan earlier, tihe cont ribtruil'f
Tferin:; A, .anct ., cora!aii, both ~e~~sa-aitiiai from tie (I -:a) rhirea. liraccs!; ri;iaroat thiP;
tionls. 1For :1 livenI Oiaeigrf 7n, 7') nncI 0-r . olt ,;jIcQ To-nP - an 7'ta T he dhl:iterh tiii(- najr

!0010 Alejwi:;a Coot ribtins will he Fasaai. l. Mhows twa) iiiaaa-ieci structure due to tir 'iiatal-fc'r-
exalinpie, wheaa'ga . s' -' I anl Hta first ltn i ll enre" e-ffe-ct; thle lineL profile if; a1 Siriirrat curve

la.(G. "43) v:1 11 slae:; indctiting tiasit no( stedwir,;a e xluiiait ilig the. iaafiown-a' aof htahtt tit- rtcpiw rand
pro*C(C!.f Is oc'CUm-jl! ier fore ' 1- 0, r~rc:tile 1-2 tile (lilt )rac5rta if t(he Stpwisc tarocess is;
l1'saru;llacV h1:aplal'a at 'a later tilli' 111.111 thle 2-3 tile only cot it itillaI onae, iara lino "1lpe. waiaila
triaiiAi-on - -. I' . T firf;t t'oin ill F~ri . 11h1v(! fonihn'atl thle A' - Cill o ve ; if, oal tim athl

-'4) dsov!; not vanji:;ll br-c~iirwa i, arand tiule 11:11d , tlma ativect llarui the prealowuiialat One,
lit('hWi!;C il od-ere C.11a (aceu,. 'after I 0. 'hapl( sit - tle lIno ';AwuliJ shouaaldl go ;IL (A -i A' )-11:' Iiiact, llt
whor Ola;i t'vavtr!er wilaaIl T , (s~, p-I). ]to%- ealaIhIaa-a lAI'VP Oil Sg ((tlan,; tom fojlo'. i11a,1e

eeA, al-ways Owt~~t~ r1ia: a:-2 Imaprni iaola (lonely IOle'-3; Curv'. it nu~atstat at the



vicinity o1 4' 1-(C'vp CI% A hehewcpo foliowiriq.. two hpeci.ii Cases (i and it);,J
cess is nmore ii pijitatitt than the(. direct prorc.ss, i. IAcn,-y cumc~,it i. ' 1101- ofJ lo. .o
as previously disctissed. rcsoptnce , T. -- ~ I,, T. !, EqS . (6. 29), (6. 40),

Simple auialyt ic aecults Canl be Ohtaiiil for tilec (6. 41), andI (6.4~2), we obtain

I C(I j (nx4'/a' Icu(~+ t~o' + sii/4 -4,'n/4) I

-1 2 cus(il. 4 0' 4i sill I s'r/4) cov(q, - <,' -i sr/4 _ -- sn/4)] . (6. 45)

Aitinu~h thi-; is a -Ample epsinit (Aiiialit be llt',! to obhlull ;mi ;,(cortt 'ai ,;il( for t titot N41 rilo '.('( -
tion for ieaisolis to) he tli-xll:;.'etl 11clow. The It ile dIt ivat ivcs of hIl( luiteu AO:;lic Iul t id!; (I ;utd (, C.il1 I(
expres'.edCll n tea Ill!; of tile iiieoite 1ce:1ir dnt:Ukiice and ( he iliipact pia -alueter,

a('' 1 0 (~ V'(V (6.47)

WVhelli, (ni, ill this case), both n and' ", ;iIphzomlci 1 .i ;1! 1l.owr, k( :md (1 . (C. 4:')
In r, Var-y is'':-.Is (It '-- b7)-'. Ani :iiprouimauvi foruUoit for il(. hntto t.1 cl (lollunti, lilt h s i. q
(6.10), ias not :ip~lhc;l1iie sillr it lenlds;to lo io:;ur ihiic 'r.el'!..elii. TIwir iifor:, I'mu :1 ct-1 kkilin of
iipact p.1i-altC!(' 1, iiwhi R?,, iu111ic0 itniltc! I'Jtloll of Fqs. (c'. ou) :tivl (of j 1(..,c, '' )V'Uudll 1,' 1) .1 SA I I (- d
t.o 0) ta i tn ac ac i i rst c%: ~si c. foIt th 10 ot:i tIc IL)gs ";C.c t io II. 'I'luo rzusult fur I !A (l cie %Ill dc). \Vii: i~t:11[1:0
alI '1 a Jv'.i'Ati -I I C'1 ?I:;cilt'ci by a p:aiot on tihe lille-:Im~jpu rvei\', ,,tich :,, tt~i one illlt"' 5 tul ll2 '

A (C'%i,, 'c,,A ..j _',. -.

(G. 414), (G. 2)(.3, ind (G. 29). :iitcc tile :llptlli( toimt:1ici; CO:At ilt it);P f1 ON1 Ict-11 lln. !."i 'e.
and tlie (lirvct poc e.,there-( Nill Ili. interfemiclte terms; ill ilii pliob.ily'ilety iiiii infl J( cffocli
Ite!t illi51 rated iv'ili d i(ii I(i(fjiIIlll(5, e~imit'.(.t , 1 I-l Jthi olu 01 cr

With

P s 2( 0 s n sit 2,))/ (yo a K (6.19)

(f 20f, + s' i) 11 - W) 'S2(. --. ) 1/ v~ o,(. )

+I sill[ <) Ii I A/ -1 (s - s' - s" );/4 - s 0,

+ -;ill[u i p -1 W S' - S)7,/4 -~ so]

4 Mll[ '- * tu4 (,' - s"- s)ir/4l I s OJI 6 .

Whierill the ilc tt, halVe beemil definled ill XEqs. (G. 29)- (G. 39). Equ;!tiu:1f (G. '10). (6. 'A) ehlii~ t. V (hce
Coiitriblitionis to thlt tutd l io!ss ;vctiol froma lito stcp..i-e an 0:, (11C dil*(Tt jiW0CC.!s, .1111 thW illilfei -

ncflC b(Iween (hie f1 AO. '111 kt: i ms~ Io-li obltaciic'cl and. diigi;I.;v ill . r('u'mct 11.u11vt',~ andt v :;ll mumli:lizv
Only thle esitia l feaiiuiec.

All On! s;ine fancthi; in Er:.(G. 4)-(.I)o!;C,lI;iic i'ajuiuly ns hilitI on' oif Iiipact pal.iiltc' 0-t, e('Nd-t
the one varinj-flI :a:;

sin',. , - ~"+(s a '- S")l/4 -US1,,]
(the fit.-t ternm iii 11.,), whlichl ig a slimv'Iy va,*yiot' functo fl a b. Oia illtc''.tI iac! ovu toi IInol a t~iii (me (of Iit
Cro!S! seiE'(on, Only, dli!; t1'ii suri'ives to Y id a1 Iava'aa acpza'r'iiml lu i,'. jiiitri foicto rI he. elmi:, omuI
Wet dhirectI p-ovesn; w~ilich a!;iIa~' a hurft iota of iiil'Pmi('a I iV':taa. iiatha iV~ C SoadIu

- Ani approxiaiatinai -staeh as; Eq. (G. 10) in; ta!;c o (calculateu tilt- ((an (Ionn.s ~tdio, yielinag



21? ~ ~ 04 is( -2~ ~ "211,, A

wh-e .1 i ;lte~ Neva C( IUo!(t by~ theii thiice ClOS - (tic iit(,i rci1(cnc bctv.Co thle steCIwi!CC and t hC ci-

Sinl~s oil the iII0CI ioiii psjlciitial cuti vv! Ill a recl pr'ccsi~s Contains a1 sie fionitiion whiich will
(ti'.Ci -i icture, and oscillate as tielIct ive speed I, is varied., It is

ele:1 4 fieclea - froin Eq. (G. 52) t hat thle area A deicrininl
(SI -the osc il].;t ionn frequency, wh ilc thle ,:Ilwe. at tile

ini . Coni -I;iIA ph C~;J..col. d triiletl allp] itudes oftile

17iAi.it lo (6. !0) I- not -A ricteiI toi any1) :pvcific Oscill; l ionls. Yor givenl interaitomic potenitiail

type (if 1 Ii 10 at the( Caienta1tikinl of ti.(.ki ex IcfurveS, ; fl(1wquintities (A and slopes) Call be
C it at e( dtjsi i t is reim 1iziIiiy Ch.ingl5ed by a:vyillg" the dctuinings, and ttence tlie

Simplo. Fur ..1ken1 wtviiiii pot IIItIi .1collvs' fre qoelCy and the amiIJlitildL' of tile oscillation inl

ant Ocl'uin ~ ,one, can -':j~iciiially obt:iii Ow the total Croic'; section.
sq:.t tie cje,.i,j pit;jandti arca A enl- The Vc~:tiiin to a1 SPecific ordelring' of the

ch(cst b. ,ii ;ivit i of 111ic:;e vi.c;inito (i.e., Tl > 7" >7d e ryespoadaCIL to

Eq. (6 . *,?) k 0e~i . A coli~li u 0~l oHit~e ci urn coiifinill!" tie d!ctuitnin Ilcertalin re Jiolli depolic!-

* q I~ I'liv C (ol I VIhwt ono 0A.1 i In d fiu j.n.il,, oiliv give- n3C intel-tiiinie j1 itnt, 102 (IC-

COvl~'irI Slu clonit., lii!In ;0 thEi hi. (G. 52) is tnio'sI-" ill dIfff'I cut tilos,(e ordigll will be

Act If. o'Ai %lliI 15' . (iffrllt . lievcvci , it would hv ju-t vs c(:tFs to

j ho .;i (li ill fli F'J. Ns.'2), %%tiirt u'pI (seIt s obtain thl( e-,i atioln jwohi,1iliy I ad the to; l COSS

SeCt in fiomiI ~ (6. 41), (6.44), (63.32)- (G.39),

andt (G. 29).
To 0hinsti fl: this inicifericeC effect and to ill-

v'esHA igt tt fu's ibi lity o'(f its expe ui nejtnal 01)-

SPrvAiDI, wT U-Se a1 fpec ifiC p;tIn is SlChown

illi Figs. C(:0 adCb, instead (of vani- der-Vaals
type, poten-lt ia for- (i(2tIui in:- A --- -8.0>1l01' suc

an':-.xciu -. X 30' see'.-. Theic restilng ((ttl e.x
Cit.I ~ s~t'ti.;sctrjIj 1i ftiction inveri e

. :tive sperd 1/r, I- !;hIv.n Ii Fig. 7, \'.ith x,

ly s;pacedh p-o.i, wh('Iil thle sp(is Va1r u-ri fl uo i

o 10' to 4 >,10' c in!eC''. Ini tcr-ii: (If the hi! ecpo
-C-l, tile (', ti ocro.±;s rwct inns are of tie .i dwr

%of (Iv'~I)ni ", With If,,). ill( he A 1)' I; er 1en 1-
iiity iii \V/Cin. w:,M

Ahthou,,.i I ?;I,,cifir piitinitiiI I'ign. (a idi 6001

it wc LIS( t(Il'':t n i: i; efcrt, wce (ljpll~isize

11t:1t the, (i:.ilt:,i(1ly fetn ic(2l5i,:ii~ of
thei doii (If tlh' poent iatl a; toil'. %!; (itliCe (il-i

aic nit w,,tIru FirstA (tieji liar~t k.(11..

3 4 rv c145i l : ( -i ti the t o. n i,,i, . 1 :1
A' ( (' "11 1 1) Ill tIiIx.i v a th:w 4-li (~~if oriti'i .; when

ofXC s W i C v ' \ P I a % : .viw Jug" ;I !Aj i vi : 1 Ii'( tt i r I I (s i l i : iiii ltiih' i
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6. *xil 1!1~ 10"l '- 1 A q.- - ., 1013 S(C& 1, axxj
-- j) 3. 0 l't . I cxxx v'I t a, (IA-)'. As ltxc

.. is difAa1I I-xt ill;cxx bii;'p ct xiti ic j xtk~n i-. oft ie

olhe (r5;(x the iso udc o 1 dCA~IC4 oly the oher

ttic lJ, S 1hu (c~l~ldn, ftin txf.it i. pIOW . (ill
4 ~ 8 ? ea:.iethiu aton pixl (.x) dva ',' in otitli oil tle

chi ict:;c Ow to !o e Ij: Io: cxf d I ,;f; d !f iat C,
b-idtill io:,.xjo i of, tl th CHi ej. x11, the 1 tk-)

FIG. G. Wxi x~c~x x i L d'ciO ctixxx kk lnfol:1 tilxc UAi Ll'1 ro:ivv, (it to1y) v~fijeh :!rv the(:5 -

ichilic i r l x I ii i ii- (!J il pit (. ;r I . 'i'l( til l. ltci ('c Ill e tt i ti;:l tie~v ol ('AII c :co

xxt: I 1: v 1' :11 it 1 t, '! x Ix I''ti call lic r l(( i l ixi col(rxitt txii l f7oIicx~
( i -i c x: I,% (;.) Ill (1), ix% -; ;, ovxl tI )

ii~~~~~~xtji~~~~~~~~~~ic.lol i xx iti xi xxxxx il x) tt ix xlx I1 1,(1 1 J)i.iti:. ( 1 c, it ( -

0x L' icx lx x.:xx \- 11 1:)" I(itL- x (x ~ wwS : iittxc xil i ;.Jill'tl tro iilc'!

tithcll. id-l P- x itxk' 11,C fcc~jxlexxxy :111d 1111i l](10 i ii:juiIi ~C( 1 ~te iI s:f C o stf
atial (,Io - i : .:, I x-;tivie !Ct:. : c xiof !iix l xil 11'~ :-
hlrc to~ fIii dt~ by andci.'y
:focxc- 1 ,-ch ii(.11;11 l ;l'etCx '~fl~ciia'ca

CAM:i, i' ( i, i'ii Il ( 1ix u ;,cdi-Iiix xix-tic c-, uTe 111-1ix0 iti-11:1 itt k- Auic~tlic jxlixxi iii (ictVx:;

i i v !J t1.1 I" 1.0~ i i l ipi :; i i t i-A i xSl.~l; iarvii ofl thei li i .ti( jl xx' 114. (-(:). i\-(-j..

Owi ('i lx v~i :~ct~ii'xl, :x ) I t ! icc '1 tith~ Ixi ( I,(.(. i tici dii.xxxxx A ut p i( i iijxx l ~it- ccc

il- Iv I. Il Ill -;:, in'.'.---i' -. _______________



poteniial - curve cizos- mg j popC rt ics (ixs; Itionls as poss hl e, ait hough resul I' arc given for ',15iie

and !.lt)I es)I; such a va riat ion tIit) nt IpossI Ale in specific puterltials only. Because of tihe complex-

eliarg-cxchantle ijivt'.i1Lic colisins. Althoughi ity of a threce-level synsteml and thle di 7tillct ph:,-

o.;rill:1tioll of this type conitinlue to bie tljSCOVCIdLt ' sical fe:iiirics and n101ltilatical treatmenlts ill

for (.1.11~ lrm~ ilitlast ic coil is-iolls inl alI:aii- dlifferent limlitin~g caso!s, we classified the0 prol)-

jon-ohl-ga sytciw; iucli as Na '-Nc , K*-Ar, 1cm intol thirt(en 0:1505 according to thle Si~es

CS '-Ar, theY arc, confilled in :;!ittlS w'.itl atoml- and thle 1iglls of the ltiing 'These (les w'ere

ionl ilill t0IIij 1)(t'l I( ALS hIlliIll~ a :1 '!llhIa!leeC treattedillI detail, exce-pt thle last threce canss (K,

tW Fk'., G 11), .0'Jt tUs.- hive Inuiil Vakloin Inil- L,M) \vlei give rise to e:x.ponntiatlly !;mll cx-

ve!t di.h:: the :itil-if,;in atonm ionl leratc- Citatio cr011 ! C IS ctionls for which reibeanitl'-

tioii.. \:CAM"l~, lt scopc of nuili s klliei canl tic aIppIwiNj!ttionS are lcliw ii t the j frn luic.

beI UN t Ul !t, . A dre:;:;el atoml picture was ailan gikl-n .1.hicll

Inl reIt JOf ttI( ilm ntn WI' !llllti0lltd broughi.1t Ill CA\11 I)lttOlllC iljtC) COlli)Ittt(' j iiAlll

(tint th lhid ('ff 110t't atlIflnjl IsaL~'iWld with till' inloieb of raititonltes! ijlll e, c alimic

witlh JIWIS!Y it'l-ircnWiil fcl;ll to (01'no Il !nLC:L)LF) ColijSions:-. ]n) OWl; Hitle Ile

cal Iic p( !ftf-lledtli 1- cio:l'lid nullm Iwll,'11 or tyit'vil tHi dl5'.I ili !i 0115 1110 iho(Nifsjllat

.1 Iwam! Itllti vitlL 'NitlI .1 ".:I lill 'I he hi mll- fieIdi: ale( 'Ii anf;1 lld ili,.o infl entoltlic oe ta

g-I, !noslll illethili nr s only if thle :wlve -Iinil- (I' VC 0 onillu1Sr n t i:s5; ih1(

3W'! IlIrhll ICIlalive VCii0l :o; iIaj'I(Vxi;1i:Ifi-V eU:L, thise, ellan e pK~ciill if) the i:i1.e diusas'

to tilt 1 il te'.ICIl(. 11.In ran'f; WWIl h, fitti delte- c:te;(,; nIll maf1(If,2l ewilt! eachi tither , 1(~ s to

tion effte i( nv is reliiil cdi, (110 cail llnn- S-I lil ( vtfft'it I (4fL-it i~l;, 1t10 c1 oaring,- Colltlllm :

lasevr to k tll; C ls2 :1011' :ktolil frlol1 )I! tl ippI'tx Stonc ,,poti: iA 55i (tllfe'lllm AtiollO \'0t ,)lC--

tniit / l :: i.,- :illc 3 I :,I it I!Lli d I ccllS ! I I, 511- -i ci I I Il-- I It I 5 it t I i ll C ( 2 Iu lI'( I !;:1 W II

ctiI, I c -1 t i i' jill illi 3 e tin , of: t ~il d L I io El i ((; 1) (Iil tv'C 1.In; , I A t I~i/<f

! :l~~~~ !I (-:Il ocu f,: \,--lv ollad:io nw hto



whereft

Because of tile Condition 1-1 I , the cont ribut ions to Q are froml tile ne,botihood of thle cros,;ig, Poinuts
:1 7, saitisfy in;; A IT() only. Thus, for the first t c rIn (I'esty ict ed to I < 0), we expaind the( e.Nponent oif the
integranld if) Q ill Taylor series about ,1 - %, andu far th lie"1( econd I (reet r irted to 1>0), We breaCLI tile
Q integral into (,.%o parts, from --- to 0 and from 0 to 1, and expand t[lit, exponont about. I,: -To an1d 11 r

for cachi reg ion, respect ively. Thel( factor x(/,) is evaluoateCd A x T%) - X . 'Ih 'taylo .1er ieS i.-; term i nIt -

ed at ternis x (I, 1 7"1, and tile initel.1As obtained~ are evaluatedI ex.-etly to yield

Q(i) X, "' (' . , /,) I',G/o), '[1 .1 cr-f[ca /-'(/ -I) dci' 1 for I< 0 (A.2)

Q Xi) -- (0~ .41 /4I I.;( a)i,[ 1 +4 erfC f2 (a, * 7-")e

XI 0 c C I( /I )ic( f ~/( .)~~i rf(-.-o'r, 7 s /t-- for. I > 0 (A.3)

W~here cr-f is the err.1or fuict ionl aind o;'s, a~ are. definled ini FdIs. (G. 2)-.(6. ). ]itt ing Ep; (A2) and (A.3)
into Eq. (Al ), using.T the rot~it ion er f(;-) - 1 - erfeca ) , and coe11Iinlil ig u l;,w ca(n wvrite ('(i'> s a slimi
of four- term;;. Under. tile ass;ump~tion t11:11 the crosfinig poill"Sarei- far. frol: /- 0l (ae,/2T',> ), Oile oif tile
four terms, which contnlinf; a factor erfc[ ' -o~ C' 1"]~'', Can be ?I tcctcd. Th~us

C3 (If~~~oo, 2o3 /4 X, x(') ('.NJ) i ~ fV' (I')i) rfl-"e r),llj

4 r i Q.. , /0 f x'() exp A'I '(t '),I .I c aI ( ?- 11

'I hit;, ag if; to lie evAlaed lisin"g the sltiir-p Iaso ethodl. Since. the ('liir funchile. w.ith Cm'ipi]lr-,
aru-qmiiiclts :11.0 eec ilitnr fucin; 'hir' pre-senIc ill th~ ne.ee of th irst tw.o t'ij-1i5. ill Eq.(!)

will Inlodify" 'le (i ctr.~ae ~sto; f these irtga;.To rope wvith thtis;, we us(-; 7q.'.1 .2., 71.1.9,
7.1.10, 7 9,'.3.10, a11d 7.3.22 of Abraino-witz atnd teii L c'xpru;; the errvor ul tc inl tern,;; of anl

i. I ('ei!i illa t in; j:;t "Znd the :luiiary fuitetions" j,R of thef w'e;it';itg~t; .hicth "'re !A:lo;ly

~~'ary ~ ~ ~ B iiO ;'0 l' uille, [his;, tho integral;;k are \v.'itt inl a for-ill stiit'!t0le for thle iinr'-;ls
met~ot.V.r' ,t:LlNOwV'mntit t1ic, mcethod by evaleudin;;th firs:t terin inj~q. (All), to bhe c:itte-d 11'.

The evailwtitiett of the seccond terml fojllow;.,; exNactly the saill ro tcedurei. ~1 i- t~

Ill terIAW; off ,g :111d the! 'eJY~(-Iit i;.1 foitiol, IV' c;ii tie write ;; :1 solo of ttmi'ee terms. Ili tw~o of these;
teros a pllsie of the ft-rio1 ' -1 .sc(I 1 r07o ,Y a wih ,,; -;iji;pj5, the'Ji o--ene expanlsion of At

Ju l'Q ait 1 -- 7. We~ tu-atm;foi-i thlis terin bactk to its rgnl forml :111d fin'd

0f

+ is1 f\r i(r "1/ )C;' e X',f I- I (AW 1/ ) 1

j)Oilit;., --7,, fr tile fii .t t --ri II*ITI for tto "'collt :111d th. tirdt tilt 1, ntl ; Uitle thet it of the lilttIegmI;Ilk.
!Iti sentaCiilitgl ga;;a ; eVVAtiiu 111W thi''st,) tnttI ;; HIt hitdil;g to )i.(A:!) midc (,\3) fin. Q.
Tten, thwer 1-(,: 1 11110 il; (.;t, aig~i ill lbe "rittellill tft'iiti5 of f,.! filit Il i;, whichutit to It'(I. ((, . mtt).

'The :i;lIjIe prtii , 11t ippliltid 11) ( u tOwt~ ill t:tj. (M') yield;. Vol. (6.3:tt). The evaliti h l of thle



thard term ii III .q. 1,M) I i Ixtrt iCku id y simple4~. U' Stat iOnd i - pthase point T. far from 0, thle erfc fu7ct iun
c tan be aipproximatedf by 2, and tile inLtelral is donec by thle Statioiiary -phase method. This mvithod yields
Eq. (G. 32).

AIINI)IX ILI

The exc itaition pr-obabilIity can ailways be wvritte ,i-,a a sumi of thIiev torms, "I~, P 0 I ;1"d "PI rep~resentinig

the stepwi se, the dirctC and thle interference contribhut ions, res~pectiv'ely. III tile mlost frencira ICase, they
'ire -

P.S - -2(I +i .',)ssin
2

O - 0I - *',W~ sin20'

+ Q'2 +~)I -sx siii2(') +Ill s ,
I II

+ 12(f? - !.,7 )1" 'fs sin(2. A 0' -ft l;'< -- s 'i/4 - SI'0M - CO.A:,(,' - -s.';r/'i I- s'0 1 )J

I', 1(~x~: ).t 4~ - ~sin2(<" so~ 2(f? -ft 1-2)[ cs(" sO1 , - s

+ [2j~-Ft'fl /[o~~s/'-I ~t,-2s 9, - s" ;i14) - cw; t' s "0, "1 /1

IS T U a, ( I

+ (-S,1~cos[ 0 -- ' -e,' - (. + s' - s )/4 -s~]c~4 I~ "- ( 'Ia);/ tlj

4 Co.[%(,!, - (s -4- S' -1t A";/ -0,1'

+4 ~~ 1 0 ;)j' 1  
;iZI[ e 0 - 't -(s~ - s');/4 1.,0. 4 ;"Pj,

- sink)''0 ~ -. -- s);;/4 s~i s V7j

- SO' [2 (,2* g) I..{e, < - (S A Ov'b4 4I so" -1I~'

0.i o - ,- + .) '. ( -4-[ t") ~~IL' f~<' (S -1 S')r/ S(,--.j

'J016 1 , (

-1 si' , -C ")i;14) 0O, -- s'Oj}

-where

and aill the ctlicl- qualmtitic'. havc ell dL-fjn(!( in ),I:. (G. 29)--41. 319).

'An v,,It i '/., of -! ; a .f r - -w ;
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